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TESOL Newsletter

Volume XV, Numbers 1-6 (February,. April, June, August, October; and

December) 1981
r

- Edited, by John P. Haskell

Volume XV contains a number of articles of general infb-rmatio to

in teachers including articles on teacher training ansi evaluation by Rubin

I.C\ and Henze, (2/81), Gregor, (2/81), Cortez, (8/81),,Martinez-Bernal-(8/81),

1--4 and Hepworth and Krahnke, (10/81). Richard Orem's excellent article

rQ4 "Entering the 80's" is an overview of ESL teaching today and offers some

cn thoughts about where it should be heading. Gina Harvey-brings us up to.

1..Li date on certificatiom in her article of 4/81. Qn the lightr side, Imhoof
and Fingcchiaro under the pen name of Clea Shay, suggest we consider "The
Timbuktu Method" (4/81), and Michael Skupin's longer poem "A Dialogue-in
Verse Concerning English .Teaching" is excerpted in the December issue.

The preparation of papers for oral presentation is discussed by Kaplan

. (12/8)).

Practical teaching considerations and techniques are-presented in

articles on the teaching of grammar by,Yassin (2/81),'Soudek (12181), and

Sin90r (12/81). Reading techniques are dealt with in articles by'Larson

and Fragiadakis (4/81), Doubleday (8/81), Kalnitz.and Judd (10/81);
Krashen (12/81) and O'Neill and Oazi (12/81). Communication strategfs
are developed, by Chjistison and Krahnke (4/81), Datta 14/81), McConochie
(4/81), Steinberg (8/8), Larson and Sage (8/81), and in articles by
Thompson, Larson and Yorkey, and Reitman (12/-81). Writing techniques'arE
suggested by McKay (8/81) and Larson and Yorkey (10/81). English for Spe-

cial Purposes is dealt with in articles by Byrd and West (4/81) and

Griswobld (12/81).
I

ESL testing practices are discussed by Nicholson (-2/81) :and by'

Virginia Allen (8/81),' and Reitman (1.2/81). discusses computer assisted

instruction.

r
,

Sociological aspects of teaching are dealt with in revealing articles

A about China by aMg (2/81), Ying (8/81) and Bean (12/81), and about such
diVerse teaching areas., as the refugee (Kremer, 12/81)-and StarTierd'English

as a S6cond Dialect (Anderson, 1.2/81). The problem of teaching culture
in the classroom are dealt with in articles by Delamere and Jenks (12/81)

amd Magrath (12/81).

Aninde/R to the articles in Volume XV appears below by issue number

and in the order in which they appear.

2/81 February

3 Rang,Nianmei. "My Visit to the USA"
eYassin, M. Aziz. "Teachingthe English Verb Particle Combination';'

ct Rubin, Joan and Rosemary Henze. "The Foreign Language Requirement:

Z . A Suggestion to Enhance its Educational Role in Teaching TrainiMg"

Nicholson, Paul. "Imprbving Interview Tests" ,

Gregor, 'Elinor. "Promoting Good Relations with Classroom Teachers"
t.if.
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Orem, Richard. "Enterirrg the 80's--Some Professional".Perspectives"
Harvey; Gina Cantoni. "ESL and Bilingual Certification in Public,Schools,

Community Colleges, and Basic Adult Education Programs"
Christison, Mary Ann and Karl Krahnke. "Communication Strategies for ESL"
Byrd, Pat and Gregory West. 'The PuWposes of Technical Writing Courses

for Foreign Sttdents in US Colleges and Universities"
o Datta, Shakti. "The Importance'of Teaching the Melody ofa Language" .

Larson, Darlene and Helen Fragiadaki-s. "A Notional Approach to 'Franken-
stein'" ,

McConochie, 'Jean. "Shopping for Community Contacts"
Shay, .Clea. "The Timbuktu Method",

8/81 August

Virg, Yang Su. "A Genqral Survey of EnglishTeaching in the Peoples
Republic of China"

Martinez-B'ernalJanet. "Reflections of the First Weeks of Class in an
ESL Plagram" , ,

Doubleday, James* F. "Expectation: A Case of Discommunication"
Steinberg? Jerry. "Games EL People Play"
Allen, Virginia F. "Insights from'Optometry: A Side View f Testing".
Cortez, Emillo".. "Suggesti6ns for the ESL Supervisor"
McKay, Sandy. "Using Films at a Pre-writing Activity"
Larson, Darlene and Howard Sage. "Tallying it U0"-

1,0/81 October

Larson, Darlene and Richard'Yorkey. "Shuffled Comic's"
Kglditz, Joanne.and Kathy Reyen Judd. "An Approach to Teaching ESL

,- Reading to LTterafe Adlults" ,
,

Hepworth, Geprge R. and 10r1 Krahnke. "What Do You Want to Be: Rble
Models fbr the,ESL Teacher"' ,

12/81 December

Kaplan, Marge.. "Conference Paper Presentation: Step-by-step Procedures"
SkuOin, Michael. "A Dialogue in Verse Concerning English Teaching"
Bea=n, Martha. 'So You're...to Teach in Northeast China"
Singer, Gregg. "Colorless Green Ideas"

.Larson, Darlene and Richard Yorkey. '-"Paired Practice"'
Thompb)n4 Gregory. "Role Playingtin Community Language Learning for

the ESP Classroom"
Anderson, rona: "II Hears, I Spe.ik's I Reads, I Writes; Why Failin?"

ONeill, Karen and Carpl Qazi. :"ESL Reading Objectives: Us'ing Semantic,

1 Syntactic and Dis'ourse Cues?
Krbilier, Nick. "Where fs the Lang? A Gli'mpse,at Life in a Refugee Camp"

oudek, Lev: "English-Grariimar Terms for the Language Teacher"
4r.ashen,nashen, Steve. The .Case .for Narrow Reading"
Griswold, James. , "Speaking in' EST"
Magrah, Douglas. "Cultures in Conflict"
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MY VISIT TO THE U.S.A.

It is already six months since I came
' .back to Lanzhou, but I am still often

haunted by the 'vivid recollections of the
days spent in the U.S.A. So I'd like to
take this opportunity to_say lomething
about my visit to the U.S.A.

1. Before Starting Off
- "--

To tell the truth,'I had never thought
that I would have a chance to visit the
United States until the beginning of this
year. So when I was informed that I
would be sent to attend the 14th Inter-
national TESOL Convention, simply
couldn't believe-my ears. You can hardly
imagine how excited I was in those days.
I felt very lucky that I vould have such
a rare chance to visit the USA. 'I was
especially happy to have Prof. Blatchford
as my good teacher apd friend whom
could rely upon for help throughout my
journey. But at the same time I was still
worried very much about my English
proficiency. I was afraid that I would not
be able to live up to the expectations of
my colleagues. It was with such mixed
feelings that I went on board the plane
bound for Beijing.

2. What Impressed Mel Most During
My Stay in the U.S.A.

I was a little nervous about how I
would get along with Americans as the
wide-bodied 747 was landing at Sun
Francisco. But the smiling faces, warm
greetings of Americans I met. and their
willingness to offer me help soon made
me relax and feel at ease. I found that
they were more friendly to me than 1
had expected.

Prof. Blatchford did everything 'he
could to(make me feel comfortable": He
introduced me to a lot of his Mends.
They went with me to, workshops, col-

.

Wang Nianmei
Lanzhou University

loquia or mini-courses for company. I
was also kindly invited to his close
friends' homes and tcyhave dinner with
them. Wherever I wont, I was given a
cordial welcome.

It happened that a team sent by the
Foreign Experts Bureau also came to at-
tend the TESOL, Convention, It was at
Prof. Blatchford's insisteoce that I gained
the chance to joint them in visiting differ7
ent institutions in Washington and New
York and make the acquaintance of many
prominent persons in 'the fiekl of
TESOL. With his help I felt very happy
and at home, though I was more than
ten thousand miles from my motherland.

Dr. Alatis, the Executive Secretary a
TESOL and Dean of the School of Lan-
guages and Linguistics- of Georgetown
University, spared no efforts to take goal°
care of us. It was very thoughtful of him
to make the necessary arrangements for
Us. We were several times accorded cor-
dial receptions and invited to dinner by
him. I owe a great deal to him for his
friendliness and generous help.

At thg. opening session of the TESOL
Convention Dr. Alatis warmly welcomed
us Chinese in his formal speech. All the
participants of the Convention greeted us
with warm applause. A 0-0-5 of dancers
were invited to the ballroom to perform
a traditional Chinese lion dance before
the opening session. They cheers of the
jubilant crowds mingled with the beat-
ing of drums and gons. The hall was
immersed in a friendly festival atmo-
sphere. I will never, forget thE exciting
moment. At the banquetgiven in the
Empress-Restaurant in Chinatown in San
Francisco our team 'leader, the vise-
Director of the Foreign Experts Bureau
and Prof. Deng from the Beijing Foreign
Languages Institute were honoured by
having their seats at the head table and
all the other, members of the team, in-
cluding me, were also treated as distin-

-guislted-guists.
I was also very -happy to see that the

American people' were very much inter-
ested in China. There were so many ap-
plicants who wanted to come, to' China
to help upgrade our teachers of English

.thUt sometimes they lined up outside the
reeruiting office room waiting for inter-

. views with the team., Everywhere people
Continued on next page,
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MY VISIT TO THE U.S.A.'
Continued from page 1

stretched out their hands of friendship to
me and emnessed their desire to make
friends with me. I was greatly mov.ed by
their friendly feeling to us Chinese.

All I experienced in the U.S.A. 'mikes,
me convinced that the tree of friendship
between our two peoples has already
deeRly takensoot in their hearts. What
we should do is to take good care of it
and water it to make it put forth beauti-fr'
ful blossoms.

3. What We Should Learn Froni The
American People

(1) Efficiency and enthusiasm for
work

The thin -stns Hilton Hotel III San
Francisco was as very much like a huge
hive. Thousands of participants of the
TESOL Convention were as busy as bees
from early, in the morning till late at
night. They hurried here and there and

,tried to attend as many lectures as pos-
sible. About thirty workshops. colloquia

\and mini-courses %%err; going on in differ-
ent ballrooms and parlors at the same
time. Lively conversations and heated
'arguments edidd he heard everywhere
-during coffee breaksin the corridors,

, on the escalators or in front of the lifts.
People kept pouring into the Franciscan
Room and Hilton Plaza, attracted by
numerous interesting books on display.
Newsletters were published ,every day.
Obviously the participants in the Con-
vention loved their own work. They were
interested in every new development in
the field of TESOL and keen to draw
inspiration from others'. experience. At
the same time, they were also glad to
share their own views and Thoughts with.
others.

We were told that about four thou-
sand, people attended the Convention.

'You can easily imagine what an'arduous
task it was to organize all the activities
for the convention. Everything was tar-
ried on methodically, in a planned way.
So I was greatly surprised when I
learned that most people who made
the arrangements for the Convention
worked on a volunteer hasis.,,I could not
help admiring their enthusiasm and effi-
ciency in work.

-This effectivd way of working 'could
be seen everywhere. Let me take Mrs.
`Johanson -for example. As a secretary of
Dr. Alatis, she organized interviews, an-
swered telephone calls, -handled day-to-
day work, typed letters and documents,
made all kinds of helpful suggestions,
worked as a.tour guide for us and even
gave a dinner for us in her home. She
was full of energy and dealt with her

'work ably. She always offered Dr. Alatis
timely help when necessary.

I never saw people idling about in

2

their work hours. Waiters in restaurants;
shop assistants in departineilt stores or
attendants in hotels all seemed to have a
good knowledge about their jobs. They
served customers well and were warm
and polite towards them. Why shouldn't
we learn from the American people their

'enthusiasm and efficiency in work and
good attitude in attending to customers?

(2) Initiative and dynamic spirit
I yvas deeply imp'essed by the large

number of papers with substantial con-
tent present al the TESOL Convention
But the-active response of the audience
to each talk made a still deeper and in-
delible impression on me. ,i, w as amazed
to find that`. they were quite different
from us. They were never content with
just listening. They.were always -asking
questions, waking comments, and aivirg
their different points of i iew. So the
presentation of each paper was followed
by a free. and lively discussion. In our
country the audience aLany meeting
usually, confines its role to just listening
We don't .111:e or sometimes dare not ex-
pres; different opinions in public. I be-

., hey e we shovld learn from the American
people their frankness and enterprising
spirit.

(3 ) A country full of variety
The U.S.A.eis a country full of ,variety.

Ancestors of the American'people came
from different countries:--",Thd ev en now
people from all parts of the World are

`still !wiping here continuously. So you
can easily see people with different com-
plexions. on the street. This variety fins
its. full expression in San Francisco Not
only did I have the Chance to eat Beijing
duck in Chin.atcvn, but I could also taste
spaghetti in a Spanish cafeteria and
Italian pizza at a friend's home. I went
to a Nlexican restaurant too, where I had
a hot burrito for my finch. Once I was
veryt much puzzled .by the names of
French dishes. Only with the help of
Prof. Deng did I make out the menu and
succeed in ordering my food. I was glad
to find that-typical American dishes such

, as beefsteak and fried. prawns also
'agreed with ine.

'The American people like festivities,
They have a bright and cheerful disposi-
tion. It seemed to me that there were
many more festivals in the U.S.A. than
in our country. While I w.is in San Fran-
cisco, Chinese Americans Wappeped to
celebrate their Spring Festivar. One
night, there was a Mammoth parade in
Chinatown. The dragon dances and
beautiful Chinese national costumes ex-
erted a strong fascination on all the
spectators. It was said that the streets in
Chinatown' were crowded with about
300,000 curious citizens and tourists that
night.

When I was in New York, I saw
Irishmen celebrating theii St. Patrick's'
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Day. Wea`ring green clothes and ,holding
green balloons in their hands, they
marched along the streets. Lots of pe-
destrians stopped walking, attracted by
the colourful sight of the parade. When
I went to LaGuardia Community Col-
lege, the American laAt gave me a lovely
green flower as a St. Patrick's Day gift,

The clay before I left the U.S.A. I-

went sightseeing witji a group of
Chinese electronic expects. It was a nice
sunny clay. The sky was \el y clear and
spring breezes were blowing. We were'
surprised to see that there wek so many
people around theNlliashington Monu-
ment. I was usgtmally fascinated at
watching lovely children on the grass.
They were all flying Mites. All the kites
were very beautiful. Some of them
looked like butterflies, others like eagles,
dragons and so fin Light music was
being sent, out through loudspeakers.
That day turned out to be Kite Day in
Washington. We were tolchthat the kites
which is ere must beautiful and flew the,
highest. is (mid lie au\ anted a p4ze.

I couldn't help thinking that the great
nu r r of festis als is as probably anothero
reflelon of the v al lety of Anicricail so-
C Itt \ Wil \ don't ii e ill%It si our life
and make it richer and more colourful?

(4) Independent and industrious
Once I is as Inv iced to an Amelican

friend's byline. Their house us as located
in the suburbs of Washington, Tho is as
a tvell-to-do middle-class family. The
fath.er was a professin at d university
The mother is as all activist in the local
American- Chinese FriciVship Associa-
tion. What struck, inc inesLw as their way
of educating then children"` Two elder
sons study at tw o ptiv ate universities.
Their y oungest son studics at a highs
school. To mc' great sin:prise, he gets np
at three o'clockN,Qery morning and drives
a car to deli\ erThewspapers. He earns
$400 each month by is orking as a news-
boy. Can't the parents afford their young-
est son? No. not at all. The father told
me that the fuel the boy used cost much
more than $400. Then what were the
parents up to? They tried this way to
train their son to be independent and in"-
dustrious. They also told me that both
their elder.sons work during, the summer
vacations to earn some.thency to support
thetnselves. In fact, most American. stu-
dents work their way through college. In
a competitive society like the U.S.A. lion'
can a young man expect to achieve suc-
cess without extremuldiligence and tena-
cious struggle? In OUP Country, qtiite a
few y-qung people are spoiled by their
parents of position.' I don't believe that
those who are accustoped to depend on
thif parents' power And.influence will
tfe 'able to keep pace Stith the rapid de-
velopment of mr.society. Can't we learn
somethin front these Amerjcan parents?

Continued au next page
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MY VISIT TO THE U.S.A.
Colitinued trout page 2

4. Machine Age
The U.S.A. is a highly dev,elopecl rich

country. This was no longer an abstract
concept for me as soon as I set foot on
the soil of the country. I saw with my
own 'e) es ovhat profound changes the
progress of science and technology bad
-brought to the daily life of the American-brought

Telephones are available everywhere.
You cart make telephone calls either on
the streets or at your home. People use
them to order their, teats at a restaurant,
make reservations kr their journey, and
make appointments with their friends.
In a word, the telephone has become a
very helpful companion of every com-
mon Americari. c

I was also amazed' at the popularity
arid efficiency of copy machines. Elec-
tronic computers have come into' wide
use at airports, in libraries and offices. I
was especiall* interested, in the self-
service machines which provide people
with different drinks And I as happy ,-
as a child when I got a can of orange
juite by putting thirty cents into The
mac nine.

What struck me most were the long-
streams of cars on the streets. It seems
to me that ears are as indispensable to
the Americans as bicycles are to us

.Chinese. As most Americans live far...-
away from where they work and public
transportation is not as des eloped as in
Chirkak, they rarely, if ese,r, go tc their
offices or go shopping on foot. I can
hardly imagine how an American is able
to manage if he has no car at all.

The housing conditions of the Ameri-
can people are much better than ours.
Note only do they have larger living
space, but their houses are also provided
with lots of modern conviniences, I had
a good` chance to visit some American
friends: homes. Most of them live in twos
story houses with% garages and , small
gardens. Usually each child has his own\bedroom with a bathroom and a clOset

. attached, no mattdr how little he may
be. ,All rooms, whether they area sitting,
room, dining room, family room or study,
are well furmshed and air-conditioned.
Whichacriamily I visited, the hostess
would show me with pride her kitchen.
There are so many machines in the kit-
chen: electric stove, microwave oven,
dishwasher, refrigerator, garbage eom-

: pre§sor and so on: What a great change
. has taken place in the daily life of an

American family.- When I thought of the
time I have to spend doing housework,
I couldn't help envying my American
hostesses for their moderri conveniences.

I liked the subway in San Francisco,
which is cal161 BART. BARTthe Bay

. Area Rapid Transitas a matter of fact,
is Composed of one-third subway, (me-

g .
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third .elevated, and one-third ground-
leyel track, It is not only quick, but it is
also very cheap. What's more,' I felt it
in6ch _safer to travel by BART. I was
sure .1 wouldn't get lost on BART. There
is a map at the entrance of each station.
And the destination of each train lights
up schen any' train comes into the sta-
tion. Si it is impossible for a passenger
to get the direction wrong. Anybody, so
long as he can readeEnglith, may get
anywhere he wants to go under his own
steam.

BART is operat4 completely by elec-
tronic computers. There is neither ticket
collector at the station nor consluctor on
the train. \\Then you deposit some coins
in a machine, you will receive a ticket.,
Then you insert the ticket inan entrance
turnstile, and the door opens to let you
in. But don't-Iforgetto get the ticket from
another slot, because y2ii hake to put
the ticket in an exit turMtile. when you
get to the destination station. Otherwise
you 41 not be allowed to get out. The
electric train,g6es smoothly. Doors open
and close autorriatrcall). When the train
reaches the bay, it plunges into a four-
mile-long tube, which snakes under the
bay. At that time you'll feel that air
pushes against, your ear membrane, the
same feeling a passenger usually experi-
ences when art airplane is taking off c5,,,
landing. But it is gill much more com-
fortable and faster to travel by BART
than to crawl along in bumper-to-btimper
traffic on the, toll-bridge.

In a word, machines are an indispensa-
ble part of every American's life. He
would find .it.hard to. imagine what life
could be like without machines.
5. What 'The Americans Wc7rry About

The U S.A. is a beautiful country
richly endowed by-nature. I wit often
fascinated by various woods and green
meadows therq. The American people

--benefit from food weather conditions
and rich Lpka), resources of the country.
The U.S.A.. is also a highly-developed
power with modern industry and agri-
culture. The ,Amencan people enjoy all
the conveniences provided by their ad-
vanced science and technology. So gen-
erally speaking, they live a more com-
fortable life than we do.

But apart all these advantages, I
found that there was still some things
Americans are worried about.'

(1) Energy crisis
As oil his been in rather short sti6ply

recently due to the tense situation in the
Middle East and the price of oil ..bas
been going up rapidly, the. American
people are very much worried about the,

energy crisis. The automobile industfy
especially ,seriously affected by the en-
ergy crisis. SS everybody is concerned
about the way to economize the con-
sumption-of oil and the development of
new sources of energy.,

U

(2) Two-digit inflation is another prob-
that troubles the American people.

I ?makes sonic of them feel uncertain
a out ,their future. It js not easy for a
woman tad* a good hot taker in the
U.S.A. She must du careful calculation
mid strict budgeting to avoid overdraw-
ing her account. Though a middle-class
American earns about $20,000-$25,000

k*.a ), ear, one-third of the money is spent
on housing. Nearly another third, dr 4t
least a quarter of his income, goes in
taxes. Tuition fees for Private sch4tols
are sery high and medical care is un-
belies ably expense e. So es erydne has to
-spend his IT1011(2), see carefully.

(3) Problems of old people
Though people. in the U.S.A. get pen-

sions when they retire and 'there are
some organizations which try to help
aged people, it still seems to me that old
people have a hard time. Theyre lonely
and pitiful. Their own children usually
don't live with them and can't take cat.'
of them when they are sick.

(4) The automobilela mixed blessing
While cars base brought itetter and

more eons ement trailsportation4 they
have also brought new and unforeseen
problems. TrItffic accidents are increas-
mg steadily and large citi.eg are plagued
by traffic congestion, (':speci.31Iy at rush
hour. Worst of all Is the air pollittion
caused by the internal-combustion en-
gine. Another trouble is that there isn't
enough space for parking cars in Pig

Let me give you tin example:One
day Prof. (lowed inc ited me to a din-
ner at the Georgetoccu UIIINersity dinrng-
ruomt But \shed we gut there, he couldn't
find a pine to park his car. Afraid of
being fined by a policeman, he had to
]rive -his car slowly round and round the

mpus until he heaved a sigh of relief
vhen he saw a car that was going to

leave a parking meter. I can still remem-
ber' clearly the regretful expression or(
an American. lady's face when she told
me that she had got a parking ticket the
day before and a fine of fifty dollars had
been imposed on `her. So it turns out,
progress has more than one face.

&. Culture Shock
You might be interested in whether I

met some difficulties'during my stay in
the United States. Now let me tell you
something about culture shock. ,

(1) Fast pace.of life and fast speed
of speech .'. .

,..
4.My schedule was so.crowded that it

seemed to me that Oydrything went very,
fast. I usually- worked from morning till '

. night. No ii, s, no rest. It was not easy .
-1,,,for' me to g t used to the fast pace of 4

life in the U.S.A..

.

.1 worried %cry much about my com- '
municative competence before I left

, Continued on next page '
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MY VISIT TO THE U.S.A,
Continued from page 3

China. I was glad to find that .1 could
make myself understood and also make
Out what Americans said to me to most
cases. But I had to admit at the same
time there's still a long, long way to gp
to improve my language proficiency.

Most paiticipants at the TESOL Con-
s ention were Americans and the time
for each report was limited. So all the
speakers spolie s cry fast. I found it was
s cry hard for me toadapt myself t9
such a fast, speed of speech. Besides,
my limited vocabulary and unfamiliarity
with certain subwcts and backgrqnnd
also presented in from comprehending
some of the reports adequately. Once I
svel4 to a phis, at the,invitation 'of Prof.
Blatehford. I felt frustrated because I

often couldn't figure out what the actors'
jokes meant while 9thers all laughed till
the tears came.

Abbres cations 'are widely used, which
are another hard nut for me to crack I
don't think mslinsmory is very poor. But
I frequently had to apologizefor failing
to learn the names of a large number of
American friends.

--'2) Troubles caused bs machines
When I armed in San _Francisco, the

telephone sased me. It was with the help
of the telephone that I made contact
with the consulate. of um couutrk dna
learned the ,,vas to the Saint Vraiils
Hotel. tit It was also the telephone that
brough 5,,the first trouble.

It was very easy to find the telephone

r

booths at the airport. But it took me
mote than half an hour to get through.
Why? First, .without coins one can't
make a telephone call. And I had no
corns and no idea about where to get_
change. Secondly, I didn't know how'
much a telephone call from the airpoit
to the Saint Francis Ihitel cost. So 'I
couldn't decide how many and which
coins I should put in the telephone.
Thirdly, I didn't kiln: how to use an
automatic telephone. Finally, I didn't
know what to do when I heard the warn-
ing buzzing So I tried twice but failed
to get through. I was racked with ank-
lets/. I was completely at a loss What
to do? Luckily a kind middle-aged lady
come to me and helped me out. But I
was already wet with sweat.

The nctxt day Prof. Blatchford showed
me how to 'get change from a change
machine. I was very }ippy because I

always Iike to try something new. One
day later, I came, to BART, "Let me have
a try," I thought In a hurry I pserted
a five-dollar bill into i machine But to
ms disappointment, no coins came out

- What's more, the lull was stuck in the
machine and I couldn't get it back. I

was upset and tried to find someone to
help inc But since BART is operated
by electronic computers, there \sere no
clerks at the station at all. I didn't know,
\\ hum to /ask fur help. Fltunately,
electrical engineer happened to be pass-
ing by Seeing that I ss as caught m a
dilemma, he gas e me 1 hand and I got
the bill back. He e\plamed to me that .

the machine I had put the bill in was a
3

7

ticket machine. What a blunder I had
made! "I must be s cry careful with all
the machines from pow on," I said to
myself.

(3) Tipping and takes
We never tip ac ody in out countyS'.

But it is very in ite°`if you forget to
tip a ta\i-drier or a waitress in ti Yes -
taw ant. I found it -hard to get used to
the tipping sys,tem.4 am not good at men-
tal anthinetie So sometimes tt seemed
to me a heavy Widen to figure out
within a few seconds how much I had
to pay foi a tip

Tat is another pi:llen' Once I went
to a supermarket A pc ice tag showed
that two cassette tapes cost $2.99. "That's
not too expens,ive." I thought. "I'll take
them." But when I came to the check-
out stand. thy clerk told me that they
cost $3.17.. got confused It turned
out that in addition to the price of the
tapes I had to pay 6 tax,

Anyway, in spite of the culture shock
I came across, nn nip to the United.
States ss as successful It has made a last-
-ing and excitilig impression on me. I

lune teamed a lot about the teaching
of Ellish,on the. U S A., about the
AmerAin jteuple, about the American
culture, \\ inch cannot posals he learned
In our cuuntrs. But I skill feel sorry that,
mk stas in the United States was too
short. I would his t' learned more if the
time of 25 days had been longc..r. I hope
that inure conirades MIR:lig us \s ill has('
the chance to s isit the U.S.A. and stay
there longer

4.
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TEACHING ENGLISH' VERB-PARTICLE

COMBINATIONS

by M. Aziz F,. Ya§sin
United Aral; Emirates Unit ersity

Verb-Particle Combinations (V-PCs)

English has a continual need to make
up new serbs. One of the most common
svieys of making up new verbs in the
In \o-European languages has been to
fuse a verb stern and particle to make a
new verb. in It atin, the particle was at
tached to the beginning of, the verb.
Here are some examples of verbs made
in this way that have come into English:

compel Lat com "with, together"
pelld "driv-e, force"

devour, Lat de "down, from"
voro "swallow"

exceed Lat ex ."out"
ceclo "Go away, ssithdraw"

Many English verbs are made up with
particles prefixed in the latin manner!
for example.

bypass, overestimate, downplay, over-
look, forget, understand, upset, offset,
withdraw, withstand, overcome.

However, most English V -Pbs are made
with the particle used as a suffix rather
than as a prefix, e.g.

go for, bring round, fall for, run down,
walk into, bear out, get ON er, give up,
keep up with, look up, look up .tq;, make
for, make up for, make up,to, put off,
put up with, stand down, stand for,
stand up for, stand up to, turn in, turn
on, turn out.

V-PCs are mainly colloquial, that is
dtw, appear first as slang or part of a
sAialized technical jargon. If the com-
binations withstand the passage of time,
they become an unobjeetionable part of
the English vocabulary.

Semantic Spreading Out

Bolinger (1971, p. 33) argues that we
have to use what he calls a "kind of
semantic spreading out". That is, V-PCs
are frequently used in preference to

' verbs of clasical origin which have simi-
lar meanings but unsuitable overtones of
formality, pomposity or difficulty. Instead
of placing a fat bundle of semantic fea-
tures into one word, matters can be More
flexible by packing thinner bundles into
two or three or more words. In other
words, he would prefer spreading rather
than overloading, for example:

He discarded the trash. (overloading)
He, threw out the trash. (spreading)
'He estimated the situation and provided

figures. (overloading)
He sized up the situation and gave out

figures. (spreading)

Problems of Teaching V-PCs

Arab ESL students are intrdduced to
V-PCs at a later stage of learning Eng-
lish. During the early stages, they are
Might that` certain recurring segments
possess unique and constant meanings.
They are taught, for instance, that cer-
tain monosyllabic verbs such as go, bring,
come, fall, run, turn, walk are verbs of
movement, and that certain other verbs,
have core meanings attached to them,
e.g.

to squeeze = to press on; get (water,
juice) out of something

to salt = to add salt to food
to shut = to close
to act = to do something
to build = to erect
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Particles such as:

for, up; away, down, across, to, out,
oter, with, on, etc., are also taught as
separate words with cote meanings at-
tached to them

This tendency of learning `separate'
words is ieinforced by the fact that ESL
activities in many parts of the Arab
world are 'basically text-book centered
Students are, therefore, introduced first
to written modes of English character-
ized by what Bolinger deseribes as 'osei'=
lOading'.. Arab students learn verbs such
as:

to extinguish, to encounter, to corrobo-
rate, to compensate, etc., before they are
introduced to simpler synonyms such as.

put out rug'up against, bead ()lit, and
make up for.

When the Arab learner is introduced
to a V-PC such as go for, he tries to
-deduce the meaning of the whole from
the sum of the meanings of tNe coin-
ponent pars which he has learnt as sep-
arate segments. In an utterance like,.

He went for a>walk.

de* Arab learner will find no trouble as
the' component parts go and for keep,
what he has learnt as their 'basic' mean-
ings. But trouble begins when he reads
go for in the following various linguistic
contexts:

In investing money some, people go for
(aim at, have tin objec4ise) a more or
less assured dividend, others for capital
increase.
I let him have his say, and then I went
for' him- (attacked) and told him just
what I thought.:

What I've said about this person goes
for (applies, to) anyone else Whom I
find tresspassing on 'my lap&

-

The Arab learner will he overwhelmed
by the multiplicity of meanings of V-PC
go for, none of which relates to the
neanings of the individual parts. Similar

r)

P-

multiple meanings for the 'same' V-PC
are suggested by 'put -up:

put you up (accommodate) for
the weekend.
They pu't me up to thesituation.
(gave me an idea)

I can't put up with (tolerate) his
misbehaviour.
I'll put up (propose) our name for
the football team.

Classification of V-PCs

The 'neutral' term 'partiele' bas been
adopted to designate both adverbs and
prepositions. This approach derives from
Mitchell's (1958, p. 103) classification
of particle verbs: a

"It is the word -class approach that ex-
plains the tendency, . . . to regard the
particle component,of the English phrasal
seri) as either a preposition or an adVerb
rather than as one grammatical piece
with the verbal component."

Mitchell distinguishes qvo main cate-
gories: 'phrasal' and 'prepositional' to
which we may add a third. the 'copula
+ particle .

1. Phrasal Verbs

Phrasal
tures:

verbs has e the following feu-
.

a) The particle can be either pre- or
post-nolninal, e.g.
He put (on) his coat (on)...
He called (up) her parents (0).
He made (up) the story (up).
The company turned (down ) the' offer
(down).
It puts (out) a lot'of news (out).

The separability of tiae particle from the
verb itself is a pm ely formal matter, with
no effect on meaning. If thb object is
long, however, it can come only after the
particle:

tt pub; out a lot of news that
see anywhere else.

yo u don't

Phrasal verbs with two or mote particles,
must gam in pre-nominal Osition:

The children talked back to their mother.
John came up with an idea.- 4
Everyone looked dvon on them.
They walked out on us. '

b) Pronouns usually precede the particle;
'They made it up.
The company turned it down.

The habituaplacing of the pronoun be-
for the' particle i% explained by Erades
(1961) as being generally due to their-
(i.e. the pronouns) weak stress.

c) Adverbs cannot intervene, between
the verb and particle. We 'can say:
He turned up at seven o'clock, and
We took off for. Memphir,-but not

Continued on page 11'
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VERB-PARTICLE

Continued from page 9

l'He turned suddenly up at seven o'clock,
or
*We took immediately off for Memphis.

d) The particle component can be, and
generally is, hilly stressed:

The pilot &N.sr in the plane.
The pilot flew the plane in.
She tried on the dress.
She tried the dress on.

e) When final and not in post-nominal
position, the particle is pronounced on a
kinetic tone. Strang (1962, p. 1,59) sug2
gests that one should think in terms bf
"a complex or related differences (a
superfix) part stress, part rhythm, part
intonation."

2. Prepc;itional Verbs
Prepositional verbs 411-rye the followhig
features:

a) Non-interpolability of (pro)nouns be-
tween verb and particle:
He turned down the ,driveway.

(V + P)
He turned down The offer.

(Phrasal Verb) )

He turned the offer down..
(Phrasal Verb) )

This change is finpossible with the prep-
osition:

°He turned the driveway down

b) Expanstati: A verb-preposition combi-
nation can be divided by an adverb, but
a verb-adverb combination cannot, for
example:

He turned up ( discovered) a new man-
uscript. (Phrasal Verb)
He turned (sharply) up the country road.

(V + P)

c) A single verb is often commutable
with a prepositiotal verb. This criterion

covers such a wide range of possibilities
7, (go own = descend, ask for = request)

th it can provide no reliable indication
the degree of V-P linkage.

There ë a few criteria not referred
. to by tchell which -have been made

y other grammarians' to distin-
guish phrasal and non-phrasal verbs.
Grammarians note that phrasal verbs, as
opposed to prepositional verbs, cannot
undergo a relative transformation with
the particle detached from the verb and
preceding the relative pronoun:.

,Theycame across the bridge.
The bridge across which they came.

(V + P)
They came across the man.
but not °The man across whom they
came.
(Phrasal Verb)
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But compare:

°Up he turned. *Off he took.

It-appears that some prepositional verlis,
and notably those with close V-P link-
age, share the restrictions of phrasal
verbs in their behaviour under relative
transformation.

Another criterion, not mentioned by
Mitchell, is that of 'substitution'. A word
is an- adverbial extension 'when it forms
such a unit with the verb that this unit
can be replaced by one single verb with-
out any Change occurring in the struc-
turalarrangement of the utterance, for
example:

bring round = persuade
fall for = love
run down = defame
keep up with = keep level with
look up = verify (by reference Co books

or documents)
look up to (someone) = admire
make off with = steal

_make up for = compensate
make up to = attempt to curry favour

with .

stand down = withdraw (from a contest)
'-'and for = represent

stand up for = support (morally or
verbally)

stand up to = oppose
turn in = go to bed
turn on = attack
turn = expel

Howeyer, pally other combinations may
be replaced by a single verb:,

'0
look at = examine
go before = precede

The restriction that 'the structural ar-
rangement of the utterance' should not
be changed is,semanticthe, meaning of
the whole utterance will still remain un-
changed. The substitution criterion is also
used to demonstrate that prepositional
verbs are in some cases to be treated as
units.

Where the same particle is used both
as an adverb and as a preposition, it is
often difficult to distinguish between
t'he'm. Three guidelines are:

a) The adverb can stand alone whereas
the preposition cannot, e.g. Come in! Go
out!, etc.
b) Prepositions with an accompanying
noun form a phrase which in itself makes
sense, e.g. up the roasl, under the table,
through the door; etc. When the particle
is used as an adverb the phrase can't
make sense by itself, e.g. (put) down his
hat, (turn) off the tap, etc.
c) The adverb and the noun accompany-
ing it can change positions e.g. He put
(on) his coat (on).

3. Copula Verbs+ Particles
The distinction between lexical verbs

and copula verbs has led to *great deal
of discussion about the function, of be
when followed by particles or preposi-
tional phrases. Jesperson writes (1949,
III, 17) that "sonic verbs when con-
nected with predicatives tend to lose
their full meaning and appyiach the
function of an empty link." Among his
exiimples of predicatives he inclpdes:

lie is hi good health,
the rain is over.

On the other hand, fmrticles and prepo-
Titional phrases are adverbial after be
"when the verb has a full meaning" (III,
18). For-example: i,

I mean they're after the news. (be +
P + N) ,

The red one was.for scrambling.
The joke's over now. (be + preposi-

tion )
..we'd thrown oulllands in without

telling one another \ 'e knew thegame
was up.. . . and a man said, 'What's up?'

The dividend is up by 3 per cent .to
18 per cent. ,

Next morning, John- was up early.
They are in for pretty poor sea ice,`

( be +preposition +preposition +noun )
He was off to sea again.
We are out to better ourselves.

(be+P+to-infinitive)

' Jesperson often compares, predicative
P and P-N with adjectiN es and regards '
them as subject modifiers rather than

...-
verb modifiers. Compare:

But all tie articles are of great value,
But all thearticles are bettutiful and of

great value.

Also: the copula seem can replace be:

But all the articles seem 'of great value..
Be + P + N can be premodified by very,
more or most:, -

Conservative supporters were more in
favour of the retention of public schools
than Labour supporters.

Be -1- P: Examples belongiffg to 'this
group are of the; same structure as
phrasal verbs; that is, they are made up
of a verb followed by a particle:.

There were few people about in the
wet windy-night Ad little traffic.
There lucre few people about the
town. 7 gt '
Compare NIvith:. .

So after all was over, I . . ., in which
the particle cum& be expanded.
Grammatical , vs Lexical liestiictions on
the Particle 'oroponent:

1
.Continued on neY page
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Continued froth page 11

The verbal component cannot funefron.,
without the particle:

Mme Nhu came to the US . . . com-
plaining that US aid had petered out.

...if your own conscience is clear,
then The village or city can gossip its
head off.

The particles out and qff in the im-
mediately preceding examples cannot un-
der any consideration he left out. If they
are omitted, the resulting sentences will
he grammatiCally deviant. The restric-
tions on peter out and gossip its head off
are, therefore, 'grammatical restrictions',
as opposed to lexi e I restrictions' on shot
(down) in: They shot (down) the pris-
oner. ,

Meaning of the Partye Component.

It is sometimes possible to assign some
kind of meaning to the particle in a
phrasal verb., In the utterances:

I'm typing it up now, typing up the!
final copy,

The theatre is booked up,

the particle up has the function of speci-
Eying, finalizing or suggesting complete-
ness.
Similarly, the particles out and off have
a meaning of their own when they occur
with certain kinds of verbs. Out is used

with verbs dealing with the interior of
something; off is related to the exterior:

The car seeds to be cleaned

.fout (Use a vacuum)
off (Use* a hose)

Figurative 'es Literal V-PCs

0-file way of 'differentiating:, .

the light went out_ from
John went out
is by comparing the contrasting subject
exponents. In the first cast the subject
in inanimate, in the secopd_ it is animate.

It is usually easy to isolate the point of
contrast between the two V-PCs made

'up oT the same words, one of which is
regarded as figurative, the other as literal.
Compare, for example:

The light went out of the room.
The light went out.

°The light went.
John went out of the -zoom.

John went out.
John went.

there are cases in which an intuitive
figurative labelling is not supported by
formal features:

Outside the dusk was creeping up on
us.)'

Outside John was creeping up on us.)

But, generally, when the same verb is
used literally and figuratively, one must
distinguish two lexical items, This dis-
tinction catt he formally demonstrated,
either by grammatical differences or by
differences of exponence.

Concluding Remarks '

Th'is minute analysis reflects a com-
plexity which would be overwhelmjng to
mi.krill) ESL student. But it is a needed
stock-in-trade for the language teacher.
The important thing here is That V-PCs
are patterns of lexig and must be taught
.as individual items, not via their class
properties but hl their own uniqueness.

.Rather than teaching separate words
with dictionary core meanings, attached
to them, we are here interested jn relat-
ing the Internal patterning 'of V-PCs to a
wider patterning, both linguistic and
situational. As frequent and systematic
applications are practiced. The Arab ESL
learner becomes progressively aware of
the distribution of V-PCs, phrasal, prep-
ositional, and copula, as particular urrique
lexical items different from all other lexi-
cal items.

ti

It seems that in this case one 'can equate
'figurative' with no pr4ential for expan-
sion, contraction, or commutationthat
is, with grammatical fixity. In general
terms, this is true of most of the figura-
tive phrasal verbs. While it has been
possible to demonstrate.111c! formal dif-
ferences between the exanTjilil's aboN c, irons Team, Sept. 1980

12
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THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE -

REQUIREMENT: A SUGGESTION TO

ENHANCE ITS EDUCATIONAL ROLE

IN TEACHER TRAINING

by Joan Rubin
National. Center for,

Research, Los Alamitos

A and
Rosemary Henze

Sate Francisco State-University

A Suggestion- ...

Many TESOL teacher training pro-
grams include foreign language "cool-

- peNnce" as a program -requirement for
the M.A. degree (Blatchford. 1979)
Frequently, however, TESOL faculty

k- hownow this requirement can be
better integrated into the training of ses This recognition, of personal prefer-
good language teachers. The problem fs L. in lealning. is an 'imp)! tan t prik( t

involves manipulation of gramnbr as in
a pattern drill, more deductive infereni-
mg may occur, (d) the type of exposureii a real -life setting more guessing'
may occur. whereas 'in the classroom.
-analysis may be favored. While most .of
these points can be and ten are made
didactic:411y in cdurses on methodology
or second language acquisition, ex pen-
encing theni makes them much more
meaningful.

Another important lesson to'be learned
from this exercise Is that; like it or not,
students have to be in charge of theiv
own learning.' Henze reported that she
did take control of her own learning and
in se\er'al instances she prevented her
teacher from gi\ mg her the answer so
she could work out the appropriate
ans\\ or on her own because she wanted
the opportunity to test her men hypothe-

that- usually no opportunity -is offered
to help the student relate this mei-wile('
to other knowledge gained in TESOL
courses, where such opportunities do
exist, they are often so loosely structured
that the immense potential value of such
an experience is not realized.

We would like to sugest that one
way to help relate tins requirement to
the goal of training teachers would be
to encourage and direct student research
into the process of language° learning.

of the diary exei cise student teachers
can &clime a stronger realization of.the
need to use many different approaches
to learning in class in order to enable as
many 'students as possible to benefit
from a class.

The major advantage of directed diary
studies is that the analysis and evalua-
tune process pros ides the student with
insights into the entire learning process
and can directly affect the student teach-
er's future teaching approach.

In particular, we suggest thae some stn- However, chary studies don't work id
dents be encouraged to 'ke a research all circumstances. First of all, they are
course at the same time as they fulfill very time-consuming. Students must find
the FL requiremenit. The course would
require that students write a diary not-
ing :specific cognitive aspects of the
learning process and at the end of the
course analyze their diary by categoriz-
ing their learning strategies and evaluat-
ing their learning preferences. If such a
course were taken by several `students at

the time to write their observations soon
after the fact in as great detail pos-
sible or else much will be lost. Hence,
the student nmst want to be diligent
about the actix ity IluseeNer the amount
of time spent keeping a dith y can he
reduced- if students are directkl to focus
on speeific aspects of cognitive learning,

the same time, much could be gained by Henze was directed to focus on 'infer-
., class comparison once the analysis had encing in particular.

been made.' Secondly, .if diary studies are not well-
. We would like to suggest that this di- detected, much superficial 1-epoging oc-

rected activity has much to recommend curs which does not pros ide a proper
it as a means to enhance the immediate tool to help' in understanding the nature
va ue 0 requ remen . rep e of t e learning process. In a. ition in
diary studies provide students with a order for diary studies to be, taken seri-
concrete experience demonstrating that ously by the student, and to provide a
learning strategies vary with (a) the research endeavor, students should be
learning situationfor example, when given credit for a seminar.
new dialogues are introduced, a top- Some- students do find the process of
down or general to specific approach
may be used, whereas, wheii grammar
is being presented, a 'more analytic ap-
proach may be usEd by the-student, (b)
the speed of ,t 'classwhen lots of
new material is resented, the student
May use more gu
old material or li

sented, the student m
each unit in order to
(memory), (c) the tas
focused on commumcatio

1 of e FL i t Di t d add

keeping diaries distracting, especially if
,they afe in a language course which is
over their heads. Another M.A. candi-
date, tried rbporting on her learning in
a Chinese course this spring, but found
thc,,el'ap moved too quickly for her to

sing, whereas when keep up with it, much less note her cog-
e material is pre- nitive processes. However, some of these

carefully analyze disachantages ican be reduced through
nhance storage ,specific time-saving devices. Henze

if the class is found that by making notes And starring
, more infer- them ill her regular class notebook little

encing may'occur, w,hereas 'When the task time' aid effort were wasted.
,
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Thus, for diary studies to be beneficial
they require discipline, direction and
proper academic 'credit.

tielize's Diary Study
For 'the past five years, Rubin has

been workingon identifying the cogni-
tise strategies which second language
]carnets use, and has isolated a number
of Strategies used in both formal and
informal, settings. The' list of ii,Vategies
includes. ( I) clarification verification,
(.2) monitoring, ( 3 1 in emoi izat ion , (1)
guessing ',which\ e infeiencni, (5) de-

.ductive reasonag, (6) production tricks.
(71'eleates opri7trtunity for practice, (80
practice's. Rubin found that students
most frequently report on atems 1, 2, 3,
6, 7 and 8 Awl. c. Since she is particu-
larly interested in thcl role of inductive
and deductive reasoning in language,
strategies which appear to be more
difficult for students to focus upon, she
encouraged Henze to focus on these in
her char. In previous studies, Eubin
had identified the follim mg strategies
as exemplifying inductive reasoning in

language learning.
I uses Clues from!, ( to guess the mean-

ing)
S ntacbut

'also .)
not onlytie struct ure es

Other items in the sentence phrase
Pictures
Context of discourse
Topic of discourse
Gesturev
Word association (black and white)

or other features which are 'con-
tingent on each other

,.

Intonation

2.

- Own natixe languages or other for
vigil language
Part of surd /sentence

Correlates word s\ ith action (i e. stand
up, sit down)

3 Looks for key is ords in a sentence to
interpret the rest

4 Distmoishes relevant from irrelevant
clues in deducing 1.eaning

4?-^ Ignores difficult wordstries to get au
. overall picture

6, Figures out narrates c/Lonsersational se-
quence and then uses this to fudge sen-
tence meaning

and the following as dediletive. .

1 Compares native/other language to tar-
get language to help identify regular
similarities and differences

2. 'Groups words according to similarity
of endings

3. Looks for rules of co-occurrence re-
. strictions and conti7xlual,/stylistic rules

-I -Infers grammatical rules by analogy
(ex: if . , . then . . .)

5 Infers vocabulary by analogy (ex: if
nation = nation, then does minion =
relation?)

fr - Recognizes patterns of own pronuncia,
Lion and grammatical difficulties

7. Notes exceptions to rules (by applying
rules) and questions reason for this

8 When' using dictionary, recognizes
limitations of dictionary in providing

Continued on page 19
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REQUIREMENT Continued from page 17'

equivalents and develops a theory
about the nature of these limitations

9 Develops and revises grasp of target
language on a continuing basis-L-pro-
cessnig new information, discard11114

hypotheses, formulating new ones
10 Finds meaning of word item bx break-

ing' It down infii its parts

Prior to the Arabic course, Henze had.
acquired fluency in Modern Greek and
French, and had some knowledge of
German and Spanish In her dilly of the
Arabic course, she frequently lised her
experience \N ith these languages, com-
paring structural points and method of
learning.

kakc this was the first exposure to
Arabic fin 'most students 'in Henze's
ceass,the class began with the letters. of
the alphabet and the phonemes they
represent At the beginning of the conrse
a great deal Of tune was spent on the

rItIng system and its \ anatioas and On
reading lists off unexplained words.
Gradually, the class went on fo the
analysis of structure and increased \ OCa-
bulary input The teacher used English
to explain all new material. Once the
\ rain g SVStC111 Ns as Iniaered, the
method became almost exclusively
grammar-translation with some pattern
practice as, well.

Henr:i,rs instructions from Rubin sere
to use the, schedule as a guide, but the
examplc% were only to be taken as sug-
gestiNe a the kind' of detail and stra-
tegies desired. She was encouraged to
note baler phenomena which might de-
s late from the schedule. At first, Henze
frequently referred to the schedule, but

4 faint!' this distracting, 'so- siabsequently
she kept the basic kinds of strategies in
mind rather than referring to them con-
stantly. This -allowed her to concentrate
fully on

a
the class, and eventually pro-

duced wider range of recorded stra-
4 tegies than expected. It is important to --

(Qtehere though that prior to having
the list, Henze's observations,, of her

--learning were quite general and that the
list was very helpful in forusing her at-
tention.

Most of Henze's obsers ations fit easily
into Ilubin's pre-established categories.
Since the major focus of the diary was
on-inductixe and deductive inferencing,
she was able to find many occurrences
of these, however, she also noted ex-
amples of memory strategies, creating
opportunities for practice, practice itself,
clarification 'xerification, and monitoring.

Henze's most frequent deductive stra-
tegy was to form a 'hypothesis about
new material, often based on knowledge
of the structure of other languages. She
then tested this hypothesis on exposure.
to more Arabic. The followins example
from they diary describes this-process.
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'NN'e learned that tl4re is a socatiNe par- to go into the accusatixe case, 55 Rix the aP-'
tide 'ya' ss high conies before any name to
which one speaks or any thing .as well,. such
as the poetic 'oh you mountain' The .con-
cept of xocative is easy for me to under-
stana becaiy.e Greek uses the voc ass e case
also. But ii Greek they only use the case
ending,. whereas m Arabic they use both
the case ending and the particle in..front
of the ofoun. This seen); fedundant. I ss on-
der \% by they need both'? Maybe the (Ka-
to e case ending as ambiguous I think it's
the same as the accusative ending, so they
would need something extra to keen' the
t\\ 0 cases distinct (2.'28/80, diary)

Henze used inductive reasoning \ cry
littje at the beginning of the course be-
cause by its nature induction requires a
focus on.ov mill meaning rather than on
grammatical analysis, or an opportunity
to use the known to decipher the un-
known. In the early Arabic classes,
Henze could not use induction because
the classes consisted either of reading
and writing exercises using unfamiliar
and unexplained' words, or of gramma'
(ACCCISCS s\ hose essay detail was ex-
plained. 11c4ev er, after appnAinund v
two niontV the teacher began introduc-
ing dyahigues and prose requiling quick
decisions as to the mearmig of utterances
whiuli \vele partially familiar, and thus
Henze began uniting far more example,.
of inducts e reasoning.

propmate suffixes, so I put 'good sliape' into
the acc usa (Ix e. But George said 110, .1144

corrected' me by putting 'good' shape' in the
gennwe case. Ile ask'ed rye If I could figure
out \\ h I Illoald It MUM be lilcause `good
shape`is used in alrrepositional Arase and
most therefore take the genitive ending, In
°the? x`ords. -1 -found out that the Tole for

use su I \

for negate
(3 13 80,

prepositional phrase plus, gei
takes meedence- oer the-rur
plus accusative prcdi
chary) ,

Another strategy whia was not listed
in the schedule' was that of subliminal
reheafsing.

"'",flus,inorning when wile nip I became
nscums that the Arabic word mouathafa

\\ as repeating itself in my bead, I recog
lured has mg liear it before, but didn't (,--K
know the meaning. ( 3 13 '80, diary )

Later on, Henze .noticed 'the same kind....
of rehearsal larger language
chunks phrases and -short sentmces,
some of which she lassociated with mean-,
mg and others \dingo\ ere simply sound:.
patterns committetkJ memory.

In the' pocess 'of analysis and c\ Alas
tiOn, the- relationships aiming,the stra-
tegies Rubin listed changed and in part
became ramie complex Specifically, we
came to see that trm(' could be three
steps'in a(learning process. (1) Aware-
ness or selection of ilppropriate action
or activity for learning, (2) Actioi)
which pei nuts MAIN its to take place,.(3)
Acts it>' which enhances 'or promotes
leini»ng. Hence, !earlier selection of a
particular action or activity, 'such as pre-
ference for practicing-the FL, would be
step I, Creating an opportunity for prac-
tice would be step 2; and actual practic-
ing might step 3 A particular stucle.tit
migfit do any pr all of Wyse,. but

to recognize that he she does all
three indicates a xleepei ,awarenes& of
the learning process. The following
quote fromithe diary 111ustrate41 the three
steps

"We scut user our homework from-the
previous toe in 'class, the homework con-
sisted of questions to which we had -to
write plausible yes no in2iwers. Ceorgt.
read vs the questions and e tried to' read
the answers we had put down -on paper
several,days ago. I found this quite difficult

`and counterproductike, though di% other
students seemed to function O.K.. 1`. had
trouble reading and listening lit the same
tune If I listened, I lost my place on the
page. If I read, I answered mechanically
without having understood the question. So
1 turned my homework paper over and just
listened, creating new answers in my head
or out loud if I was called upon. That
worked much better I gues-s the unfami-
liarity of. the script creates an either-or,
situation for nie, if I'm trying to read; I,
can do nothing but read.' (2 '26/80,'diary)

"I felt fm tin' first tittle m qur class that
I couldn't possibly keep track of all the new
infolmation being thrown at me. For onec
at \t as not fed to me in manageable tidbits
My analytical tendancy \\Tilt out the \ VIII-
dt) \ \ when I' realrzed that I couldn't ade-
quately sort, out both new vocabulary and
unfamiliar variations of structure, AO come
Out ss Ith an accurate response TI Is Os er-

load, bow ex er, forced me onto a \v dif-
ferent level of language respell se. I found
that 1 could still unden,tand ,what the
teacher Nicks asking, and respond adequatel
if not accurately I think semantics 'took
precedence over morphology". (3' 1 1 /3
diary)

The following is an illustration of how
Henze used Induction.

"When we began a new lesson in thy
book, George started by asking us questions
with riftsky vocabulary words which we had
not heard or studied pr'eviously. lie asked
me a question with the word laransiyui
I knew be-cause of the contest that it must
be an adjective of nationality I guessed
Persian becapse I was thinking' of the Per'
scan languagt., Fansee, but it actually
meant 'French':'' (3/1/3/801i,arY)

Although many of the observations
Henze madetvere already itemized in
Rubin's 'schedule, Henze was able td
provide some new strategies. In par-
ticular, she obgerved herself making
conclusions about rule priority

"I tried to make. a sentence in Arabic
'You don't feel good', but v:,ord ,for word
translation would be more like `You're not
in good shape'. I knew that the negative
particle causes the predicate of the sentence

In Conclusion. . .

Henze's diary shows us that despite
Continued pn page 24
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arguments to the contrary, it is possible
for a student to observe his/her own
learniirA litrategies in a language class
without impeding learning. In fact, this
study indicates that thej.e are definite
benefits from making suctObservations.
Henze said that,the research helped 'her
to focus her learning, and that by the
end of the course she had concretized
some vague notions about her own learn-
ing by providing specific examples. After
the study, Henze could more clearly see
how she uses her knowledge of other
foreign language structures in the com-
parison and modification ,of hypotheses
in learning Arabic, In addition, the diary
helped Henze to evaluate her own learn-
ing strategies: enabling her in some,,

cases to manipulate situations so that
she received the most benefit,

In the final categorization process,
Henze was able to see which strategies
she used most frequently, as well as'
which factors might influence this (i.e.
type of class activity, level of 'class).
The study provided Henze with. valua-
ble research experience and with the
opportunity to better understand the
nature of her own and others' learning
techniques. It also enabled her to see
how little we know about the strategies
of language learners and howimuch we',
have to learn.

We would like to suggest that gainifig
theseinsights is an important process for
a teacher, and that directed diary work
while fulfilling the FL requirement is an

;excellent way to maximize the value of
the FL requirement for TESOL student
teachers.
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arguments to the contrary, it is possible
for a student to observe his/her own
learning strategies in a language class
without impeding learning. In fact, this
study indicates that there are definite
benefits from making such observations.
Henze said that the research helped her
to focus her learning, and that by the
end of the course she had concretized
some vague notions about her own learn-
ing by providing specific examples. After
the study, Henze could more clearly see
how she uses her knowledge of other
foreign language structures in the corn-
parison and modification of hypotheses
in learning Arabic. In addition, the diary
helped Henze to evaluate her own learn-
ing strategies, enablings her in some

A

cises to manipulate situations .so that-;',
received the most benefit.

In the final categorization process,.
Henze was able to see which strategies
she used most frequently, its well as
which factors might influence this (i.e.
type of class activity, level of class).
The study, provided Henze with valua-
ble research experience and with the
opportunity to better understand the
nature of her own and others' learning
techniques. It also enabled her to see
how little we know about the strategies
of language learners and how much we
have to learn.

We would like to suggest that gaining
these insights is an important process for
a teacher,cand that directed diary woEk
while fulfilling the FL 'requirement is an
excellent way to maximize the value of
the FL requirement for TESOL student
teachers.
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"IMPROVING.INTERVIEW TESTS
A look At titles appearing in ESL

journaLs of recent N intage minces an in-
creasing interest in sociolinguistic aspects
of second lanivage competence. This
new interest in the social and contextual
aspects of language proficiency h.usaen-
crally been presented, under the rubrics
of "cominumciatix e competence," "prag-
matics," or "sociolinguistics." Despite
these labeling differences, nearly all of
these discussions share The general theme
that .second language learners "need to
klIONk the rules of appropnatj use of the
language in real social contexts as well
as theTexicoll, diction, sound system, and
syntax of the language.

This paper reports the results of some
preliminary experiments directed to dis-
co% ering "ay s to improx e niter'. 'my test-

by Paul Nicholson
University of Illinois

tio1n that transpirts while the interviewer
fathers biographical data for Language
Testing Center records. The interviewer
may also interject light conversation to
afford more N ariety of style and topic. At
the close of the inters icw. which gener-
ally takes fifteen to twenty-minutes, the
inter eWer scores the interviewee on a
one to sex en scale for speaking compe-
tence, and on the same scale for listening
competence.

The new inter, iew format center
around fix e prereettaled cons crsations.
These range from quite formal (an ex-
cerpt from tudio news. a business tele-
phone cony ersation ) to quite informal
(a married couple discussing domestic
trig ia ) . , The new inters iew format at-
tempts to nnprox e on the traditional

ing of ESL. The tests used in,this pilot format in twit respects. First, it was
studykinclude a dictation-completion test,, hoped that the nen, test format %souk! be
a clots test, and txx 0 inters iew tests a more x'alid measure of overall cony
These chdces rex cal a bias to" and "in- mtn4ame competence. Second, it was
tegraux e tesupg." Different integrathe hope,d_ that the new test format would
tests ideally should be highly correlated y will greater inter-scorer relralqty and
xx ith one another, because each should supkrior test sensitivity.

'employ tasks '.Inch call upon the '.whole Several features of the new test fonnat
linguistic contextual competence of the art; intuitively 'elated to the first' goal
test taker At first glance mule than one Inters icxx ers v. ere asked to assess both,
good integrato e test should be redun- the inters lewee's ability to paraphrase
dant Fltix ex er, it is nnivrtant to dis- the linguistic content and his ability to
tintlfish betxx eyi testing fur prVictency describe the context of the cons ersation.
in, speaking and listening, Ad testing The taped COHN crsatiom used were ac-

, for proficiency in reading and N% riting ,tual cilnditl'convisations. Furthermore,,
It is Ohs iously possible to gam coin= these "ere deliberately selected to span
plete proficienex in speaking' and listen- d. a range of style variation.
mg without attaining any proficiency at
all in reading and writing.,Any written
test by its nature will be influenced by
the test taker's degree of familiarity with
the English graphic system. This prob-
lem casts doubt, on the validity of any

4 written test as a measine of/ English
language profidencyat best the ,core
on a written test confounds simple lan-
guage proficiency and clearly indepen-
dent skills associated with reading and
writing. Without a good to gt of lan-

' guage proficiency which iP indepen-
dent of the skills needed in reading and

\Ai writing, we cannot ascertain the degree
4!",bf damage to written tests resulting from

this factor. Two conclusions arise from

.1"
,these considerations: 1.) a need exists for
a. reliable non-written test, perhaps an
Itoproved interview test, and 2) adminis-
tration of a number of different written
hitegrativ'e tests is not redundant in so
far as they depend to varying degrees
on the presence of reading and writing

/ skills (which also need,to'be assessed).
This experiment compares the inter-

view test which is a part of the Penn
State English Proficiency Test .(pSEPT)-
with a new 'interview format which
stresses contextual- sensitivity as well as
linguistic competence. The PSEPT inter-
view test consists largely of the conxersa-

J
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Greater interscorer reliability,altd sen-
sitivity were expected to accrue from the
following features of the new test format:

1 In the new test format the initial ques-
tions for each item are prescribed to the
interviewer, and are therefore uniform.
Each mterxiewee response is separatel
scored in the new formats

3. The criteria for scoring,intemewee re-
. once is explicitly stated in the instruc-
t ons to the interviewer.

liy contrast, the traditional interview is
scored with the two overall subjective
judgmentsone each for listening and
speaking. The traditional interview for-
mat procedures do not specify what par-
ticular aspects of the interviewee's per-
forminee should be assessed.

The traditional PSU interview format
gives nd explicit criteria_for scoring in-
terviewee performance. One would,
therefore, expect that different interview-
ers would., apply different personal de-
finitions of what constitutes speaking
and listening proficiency, This would be
reflected in widely divergent degrees of
interview test with written test correla-
tions among different interviewers. The
new interview 'format, on the other Nind,
provides explicit criteria for scoring in-
terviewee response. Accordingly, one

would exiiect more uniformity the
relationship between written test scores
and interview test scores.

The new inters iew format is based on
inters lewee 'espouse to taped cons ers.j,-
uons. The response is Biased solely on'
erbal and prosodic' information con-

v eyed by the tape. One of the funda-
,mental assumptions of integrtatn c testing
is that normal speaking and listening le-
gume a full complement of integrated
language skills. Understanding the con-
text of a conuriumeatie CN ent should be
as central to overall competence as un-
derstanding the literal propositional con-
tent. Since all of the written tests used
in the PSE1XI' are integratne (at least
tX-a large degree) Jt scents reasonable to
expect the relationship between the
scores for, sensitixitx to context and the
written tests to be comparable to the
relationship between written test scores
and interxiewer assessment of linguistic

i,eompetenee. The disparity between iii -

,ter'. iew test scores and "rotten test scores
for both of these inter% iew nivasure
should be explained-in terms of the read-
ing and writing skills assessed in the
latter but not in the former.

Results

Agreement between inter'. sewers using
the new Intel-slew format WaS much
higher than agreement between inter-
'ewers using the traditional interxiew

format. The differences between anter-
viewers using the new, format. howexer,
was pronounced for the completion and
doze test. The expected greater agree-
ment for inters mew xxith written test
scores did occur.

Interviewer assessment of sensitivity
to context was clearly at least as good a
predictor of written test scores as lin-
guistic competence. The results are
limited in scope, and even more limited
in generalizability.

Scores for linguistic competence and
for sensitivity to context were equally-
good predictors of written test scores de-
spite the fact that they were correlated
with each other at only the '.65 level. It
is interesting that combined scores for
linguistic competence and sensitivity to
context were in most eases better predic-
tors than either score separately. That
the new test combined score correlated
highly with doze test scores is also en-
couraging. The doze test is the most in-
tegrative of the written tests used in the
PSEPT and should therefore correlate
highly with any other test that taps the
overall competence of the test taker. By
eontrast, the traditional interview test
correlated most higlily with the dictation
test, and least highly with the doze test.

These results suggest two practical
benefits of a more structured interview
format of the .type discussed in this

Continued on page 28
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Continued from page 25

paper. First, it appears that deliberately
including contextual as well'as linguistic
elements in the design of the interview
test increases its validity by insuring that
a larger part of the speaker's overall
competence is assessod. Secondly, by
standardizing the linguistic input to the
interviewee and by making s ring cri-
teria explicit, a greate. degre of relia-
bility can be attained.

The results of this pilot study at once
substantiate the promise of an,iiterview
format which assesses the interviewees
ability to reconstruct context as well as
his ability to paraphrase linguistic con-, tent. At the same time, this stud!' high-
lights the need Tor a much, larger scale
ttudy which would permit statistically
more powerful tests of the relative re-
liability and validity of the approach
proposed in this paper. It would also be
desirable to compare a variety of ap-
proaches to introducing stylistic an4 con-
textual elements into interview testing
Of course, a ,direct test of interscorer
reliability is critically needed. The small
number of subjects and interviewers.
available for this pilot study made all of
these refinements impracticable. ,

t,
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PROMOTING GOOD RELATIONS

WITH CLASSROOM4EACHERS

by Elinor Gregor
Nashville

\oh_ This pretiously appeared
in tike Ckt TN, but the ,Mat column was
madtt rtcntly left. out The article is re-
printed here in full.

The relationship of the ESL, teacher
and the classroom teacher is an unfor-
tunately neglected area in ESL educa-
tion. Communication between the two
teachers generally awaits the first, appear-
ance of the foreign child, report card
time and ensis situations. Al too often

4 the classroom teacher is unplepared for
non-Englislv speaking students. My in-
tention in this brief paper is to offer
some practical suggestions. for establish-
ing good relations with classroom teach-
ers prior to their contact with foreign
children. If 11,ste can enlist the classroom
teacher as a strong supporter of non-
English speakers in the classroom we
will construct a solid basis for enhancing
the educational experience of both na-
Use and non-natne English speakers.

One of the more potentially difficult
situations faced by ESL instructors is to
encounter classroom teachers who !lase
never had non-English speakers in their
classes. Realistically, such children can
be a considerable burden for teachers
untrained in working with them. A
classroom teacher who is understandably
apprehensive and concerned about this
new experience represents a special chal-
lenge and opp2rtunity for the ESL in-
structor.

One device that I have found effective
in facilitating a collegial, 'working rela-
tionship is to spend a few minutes with
each classroom teacher prior to the open-
ing of school. Since much of the in-
formation about new programs is based
on hearsay and rumor, the first topic
discussed is the nature of the ESL pro-
gram. _Many teachers welcome a brief
description of the rationale behind the
program and its role in continuing the

'American tradition of providing a haven
for immigrants fleeing repressive regimes
and seeking 'improved educational op-
portunities. Although it seems obvious to
teachers of ESL, it is well to point out
that in the United ,,,States there can be
no equal oportunity without fluency in
English. I have found it especially help-
ful to assure. the classroom teacher that
the ESL program is designed to provide
non-English speaking children with the
shortest and smoothest route to English
language competence.

special materials created for non-English
- speakers. Each ESL activity, whether

After giVing a general overview of the
program, ESL teachers should define the
special role they play in the child's ac-

jjuisition of English: ESL teachers are,
*above all, language teachers trained in

specific methodology and equipped with

TN 2/81

songs, games, art projects or sto
selected to facilitate the child's l,
competency. It is helpful to,

briefly the teaching methods cm
and to demonstrate how the specific
tiities selected can improse compre
sion, strengthen vocabulary or i icrease
control of grammatical structures.

In addition to discussing the school's
program and the role of the ESL teacher
in the program, ESL teachers must also
encourage the classroom teacher to con-
tinue the process of language eduation

ithin the homeroom. Beneficial pro-
posals are those that are specific and
serve to iTorporate- the foreign child
into the regular classroom.

A good starting place for practical sug-
gestions is the classroom seating arrange-
ment. I regularly ads ise my classroom
colltgues to seat the foreign child next
to a sociable, outgoing student who an
assist both the new student and the
teacher. This role silo...111d be rotated
among all the student the class so
that each child has the opportunity to
bed5ine in oh, ed in the teaching situa-
tion Tempting as I do not believe
that children who speak the same lan-
guage should be seat mates. On occasion
a bilingual child can be a helpful inter-
preter, but this assistance should be
kept to a minimum. It happens all too
frequently that new English learners be-
come so dependent' on another speaker
of the same language that they wait for
translation rather than put forth the ef-
fort to understand the English directly.

The duties assigned to the seat mate
include explaining the assignments of the
day and assisting in the child's adapta-
tion to the new American classroom
through friendship and support. Peer
teaching starts the non-English speaker
into the school year with a neDvork of
special tutors who are his friends and
helpers. The American children who
serve as seat mates receive first hand ex-
perience with foreign children and de-
velop qualities of patience and under-
standing as they help the child soh e
problems and deal with unfamiliar situa-
tions. Being spared the drudgery of.,5on-
stant repetition and demonstration for
one individual student, the classroom
teacher more easily accepts the foreign
child into the classroom.

Once the initial seating problem is

resolved and the general student-teach-
ing-student plan is discuss'ed, the ESL
teacher can address what is, in all likeli-
hood, the overwhelming concern of the
classroom teacher:. how to ,keep the non-
English speaker occupied during the
day. I have approached this problem
by bringing my language learning ma-
terials to my first meeting with the class-

-room teacher. Familiarity with the text
books; language learning games, work-

es, is
guage

explain
oyed

ac-
en-

books and art actin Ries is an essential
part of the classroom teacher's under-
standing and appreciation of the ESL
program. In discussing curriculum ma-
terials, I emplia§ize those activities that
can done by the foireign students in
the regular classroom. This assistance is
appreciated by the classroom teacher
and is beneficial for the student since it
maintains continuity ,between the ESL
and regular classroom programs.

A simple picture dictionary is a par-
ticularly helpful example of the type of
material that can be used in the class-
room. The peer teachers can utilize the
book to ocab4lary, reviewing spell-
ing, reproduce pictures of the dictionary
entries as art work as well as many other
applications the students will devise
themselves.'

In Addition to the picture dictionary,
classroom teachers should be encouraged
to use other ESL materials for their non-
English speaking children. ,Language
materials, workbooks, cue cards, lingo
picture gmbes, and other devices that
are part of the ESL teacher's standard
repertoire can be shared with the, class-
room teacher for extra practice, review
and enrichment.

Another Wit> in which ESL teachers
can extend, the impact of their instruc-
tilmal efforts is to act as liaisons between
non.-English speakers and American chil-
dren. Some of the material shared 1:vith
the classroolt, teacher, for example,
should focus on the ESL child's country
of origin. A good first project is a bOok-
let on the native country. Pi&ures and
descriptittas of maps, frags4 types of
houses, principal products, foods and
samples of the written language are a
few of the items that can be included.
At the same time, the entire class (or
the seat mate) canitut together a paral-
lel booklet oq the United States, tbere4
participating in a social studies unit
based on the comparative study of both
cultures.

In conclusion, ESL teachers do well to'
reach out to their classroom colleague/s
The time spent xvith classroom teachers
gibes the ESL teacher a better under-
standing of their lievvpoint and an op-
portunity to preient the scWool's ESL
program in a positive light. Simple, prac-
tical suggestions encourage. a positive
attitude towards non-native English
speakers and prepare the classroom
teacher to work with them effectively.
Above all, personal 'contact with the

4,Jassroom teacher creates an atmospEere
ir mutual respect that provides the
foundation for future growth and de-
velopment.

ATTEND THE 3rd ANNUAL
SUMMER INSTITUTE

Teachers College, Columbia University
New York CityJuly 6Aug. 14
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\t intuit of language tea(
t( at ht I-training, Lind the status, ((I

the pi ft i)n iii the ( tN of the public
t likgc ' lila. to touch upon seteral

how: not of mak-
ng ant lash. piedie titan, about ttla.r(

he illy lit he Iu 1090, but to at least
utuc tour intik st and coticcrii Aiwa

them you Abit Le as an nicht idual
within the(pr)fecsion and to 0111,11),"C

011 to 111111k if 11 II; rs: the inufessional
(irgailitatinti set. uei yyur inteiests should
la going in the next you 111.11

ith my ,assertions,
( out lusions, deseilptions, or predictions.

pc.111,v, tilt I tan scue as a startms.;
pant for future discussion.

1CIIING TIIE LANGUAGE
L

i't111,11), Wire is no othwalea of in-
t. st up al to dos fist oneteaclung
tla languin.ue learn; rto the profession
at huge After all isn't our business that
of ti at lung, and aren't, our students those

are Liming English as a second
language' The literature is filled 111th

rt ,ear;-1( cont.( rin..t1 with'inipilAing flick
11 istruLti,a, of the Ininteel EnglisA.

Tht

speakel
P170's witnessed a pleat surge iii

inn u nu tin Ii'al111110, methodology and
rlinntation., Ili th( (let elopment of class
r' nn mat( rials, consumable and noncon-
sumable \,Ve here deluged \\ acro-
Jiyint ALM, LL,, ABE, ESL, EST,
F VfiSL, CBE, CLUE, CAI, LEA,
NABE, LEP, SIC, APL, ESEA, ,BESC
et, Perhaps tan characterize tilt
70's as thy del ade of the ac runt
DOTA
Bell a\ iorism \vas thrashed about, but

not (pulpit t;.ly disc arded, and ((igni-
te I ati ,111(1 1111111)1111S111 1)1'1,1111C eteryone's

laterite schools of psyc hology.The de-

telopments ui teailiing inethodologt to
die 70s hate been refelled to as the
'0..:(.1Itle IC% 01101011 11% ,It lr,nt out
ti )11 ill)! tiamel for ),(;\ l'ral l',11011),

11,111: 11101 1'11)111 ,l )MS11 tt',ttbtt
ittcrc(1 mode to a mole student-cell-

tiled ino111 10)111 .1 1111'1 11,1111),t11 1 11_'11 Uf

1,11111,11,10;1) lt,u 111'1 to a mole
NMI I It'lt -11011 )1.1100011 of the teaeel
as responsible fin all Icaining. to a

notion that the student should assume
.that respousthility These changes can
indeed' identify the 70-s as a 104d of
'1(.toltition Seen In the laigei
ulinial decide of the 70's

11,11 a iwIlcBtlof S.,,-fc'at instability and flux
tiro countiy, In education nl ,geneial

and nl language education 111 paiticulai
'1 he elimination of foleign language ic.-
111111ements ui colleges and unitersities
I( sidted nl sylions 'reductions in lan-
guage the 1)111)111 scho()Is.
The cry for 'accountability- of teat 1111

and student has not left the language
ti ache' and language...learner unscathed
Vestige, of Lelia\ wrist thinking can h
seen In the unit anent tots and comp.-
tent.% -based cilia Anal and teacher train-
ing, heliat rural ohiectit es, and minimum
performance, let els The key to these
tientls has been "ac «mutability These
trends are bound to «nitintie into the
80's although thew has been a notice-
able disenchantment tt ith set eral of
these trends in the pa St few 1' .1 ears

Tighter budgets, smaller enrollments at
the cAciiicii ind secondary Icttels, and
an ((older, more Oily paid teaching
fill I' Witil all plat press res on the systen-
to in ale, more and Ater results, We
are a resull-s-orientecl society The ends
often pistify the means. Materials well
la «am. more expensivii \vial Increased
production costs Teachers tvill Be ex-
pected to spend ugire of tleir otvil time

I

b \ 11111111rd ()rem
\ ort IT, rri III nuns Unit ersity

oil niatcnals der el(pinclit Yet, as Joan
\1(11;. puinted out at the 1979 TB01,
Contention ill II)1',1))11, tort IC11 1 III 11'11(1 1

emploted 11)1, teaches. only la,. hate
had any hauling at .ill in ESL, and telt
fit 11 110 hat( it el it (.11 tiaining hate le-
c1.\(.11 it ill the alea of inatelials de-
teloinuent. -HR. hulk of teachers elitei-
mg the field, theiefore, tvill continue to
di pen(' fin the most pact on eon merc cal
matelials ttlin h 11111 (ail\ accelerate the
tusk ((f publish; is to int est resources ill
this ,lea and (.moulage m111)1.01(111 on
a 4 IA 1011-It Id(' wale

.1 hope I hat en't painted too bleak a
pictule at this posit Let nie reseal what
I see as some pionlising positite trends
in methodology and materials detelop-
meld for the SO',, 'clic trend toward
niNI Inimaw.stie education will in-
dot 1 tedly gather momentum in the 80's
1(.11 iy (.11(11,01as who \t ill hat e enough
«mia ..,,4o del\ the haek-to-basics men-
tality r the Lac TO's. \Ve ate IN itnessmg
this humanistic tiend in materials de-
telopment with incicasing focus on the
learner's communication needs, as iden-
tified by the leainei. not solely by text-
book writers NVe are beginning to see
a grouting awaleness of the problew of
illitelact Among our adoltscent and
adult population, both natite English
and nun -natite English speaking. Out

\(..(a1110y has faded in any attempt to this
11,11 (1) 11'1 CCM.' the held toward a more
and mole Illaciate society. The pressure
placed on our public_ school systems by
glott Ilig numbers of illitelate and et en
prelitclate refugee populations is more
111,111 simply an educational problem. It
Is also a political, social and economic
ploblem

To. slot\ this trend to\vard illiteracy
he must look to. methodologies which

Continue(' on next .page
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can be better suited for thesd new stu-
dent populations. Audio lingual method-
ology was fine for a basically well ed-
ucated student group who already had
developed basic skills in ipductive think-
ing and were literate in their language.
Rut what of the new ESL student who
is essentially illiterate and unschooled?
To deal with these students we will ke
greater movement toward bilingual pro-
grams at all levels, elementary through
adult, to the use of the .student's native
language in developing first and seconll
language skills. To accomplish this, we
will have to see an increased interest in
foreign language education of native
English speaking TESOL teachers.

ip adult literacy education we are
seeing more attention paid to language
experience, survival English, and a rec-
ognition of certain psycholinguistic prin-
ciples---namely that the individual brings
to each lesson a set of experiences, at-
titudes, values, feelings, which affect his
perceptions of reality and the world
around him. . )

An approach which has received much
international attention, especially in de-
eloping countries, and one which is

rbeing looked at in this country by a
small cadre of adult educators in parti-
cular for its application in literacy edu-
cation, was developed by a Brazilian
educator, Paolo Freire, an intellectual,
Christian Marxist, exiled from his native
Brazil, and from Chile, currently work-
ing fof the World Council of Churches
out.,of Geneva, Switzerland. His radical
approach to literacy education is m,
bodied by the realization that education
is not a neutral force, that it is a social
and political force, the absence of which
has effectively disenfranchised the poor
and disadvantaged. Although I see little

4 chance of a widescale adoption of the
Freirian philosophy in education circles
in this country (it is extremely threaten-
ing to those who hold power), I see a
gro g movement in the 80's toward a
teali on that in order for our country,
to remain viable as a political and eco-
nomic force, we must adopt a policy of
commitment to reducing tie absolze
and relative levels of illiteracy in this
country. In order for this to be accom-
plished, we will need to make a national
commitment.

Another trend in materials and
methods which I see advancing into the
80's concerns the technological advances
in 'computers and Computer-Assisted-
Instruction (CAI). Advances jn tom-
putor technology with decreases in cos
will make it possible for even sma er
school systems to invest more heavil in

this area of instruction. By 1990 a crite-
rion, of literacy in this .country may be
one's'ahility to successfully program and

operate a small home computer. The
advent of computer games' and their
popularity among youngsters as well as
adults is a poetent of things to come in
language teaching.

TEACHING THE LANGUAGE
TEACHER

My second area of cone m isste ching
the language teacher. Her I would like
to speak to issues related to the growth
of professionalism in our field, what the
future of professionalism may the
80's, and the state Of the art in acher
training in the Unitod States.

\ The growth of International TESOL
and its al:Oates in the 70's is a sign of
the increased professionalism of the field.
Yet this growth in the professional
organization has scarcely affected the
Policies and procedures by which many
ESL -teachers and, .bilingual e ucators
are hired and fired. The status ESL
and bilingual education as mar al in
the general field of public education
from elementary to adult levelsis
dent wherever you turn. Part-time or
auxiliary status often characterizes the
ESL.'bilingual educatcar in most pro-
grams. Evidence of this second class
status was Nividly illustrated several
weeks ago in Chicago when the Chicago
Board of Education shifted elementary
teachers into adult programs and adult
teachers into elementary progams in
order' to CVC11 out some ithbalances in
instructional loads brought about by stu-
dent population shifts and budget cuts.
The basic principle followed in these
shifts was seniority and tenure, not
necessarily qualification nd training.

Illinois, for
United

There is a growing push
example, and elsewhere in

' States for certification of ESL teachers
which would hopefully end sucle-prac-,
tices. (Bilingual educators already pos-
sess certification in Illinois.) To many,
ESL and bilingual education certification
offers a panacea, a cure-all for what ails
the profession. With certification would
come increased job status, more job
security, a recognition of professional
worth, perhaps even a raise jn pay. Yet
certification does not guarantee any of
these.

. In adult education, the issue of ver-
ification has been discussed, ad nau-
eum, for several yeal-s. In many states

1 gislative and Professional bodies' have
r aired certification of a number of pro-
f ssional groupspharmacists, nurses,
eterinarians, teachers, engineers, and
any others. Just as interesting, in sev-

eral states which were leaders of profes-
sional certification in the. 60's and 70's,
we are witnessing a backlash against eel--
tification and actual repealing of laws.
requiring certification.' The reason? It is
generally agreed that you can't legislate
competence.

2 1J

Certification is not a cure-all. What
may happen in the 1980's is that this
single issue of certification will push the
professional organizati6n toward a stance
more akin to unionism, not professional-
ism. At that Toint we may find ourselves
as a group more interested in the lan-
guage teacher than the language leame

This movement toward certification is
also in part a reaction to the attacks fr m
both inside an outside the professi n
on the whole process of teacher educa
tion. Her in Illinois , for example, the
pres in potential language teacher has
availa le over a dozen institutions .of
higher education which offer programs
of -study leading to bachelor's, master's,
and doctorate degrees in bilingual/bi-
cultural education, lingui ics, TESOL,
and related fields.

Iii addition, a number of federally
and state funded agencies provide an

abundant array of inservice workshops
for specific needs of teachers, administra- '
tors, counselors, and para-professionals.
Most of these programs of teacher edu-
cation in institutions of higher education
are built on traditional models of teacher
educationthey are theory based rather
than field based. Potential teachers
spend j95 to 100% of their training pro-
gram in the classroom as students rather
than teachers. When they receive their
degree, they have some competence in
literature and language, but little ex-
perie ice in application. Teacher tri mers
may c courage these new teach rs to

experunet to find What works, pick
and 'choose, to be eclectic Yet p rhaps
this advice o be eclectic, is really a

copout, an a mission on our part that
we really don t know what works, that
in reality, every method so far known,to
ESL and bilingual education is inade-
quate. Doesn't all the research of teach-
ing bffectiveness point to the teacher not
the method, as the one crucial variable
determining success in the classroom?
Perhaps we have odrlooked in raglt,,
teacher training programs a verfidiffa-'"
mental pint which should be empha-..
sized in the next decade. Materials and
methods all reflect this,basic deficiency,
in our training programs. We may be
very good in training teachers in the. use
of specific techniques, gadgets, in a cook-
book approach to the' classroom; but we
have been very lax in. developing a
cadre of teachers who know why they
do what they do,Iind who have bothered
to develop a philoophy of language
teaching. In other words, to tell a teacher
that it is OK to pick and choose mater-
ials. and techniques from a variety of
methodologies can be interpreted as an
admission of ti lack of understanding on
our ovs,n part as to Why we are doing
what we are doing. Teachers, too often
lack a basic philosophy of language
teaching which can ,provide them with

Continued on page 3
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a general fianiework within which to de-
sign 'their daily activities". This philos-
ophy can provide a consistent approach
to language teaching and bring the
teacher to an increased awareness that
teaching- cannot, should not, be con-
ducted on a day to clay basis. The what-

o-tom o r row-morn in g syn d ro me
-runs rampant among all teachers today.
"Unfortunately; I see little to indicate any
Change in that direction`for the 80's. As
teacher trainers °we must stress self-
evaluation and the development of per-
sonal philosoph* of language teaching,
to overcome this deficiency in the 40's.

TEACHING THE
, NONPROFESSIONAL PUBLIC

The third issue I would like to discuss
as that of teaching the nonprofessional
public. This is where TESOL and affili-
ates as professional organizations can and
must be more influential in the 80's. I

see the decade of the 80's as a new
decade of growth for TESOL and a de-
cade of greater maturity. With added
maturity will come greater responsibility
and a greater involvemenf in an ad-
s oacy position for its membership. At-
tempts dt this in the recent past include
such examples as the recent testimony
ptusiclec\lby Illinois TESOL BE orga-
nization t the Lau hearings in Chicago
last September. The existence of our jobs
is dependent for, the most part on legisla-
tion at the state and federal les els. Many

\t4 us lack job security because of local
program priorities, again dictated,
funding levels. The name of the game
fur progress in the 1980's will be ad-
s °cat.), of professional goals whether it
be obtaining certification, higher salaries,
grfater recognition 9f importance of our
jobs among the general public,. or what-
es en This profes*nal organization will
find the upportuniftes presented to it
more numerous in the 80's than at any
time in the pre\ious 10 years.

We're talking about the public image
of second language instruction and bilin-
gual education, of convincing the general
public, and in particular, state legislators
of the value of this work. By the way,
there is a good chance that for at
lea$ the next four years, if not eight,
that funding fo1 bilingual education and
ESL will increasingly depend on state
resources, rather than federal, or state
determination of funding levels, not fed-
eral. So, it's time to begin courting our
state representatives.

The image currently held by the gen-
eral public of our profession, of at least
of our professional goals, is not the best.
I was recently traveling jy car through
central Illinois and happen* to tune
into a Paul Harvey news broadcast. Now
Paul Harvey has never been known for
liberal thinking, and could be considered

TN 4/g.1,

a setious spokesman for the majority of
'Americans who voted in November's
general' lection. The topic sOs-bilingual
education and his position was why 'do
we need it? We should be teaching all
Children and adults in this country how
to speak, read and write English im-
mediately, that bilingual education actu-,
ally promoted diversity, which so oft0
leads to friction and clashes among min-
ority groups in a pluralistic eciety. He
cired the cases of Canada, Belgium and_
India as bilingual 'societies 'where there
have been threats to 'the status quo of
those nations as a result of language
policies Bilingual education does face
an image problem in-this country. 01;ga-
nizations such as TESOL must take the
lead in trying to improve this image.

One way of overcoming an image
problem and impros'e our skills at lobby-
ing is by developing linkages with other
state organizations with similar interrests,
FLTA (Foreign Language Teachers As-
sociation) and ACEA (The National
Adult and Continuing Education Asso-
Ciation) and their affiliate organizations
of educators whose futures also depend
a great deal-on their ability to present
their cases to funding agencies and local
education agencies.

A final issue I \v old like to talk about
with potential fur ig:SOL has bee'n iden-
tified with the term "global education "
This concept was treated at length in the
1979 Report of the Illinois Task Force
on Foreign Language and International
Studies. To quote, Educators and the

_general public must accept the challenge
to des clop a global education that «ill
prepare our citizens tei..edpe with a di-
erse world with its _many ethnic and

cultural systems. The' need is for a
broader humanistic approach toward ed-
ucation, which requires new eckmpeten-
cies and new broader, perspe4is es of
citizenship. It is becoming increasingly
clear that the world is demanding new
attitudes from all of us. According to
Robert Leetsma, USOE Associate Com-
missioner, among other competencies and

i toisities, each indisidual needs to

1) Some basic cross-cultural understand-
ing, empathy, and ability toiommunicate
with people from, differerCcultures.
2) A sense of why and how humanity
shares a common futureglobal issues
and dynamics and the Calculus of inter-
dependence
3) A sense of slirdship in use of the
earth and accepfa'rkS.of the ethic of
intergenerational rev nsihility fur the
well-being or fair chance of those who
come after IA.<

41=--

Later in thfs sarne report, Global Edu-
cation is defined in terms of five dimen-
sikns:

11Perspeethe Consciousnessa recog-

.

intim on the part or the individual that
his or her -view of the world is not uni-
versally shared
2) State of the Planet Awareness
awareness of prevailing world conditions
and development's
'3) Cross-cultural Awareness
4) Knowledge of global dynamics
5) Awareness of hinhan choicessome
awareness of the problems of choice con-
fronting individuals, nations, and the
human species as consciousness and
knowledge of the global system expands.

The implications of this trend for our
professional organization' are profound.
We must as a profession recognize in
wholistic terms the' interdependence of
Xll of us, in a continually shrinking yet
more complex world society. Unfortun-
ately, unless this concern is shared by
our political leadership in this country
the concept of global education will pot
flourish. The actions of the new natiohfl
administration in. the next two to three
years could s eV well set the stage for or
against this trend in education' for the
entire decade.

SUMMARY
ss.

To summanze, Pc e tried tti share with
you a number ()T issues which will face
our membership inch\ 'dually and collec-
tis ely in the 80's from my profespional
perspectis c. We will see greater use of
new humanistic methodologies and at .the
same time greater exploration of the use
of technology in the form of computers
and computor-assisted instruction. Our
country will eontmue to face the con-
tinuing problems of massise immigration
and our membership will confront the
education of these new Americans in the
classroom.

Certification of ESL teachers in the
`ampublie schools will likely be resols ed in

the next decade. In order for us to be
in oh ed in the process, we should start
the process within our own organization
of identifying those stanVards, behaviors,
characteristics, compttencies or whateser
you wish to call them, which a trained
ESL instructor at whatever level should
possess. Whether or not you support r-
tification, everyone involved in teacher,
training in ESL dr Bilingual Education
must impress upon teacher trainees the
importance of continuing their profes-,
sonal education through membership

d active involvement in professional
o ganizations, and by continuing par-
t' ipation in arious inservice activities.

And finally, this professional associa-
tion, in collaboration with other educa-
tion associations sersing similar clientele
must link organizational arms in the 80's
to convince the public of the worth of *
our efforts and the need to promote the
concept of global education, undoubtedly
a concept which, if we agree with it, will
need our support in the next decade. 0
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SL AND BILINGUAL TEACHER

C RTIFICATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

C MUNITY COLLEGES, AND BASIC

AD LT EDUCATION. PROGRAMS:

SO RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND

ISSUE

_by Gina Cantoni-Harvey
Northern, Arizona University

The It tuber of states offering some.
kind of E L ur bilinkual certification to
public scl xil teachers has increased
dramaticall since the publication of

Knapp "Repoi-t on Certification"
in the Noyct iber.December 1976, issue)
of the TESO Ncusletter. According to
Knapp's figiire a total of only twehe'
states offered t dim, ESL pr
certification, or both; now there are
thirty . Only four offered certification in
ESL as ifnupard to today's nineteen,

ten off( red cei ification iu bilingual
cdiiia on pared to toil I) 's
Nenty mono\ e se\ end states that

7

duel not respond have been contacted
again, and an update on the data will
be published as soon as all infolination
is available, however, anianalysis of the
material on hand already pro'. ides se)
cral insights that might be worth sharing

nth those fac-mg similar situations.
In his article, Don Knapp stated that

'the pattern is clearly one of requiring
no certified proficiency for those teach-
mg ESL in almost int/ *ite, and the
situation is only slikhtly better for cer-
tified proficiency in teaching bilingually.-
As we have seen, this statement no
longer applies to public ,),Iiols in the
U. S., however, with some modifications,
one might apply it ty the current situa-
tion 1th regard to community colleges.
iuul Adult Basic. Education. ii..cording
to our sell-key, only four states (Arizona,
California, Iowa,. and Wisconsin) rime
established some form of ctcileuitila1im g
fur community colleg=i. ESL and bilin-
gual instructors; eight other states van-
sidei the- establishment of swift., form of
ecitification in these areas desirable, but

tosai lids of Adult Basic Educa-. had onh one ha\ u tided the ()dim, so not neeessanly feasible. qualified
that the ,numlier of st ites offering eel-- Three of the states silt\ eyed do nut non In 111/onia, ESL is specifically
tifii awn' in both hilligual education hake a coainunitv e,ollege sv stem at li>ted as one of the categones its vim II

all Eojui Amu Certificate may heand ESL has grow n No to foul- all, and most Urdu. °dims do not certify
teen bNel'll 1976 aat issued to L'ollege''' teachers, certifiedanuary 1980 post-secondary teachers. The broadd
The teasuus for, suell a dra natie inert:am: issue, at this ley el, is not so much eel- teailieis t>i null) 'duals iceogiuzeda as

the fieldd California re-ale complex, hay mg to o -with the tification in the areas of ESL and bilni- outstan ing in
nimibers of refugees dam g the US gual- Eicueation but rati4.0 eertification (tunes a BA clegiee and ten upper diki-

fax 61eil the establishment of certifica-
tion or at least of standard competencies:.
One writer hoped that "some form of
Lertification would ensure that personnel
pressed into ESOL sell, ice from the En-
glish and Foreign Language Depart-
ments would receie}training if needed."
And another wrote that "Community
colleges have done well without eel-
tification so far. However, there are too
few trained persons available to fill posi-
tions in ESL and bilingual education
There arc no .established competencies,
these 1\ mild be welcome, but a formal
Lertifieation probably Would not." Those

ho see ESL on bilingual certifii ation as
undesirable or unlikely point t the
!united number of people in need of ch
secs ices in their state, and the conse-
quent scarcity of programs and courses
in these fields. .

Eight states (.11i/ona, California, Del-
,,;ivw are, MaSSaChnSettS, NrCW Hampshire,
\\ is( onsin one territory, COMICitl-
llit, MIIII seta, and American Samoa)
offer ES m hiluigu.l credentials to

silk semester units or -twenty under-the educational needs, of IIM-ngrailt zis opposed to some other form of iden-
grItiate serneler units in ESL.L'.S minority ,moups ,Lpol tl politieal tifying quabfied instructors Or any sub-

prissure everted by these gr ups. The led. Ina must states the standards armset hi most states, Leedentials for teaeli-
same faitons are also) updating on some (aloe/ ((liege boaids of mg Adult BAfI12 111)t u)11-
states that do) nut atpresent u r trustees on 1)v the moll\ idual institutions, trolled as stlingently as credentials for
1)1114/guar soir ESL tertifieatwu, 1)11 arc in outside the Jurisdiction of tho' State 1Y-e- teaching in public schools. Some of the
the process of convieting the in: essaiy paitments of Education. 'reasons ink oked fur or against certifica-
stups or of gathering the necessa y pi- Sonic of the respondents defended this tion of community ((Alegi' teachers also

frrrma t ion. "" system, That certification would apply to the certification of Adult Basic
The issues to be discussed in this create another layer- of bureaucracy Education teachers, and Ihe issue. is

tit the fields of ESL..orartiLle, as well as tke),2ipilateil figures oil without unproking the quality of instruc- inluigual
ion HON\LALT, the issue secinsthe ak ailability of ceritfits414.)u, ire L.- nun. It was also pointed out that whereas e

p ularly entical in.thesixtwo subjects,suited here as an interim report on t teacher certification is nistific
for Jt. iii)(the national interest that ad-third certification survey conducted o -attendance is uornpulswy; as 'In elemen-
equate-prokisimis be made not only .foilichalf of the TESOL Standing Con- tar) and sepniclary s011pols, in post-

matee on Schools and Unikersities,C0 Slolidary institutions the students an:, teaching English to non-English-speak-
ordination]. The committee, as \kilt ati free to lease if the instnietors are m- lug public school students but also to
other TESOL members and a large competent. Others felt that certifying of heir families.

Fin v let 'us consider some of thenumber of other interested educators, ionninunity college tuaehets.would bi.
issues conceining ESL min Ler-kkante d nut only to follow the progress desirable but impraetical becjituse of the

of the trend toward making ESL and work ink olk eil in implementing it, aunt' tification of public school teachers. In his
ertifii anon .lendable) ykhcienvcn

it may lie neeifed but also to rc,defific
issues such as the difference between
frik-standing and add-on- licensure and
the ail\ inability of prtivisional certifica-
tion.

In 'June of 1980 a questionnaire on
publie schools alit! Adult Basii Edina-
bon was mailed. to the State Depart-
ment; of Education (or equik Aunt
agent les) of all states and territories,
follow ed.by a separate questionnaire
community colleges. Fifty-one of the
fifty-fix u agencies contacted have re-

, sp ided to _the first questionnaire, ond
fo y-sek en to the second.' Those that
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finally others were unreseneilly in fav uk 1076 Report Dun Knapp stated, "There
of it. One respondent said, "Callfication, arc basieall);' tsu patterns for certifica-
thougri generally irrelekant to the effec- tion. . . The most frequent is a supple-
tilj teaching provss, might help assure mental) endorsement for teachers who
the background required of good teach- are already,,certified to teach in other
nig. Good teachers are better- if their areas..The other is `specialization i ESL
backgrouuld is broader." Anuthert stated or bilinglial education in a college cer-
that "College teachers should meet sonic / tificatiop program, somettmes as a minor,
kinds of standards." And a third affirmed associated .with a 'major' certifiable area."
that state-supported community colleges Fur the first plittem we are using the
woujd profit from having state certified- term "add-on endorsement" and for the
tion standards, lust as the. public schools second the term "free-standing certifica.
hake for many years. tion." Although useful, the distinction is

Most of the respondents wlio oar- not clear-citt; and the categories are not
rowed their focus to the areas of ESL mutually exOush c. In our survey we

Continued on next pageand bilingual education, Iniwevr,
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CERTIFICATION eontimied from page?
asked responding; states to cheek whethei
they hack the add-on or the free-stand-
ing kind Qf licensure, separating the re-
sponses for ESL from those Tor bilingual
education We also defined the terms
"add-tin" and "free-sranding". in Oin
corer letter and asked for inplit on the
interpretation of the two categories. The
respiindentsvlassifled themseh es as fa-
lows
ESL Endorsement:
Colorado
Idaho
Louisiana
Nevada
k Secondary)
Ness Jersey
New M'exico
Ohio
Rhode Island
Vermont
Wisconsin A

ESL Free-Standing
Certification
Alaska
Deltm are
Hawaii
NIassachusetts
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
Utah
Wiscionsin

Bilingual
Endorsement
'Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Indiana
Louisiana
Mane
Nf,psachusetts

NessNek
Noss Nlemeo
Rhode Island-
Te\as
Utah
Vermont
\Washington
\Wisconsin

Bilingual
Certifictition
Alaska
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois
Nebraska
New Hampshire
Vermont
Wisconsin

In addition, IllinOig has a separate six-
year certificate for certified applicants
competent_in both English and another,
language. The respondents who fur-
nished explanations of the terms "add-
qn" endorsement and "free-standing" cer-
tification basically agreed that the'first
indiclites a rider attached to. an elemen-
tary or secondary certificate, whereas the
second requires no base certificate. An
add-on endorsement seems TiSore appro-
priate for bilingual education, which is
a process rather than ,a subject. On, the
other hand, ESL is a subject in which

jone can be certified just as one could be
certified to teach French or German. It
is not surprising tharin the area of ESL
more states offer certification than en-
dorsement,. while the opposite is true in
the field of bilingual education. /

Respondents were also asked about
the possible advantages of add-on en-
dorsements, since the holders still have
to etrn certification. One respondent
called the endorsements "cosmetic"
rather than useful, "since they are not

I
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mandatory for persons hired to teach in 'pnparittain foi re-submission, Virginia
bilingual programs." But others saw se kb is ready for committee action, and West
oral ack :images. for the teachers, greater Virginia has eeacheil the discussiqii
employability, possibilit, of higher pay, stage. Each ''of these states is :facing a
and the -option of teaching in a rentilar lung, Rduous struggle, lest k e become
classroom as well as in an ESL or bilin- tot/optimistic, are can look at the "areas
goal classroom, for the districts, a chance 'of promise of Don Knapp's Report, of
to serifs their emplo yes' qualifications, the eight states that had reported the
the a\ tulabilit4 of versatile personnel,* matter as "under stud" or "under I e-

and the possibility of retraining their iek", Flvridat Gem gm, Virgiiva New
tmn teachers in either ESL or bilingual Volk. and 'h ada hake nut implemented
education provided they-can qualify. ceitification in eitner

,. area, but r the,

In addition to the endorsement, and positi \ c side, Connecticut Row offers
certification discussed above, mans certification in bilingual, Idaho in ESL.
states with a large non-English-speaking and Hawaii in both.
population offero emergency or pros 1-- The states that gac a negatie rep!)
sional certificates in either bilingual edu- to onr inqum about whether they were
cation or ESL or both on a limited-tnne_ considering certification in E. L or bilin-
.basis, the usual mstiacation for such a goal education Aid not a ways give a
measure is the lack of enoaali qualified.leason ft* their choice, but some slated
teachers to fill available pos'irions. Man that there was no sufficient or demon--
of these states also accept out-of-state strated need. Colorado and Texas, has -
credentials and several hate reciprocity ing implemented bilingual certification.
arrangements Oith 'other states. Califon we'll() .reason /to add ESL. A cheqrful
ma is considering 'adding SL, in Iowa, note comes from Maine, when an inter-
lecommonclations for ecru cation have (M mme(Ming "Progra des etudes biculturel-

ken accepted by one ate -wide cer- les bilingues. Les franco-americains" has
Tr cation committee, in . Maryland, a been established at the University of
sound basis for requesting certification is Maine at Fort Kent. Although ESL-or
cuss .1% affable in the form of a new Mas- bilingual certification is not yet being
ter's degree in ,gSOL established at 'the considered in that state, the respondent
University Maryland, College Park, stated that the izroups' involved in the
111 Ness ) the application for " certif issue are not local enough, plc! added,
ication, rejected' for failuPe to include "but ask us a Year from now." We in-
English proffciency,! iS be4rig4 revised 11.1A tend to do so
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,CQMMUNICATION STRATEGIES FOR

ESL by Mary Ann 'Christison
Snow College

. by Karl J. Krahnke
Institute for, Intercultural Lvarning

The process of communication- in the
classroom is not so different from real-
life communication. In both situations
we create perceptions of people and
events and try to re-create them for
others using the medium of language.
Naturally, we all hope our listeners will
translate the laruage we use into 'an
image similar to the one we had in mind.
But how do we know if the image was
translated correctly?

Thp process . of communication is
more .difficult for second language learn-
ers because many of the cultural per-

94 ceptions we share as native speakers are
not common to these learners and vice
viva. To the extent that these percep-
licmS---afdifferent, students will-Continue
to have difficulty in sharing them with
others. ven the best teachers cannot..
solve this dilemma entirely, but we can
help our students be successful more
often by providing activities in the class-

.. room which develop in them an under-
standing of the elements which make up
aneVfect, communication; namely, thp
scope and level of Communication.

The Scope
i.The first 'dein-lent of communication

which bears directly on the language
teaching act is the scope of communica-
tionintrapersonal, interpersonal, and
a-personal. The scope of communication
affects how people choose to interact.
We act and reaef differently depepding
un the tommunicatite situation. For ex-
ample, our behavior with .family and
close friends differs significantly from
unr behatior at work in'a less personal

environment. Although to expect this
lfference may be an automatic assump-
tion in one's nathe language, it is some-

, thing that has to be explained, obserted
iand acquired in a second language.,

Silent contemplation is a form of n-
trapersonal communication. These reftec-
five or meditative activities prepare The
learner for more 111Ptive tasks. They are
important experiences because they help
students become more sensitive to their
own personal and cultural values and
can build in them a positive sense of
dignity and pride. Language learners
need these activities to assist them ffi
becoming effective communicators in the
second language. By learning to under-
stand themselves they gain an -apprecia-
tion for others.

Interpersonal communicption' involves
others. If students are toigain- an under-
standing of the different cultures and
lifestyles evident in those they pommur
mate with, they must be involved in
interpersonal Communication. This type

r-of com unication can be separated into
dyads and smallgroups.

Dyads involve two people exchanging
ideas, 'information, and feelings on a
one-to-one basis. Such communication
occurs in real-life situations in both
formal and informal contexts. A formal
context would .be a job' interview while
an informal context would be two friends
chatting informally about their friends
or family.

Interpersonal communication also in-
chides small grasp activities where from
three to fifteen indiViduals engage in
communication to achieve a common
purpose such as small group problem-
solving. Of course, you can't just put
your students in I circle and expect
them to talk. Students must be prepared
for the experience.

. It is a well - recognized. progression in
communication to move from a one-to-
one situation to a larger group. Class-
room .activities should he sequenced to
follow this progression. In addition, ac-

-7

s ide a forum fur discussion of the t ideo-
tppes afterward.

The Level
The second element which bears di-.

rectly an the language tcadhing act is

the level of communication. The intel-
lectual ilevel is most often used in the
classroom. Students spend a grAtt deal
of time listening to instructions about
how to do 4hings, gathering facts, and
asking questions. We also use the ski//s
level of communication in the d\assroom.
We communicate in order to practice
communicating. This includes such
things as practicing rising and falling in-
tonation (td indicate questions or state-
ments), changing pitch and volume, to
overcome certain speech characteristics
or simply' practice In mastering a syn-
tactic feature of the languag0-The last
level, the feelings level, is one level in
which- our students may not have much
of an 'Opportunity to experience in the
traditional language classroom. On this

tivities must also be implemented to level, we communicate to express our
control individual tendencies to domi- feelings and to understand the feelings
nate or to withdraw and revert to avoid- of othersa very important part of the
ance behavior. It takes careful planning communication process.
and preparation to transform a loose col- As an etiample of communicating on.
lection of individuals into a sincerelyS different levels, consider this experience

concerning Keiko, a,young Japanese stu-
dent. Several weeks ago she was in-
tensely involved in a feelings level dis-
cussion with an American girl from one
of her classes. Keiko commented later
huw happy she was to have found such
a goud and understanding friend. How
(her, later in the day, when she ran into
the girl in the cafeteria, the young
Americad, girl communicated on an in-

tunities for students to experience this alv"tellectual level, nom are your classes?
Got to run, etc., not sharing any feel-
ings. Keiko had not expected this. Nat-
urally, she was terribly upset. It took ,
a lot of talking to make her see that peo-
ple often communicate on different
lesels and this is to be expectel. Sdcli
behatior did not mean her friend did'
not like her. Prosiding activities which
allow students to explore the levels of
ceeimunication is important in develop-
ing an understanding of the commu-
nication process.

Being an _effective communicator in a
second language is, after all, the ultimate
goal. of second language \learning. Our
students need activities 14hich provide
them with opportunities to experience
the scope and level of communication.
The culmination of all of these activities
helps them to better understand the new
culture and eris'ironment in which they
are living, and thus, to be better coin-
municators.

As teachers, it is important that we
sieve the language learning setting not
only as a language experience, but also
as a communication experience and that
we offer activities which develop sensi-
tivity'in both aspects.

and positively functioning group.
When the scope of communication

activities enlarges, we deal with a-per-
sonal communication. A-personal com-
munication is public communication,
those situations in which one person ad-
dresses a fairly large ,group of people,
face to face, but not as spontaneous in-
teracting participants. Traditional lan-
kuae classes protide sery few oppor-

type of communication. Because it is a
skill some students will need in their
chosen professions, it is important they
hasp opportunities to practice aaddress-
ing large groups of people. We often
invite American_students into the lan-
guage Classroom for the ten-minute stu-
dent presentations op sarying topics.
Having American students or outside
guests in the class pros ides an atmo-
sphere similar to one students will en-
counter outside their language class. We
also try to arrange for each student to
address another cla'ss on-campus, thus
providing them with an actupl real-life
experience for a-personal communica-
tion.

A-personal communication also in-
cludes mass communication which is
generated through newspapers, radio,
televisidn, etc. -and reaches very large
groups of people. Students in programs
are given opportunities to write. articles
and have them published in the school
newspapers,, tape radio commercials on
cassette recorders, and prepare short
"news flashes" on xideo-tape. This gives
them a`h opportunity to see how they
are viewed by others. We always pro-

?
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THE PURPOSES OF TECHNICAL .

WRITING COURSES FOR FOREIGN

STUDENTS IN U.S. COLLEGES AND

,UNIVERSITIES

by Patricia Byrd, ELI
University of Florida

by Gregory K. West, ELI
Unitersity of Florida

Technical ,writing courses in univer-
.sities in the4T.S. take as their main ob-
jectise the preparation of students to do
the writing required of practicing profes-
sionals in the "real world" of work out-
side the unit ersity. This purpose suggests
that much of what happens in such
classes and niiterials, prepared for,
such classes will not be relevant to the
academic needs of foreign students. We
haw no idea whht kinds of yvfiting are
clone by' a Venezuelan engineer working
in Venezuela for a Venezuelan firm Per-
haps in the world of technology, the cul-
tural differences that exist in other areas
despot occur. Before advising a foreign
national to take such a writing course,
however, one would like to see some in-
formatioil that proves the helpfulness -of
such writingir his home country

There is another reason for suggesting
that technical writing courses for foreign
students need to be quite different from
those now 4ffered f9r nathes the real,
world in w 'eh the loreign technical 'or
scientific student must sun he is that of
the educational system of the U.S uni-
Yersity. That this experience is a rela-
ti,Yely short one dues not mean that it is
not real. (Indeed 'the experience is a

"real" one for the U.S. student as well,
and our investigations show that many
students in scientific or technical areas
are not receiving the training in writing
skills that they heed to complete their
educations. successfully.)

In a TOEFL &search Report entitled
The Performance of Non-Native Speak-

' ers of English on TOEFL and Verbal
Aptitude Tests, the results of the per-
formance of foreign students on TOEFL,
GRE, SAT, and TSWE (the Test of
Standard Written English) are com-
pared. The purpose of the study was to
find if and under what circumstances the
scores of foreign students on GRE, SAT,
and TSWE are meaningful. Included in
the,report, however, is infOrmation. that
demonstrates that foreign students enter
our universities without the Writing skills
necessary for e(-."r'r'ia competition with na-
tives. The mean score on TOEFL for the
undergraduates tested' was 502. The
mean score for this same grouf on the
TSWE was 28 compaipd to the mean of
42.35 (out of a pgssible 60) for the
native speakers of English. Thus foreign
students at the admittable level of 500
,for most colleges and, universities are
far less skilled in writing than the native
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speakers with whom they will he com-
peting. These numbers give objectpe
support to something that ESL teacher,
has c w,itnessed fur years. few of our stu,
dents hat e writing skills as advanced as
their other language skills.

Cons lifted that foreign students need'
special training, we hate begun a series
of investigations to document in detail
the kinds of writing required by instruc-
tors in U.S technical and scientific pro-
grams. In the first step we conducted a
stirs ey of engineering faculty at the Uni-
y ersity of Florida to find out what types
of writing they most frequently require
of graduate students (all graduate stu-
de106', nut just foreign students) (West
and Byrd, 1980)., The results of the
surY'ry are, in sum, that the most fre-
quently assigned types of writing fur
graduate students in engineering are
exinninationsunitathe problems, and
reports The next most frequently as-
signed are h mew, (irk and papers (term
ind publica ai). The least frequently
assigned are progress reports and pro-
posals.

One irony of these endings is that
they suggest at the freshman English
class is the only place whe're a student
going' into graduate work in a scientific
or teehnival 'area is- -getting help- with The
\silting skills he needs for successfor
knowledge of the essay would protide a
basis on which to build term jivers and
publication papers. Technical writing
apses -nsually int bayje a minimal amount
of practice in contorting technical re-
ports into papers and articles.

The literature of technical writkug
full of denunciations of freshman English
as useless, uid the essay as a waste of
time.__Frorn the point of Yiew of those
who are preparing the studentex- his
professional future that is, perhaps, true.'
The essay is, however, extremely relevant
to the student's, surtival in the real world
of the university. In the years that
stretch between the freshman English
class and entrance into the marketplace
(espNally for the student who gets a
graduate degree immediately after fin-
ishing a bachtlor's), the university stu-
dent will be ,,required to write many
essay examinations and term papers
(both of which\ are, after all, extended
essays involvafg specialized rules of evi-
dence)..

It would be unrealistic to argue that
the university is out-of:step with the
"real world" and should immediately
change so that more proposals and pro -
£ress reports are written and the essay
abandoned. Whether or not the training
given by a university has direct rele-
vance for vstudent's we* on a job, the
university experience is a necessary rite-
of-passage through which young people
must go before the modern technologic)
world will certify them as qualified to

a*tit

mote On a certain social and economic!
level. Thus the skills needed to survive
in the unoeisity arc .Yaluable for the
future of the student. Without them, the
student ltas to accept a future on a very
different level.

Traditional technical writing courses,
in focusing on the multiple readers in
inaustry, fail alscifo help students with
the kinds of audiences that the student
tvill write for while still in the university.
Stevenson ( 1978)' suggests a matrix to
use in judging technical writing courses
and programs in terms of their complete-
ness w cos (Ting all of the possible types
of technical writing. The vertiealixis of
the mathx lists the four audiencesself,
one reader, many readers (homogeneous
group) and many readers (diverse
group). The horizontal axis uses the three
purposes of writingto inform, to affect,
and to effect. Thus an owner's manual
for a car would fit in the matrix as an
exxmple of writing to instruct a diverse
group. The umy rsity student most often
is writing for an audience of onethe
instructor. But for what purpose?,Sbrely
the writing of most students in most
situations iii ()hes- all three of the pur-
poses given by)ttpenson. although a
student yy selcom be teaching his
teacher anything new, he -will be teach-
ing hun about hih1serf. That is, one pur-
pose the student shoutd have is to
demonstrate to thAnstructor that h; the
student, is intelligent and diligent. The
student is, therefore, also trying to affect
the instructorthe student is selling
himself and As ideas to the teacher. He
yy ants the teacherduleel goad about him
and his work. Finally, it is a very rare
student who is knot trying to influence
the grade and any 9ther..rewardoirrthe
teacher's pioker to bestow. And teachers
are powerful influences on a student's
futurecontrollmg scholarships, fellow-
ship's, admission to graduate programs,
paper publication, introductions to im-
portant people, letters of 'recommend-
ation, reports to-sponsors, etc.

If we,accept that the English-of-the
U.S.-onixersity (English for Academic
Purpose4 is a genuine need of foreign
-students hoping to get U.S. academic
degrees, we must find definite answers to
a number of questions about theAvritten
English of the academic world:
1. What kind of writing is done on

examinations by students in scientific
and technical programs?,

2. What kind of writing is done on
homework? r-

3. What does a graduate professor $
mean when he says "term paper"?

4. What does an engineering professor
mean when he says thsit4oreign stu-
dents have problems with sentence
structure or with grainmar or with
vocabulary?

Continued on page 20
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THE PURPOSE OF TECHNICAL

WRITING

Continued from page 19 c

5. What differences exist between the
writing required of upper division
undergraduates (working in their
majors) and graduate students?

6. What 'kinds of writing, if any, go
with quantitative problems?

-
i

7. What v lime of w04i ritten work is de-
mand in undergraduate and grad-
uate classes in technical and scientific -.

fields? .

8. Are foreign students aware of the
importance of wntten work aka U.S.
university?
4 ^

9. Do professors notice' rrors more/ in
hand-written papers than in typed
capers? (How inuc'h influence does
bad handwiriting hav e on grades?
The questions could be\ anything but
trivial for an Iranian or an Arabic,
student.) . \

'Special courses in compsition for
foreign students in technical or,scientific
fields at U.S Universities are needed for
two reasons:

(.1) There are significant differenes in
writing skills between U.S. and
foreign sfudents. Not only do for-
eign students come from different
academic training than U.S. stu-
dents, but foreign students are also
considered admissible to U.S. uni-,
versities on the basii of reading and
listening abilities that usually are
far more advanced than their writ-
'14,25 skills. '

(2) The c'Vrns that have bead iden-
tified as significant by, the field of
technical writing in-the U.S. are not IP
those which are needed for survival
in the university,. since that field
has taken as its purpose the train-
ing of technicians and scientists for
the U.S. *government and industry.

-12dogether, .these differences m skills and
Vtfeeds imply that the English of Science

and Technology is for foreign students,
more accurately termed the English of
Academic Puwoses (for Students of Sci-
ence and Technology).
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THE IMPORTANCE OF' TEACHING

THE MELODY OF A LANGUAGE

by Shakti Datta
Educational Solutigns Inc.

Words and their correct sequence are
essential components of a language.

heir appropriate use allows one to eN-
ess one's thoughts, feelings and per-

ce tions. The proper use of another es-
sent al comrionentthe melody of the
languageenables one to be "expressive"
in that, language,

This insight must, in a non-%-ecbal and
a nowintellectual form, -have been ac-
tively present in all of is at the time we
taught ourselves onn mother tongue. We
must also have khown, intuitivelY", that
we needed to worl1 with precision on our
vocal apparatus a order IQ "emliellish"

I our voice with the melody of the lah-
guagc of our environinci4We must haN'e
known.. that our early at mpts were no.
ray.sure of whether or 11 t we could
.acquire the right melody. It must have
beenin an empirical sensea part of
our ghvarohess that improved articulation
is the result of persistent attempts at
approximation.

That is ,why we neither felt frustration
nor 'gave up, but kept on hying. We
worked diligently yet offordessly. We
made mistakes and remained nomudg:

o mental towards ourselves. We allowed
ourselves time to correctour mistakes
and to practice so that we could function
spontaneously in areas not yet' mastered
by us. All of usall-over the world, own
the melody of our mother tongue as an
Integral part of our speech. We must
have done the "righLthings" in teaching
ourselvesand in learningour first 1pf-
guage.

Implications for Teaching
The ifhplications of these observdtions

...ore of significance in language teaching.
The following are some of the ways in
which my approach to teaching a second
language has been affected by them:

I. 1 consider those who come to me
to learn a language as being equipped
with the capacity to work on themselves
and therefore as capable of learning the

, melody of a language which is new to
them.

2. It is my responsibility to bring
learners into, contact with their own
funetionings sci that, along with acquit.-

. ing new words,, they learn to give their
utterances a new melody by making the
retired changes in their functionings.

3. It would be a mistake on my part
to expect perfection from the start, but
it is equally wrong to conclude that the
Melody of the target language is beyond
the grasp of learners and that teaching it
may therefore be left aside.

A sensitivity for the new melody is
best; developed when:

(a)- teaching helps learners become
aware of what to do with themselves to
produce utterances which carry the .right
melody.ay ,
(b) learners are given ample practice so,
that they Lain facility and care become
spontaneously right; .

(e) learners' mistakes are utilized for
enhancing their learning;
(d) each learner is given the opportunity
to discover and internalize the 'crash-la
for the right melody.,

' Workinith students on the melody
of,the target language, in terms.of senbi-
tiyity, allows the students to feel the
relality of the new language in their flesh,
for it is indeed quite literally in their
flesh that they make the changes that are
necessary in order' to sense and own the
new melody.

If Components of Melody"

Melody includes pronunciation, in-
tonation, strgsses, pauses and ups and
downs of the \ oicc Learning these van:
ous faeces of the new melody means
being intimately in contact with the
muscle tone of one's lips, one's tongue,
one's vocal cords, and so on. It requires
knowing how much energy to place in
one's breath, and at what points in one's
speech, in order to produce the desired
results. It iequn es sensing when to run
the words together and whento pause.
when t%ilet the voice rise' and 'When to
let it fa 7y, essence, Taking the melody -V
of a new anguage a part of one's sensi-

tivity is eq-uivalent to learning to create
new patterns Of, sounds through the di-
tribution of one s energy. This can be a
very exciting activity if played as a
subtle gan.le of energy distribution over
the "somatic instrument" one owns. It is
rewarding too, hecauw the melody of a
languagean objective realitywhen
transformed into the quality of one's
voice, undoubtedly adds elegance to
one's self-expression and helps to convey
meaning better.

Non-native speakers may ifot be able
to sound exactly like natives. But the
speech of non-natives can certainlyx-,
press their awareness of the melody Of
the language and their best attempt,at
respecting this vital aspect of the lan-
guage, as they use it. This can be
achieved by incorporating in one's-teach-
ing precise techniques designed to-faciTA
tate learning of the melOdy of the target
language creatively.
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IT WORKS

Edited by Darlene Larson
/yew York University

A NOTIONAL APPROACH

TO "FRANKENSTEIN!'
by Helen Fragiadakis

U.C. Berkeley Extension

Whes4 first planned to use drama in an
inte irrwdiate Listening/Speaking class, my
major goals were to introduce new vocalff-
lary and to provide a context in which pro-
nunciation could be practiced., My fociis,
though; 7thanged after I read the '.play'

d "Frankenstein" from Six Stories for Acting
Pfrom American and English Literature (ELS

Intemation 1 Inc , Portland, Oregon, 1976)

As I read a play. I realized that it
provided an excellent context for describing
what was transpiring among the speakers
in terms not only of information, but of
emotions, disbelief, impatience, sup-
port, etc. For example, "I have been able
to . . though I wish now tifat I never had"
could be interpreted as 'regret'; "But that's
impossible" c%ild be interpreted as an ex
pression of 'disbelief'; and "Victor, what is

It? Have you seen,a 'glicost?` could be in-
terpreted as an expression of shock -.and

:Concern. I then checked D. A. Wilkins'
Notional Syllabuses and found such expres-
sions as regret, disbelief, etc. listed as
"categories, *communicative function.* Ac-
cording to ilkins, "The categories are
based on the'meaning that arises from the
fundamental distinction, very important for
language teaching, between what we' do
through language add what we report by
means of language" (p. 41 ). I thought that
it would be exciting to change my original
goals and use the play only as a tool which
would provide examples' of these categories,
which I called "messages".

But then I was struck by one particular
sentence of Wilkins' regarding the category
of personal emotions: "It need perhaps only
be, pointed out that to know the word
'an** not to know 4 how to express
anger' (p. 54). At this point -I had to
define my, objectives for myself, and de-
cided that I wanted my students to learn
to identifycand label some of the categories
of communicative function expressed the
play,/ and to learn and use various expres-
sions (not necessarily from the play) that

/ serve to communicate these messages.
(Wilkins' categories of communicative func-
tion are listed and defined on pages 41-54.)

In class we first lead the play and dis-
cussed the new vocabulary. M the students
got the feeling of the diama, they were able
to describe what was being expressed
("messages") in their own words. We then
labeled the messagct: impatience, regret,

4

disbelief, anger, etc. Next, I gave the stu-
dents two handouts, one which listed ex-

pressions from the play next to the mes-
sages. For example:

impatience: "Ssh! Let him continue."
support: "Please go on. . ."
guilt:' "I've neglected everyone."

The other handout listed common expres-
sions .( not necessarily from the play) used
by native speakers to express the messages.
For example:

. impatience: I can't wait! 4
Hurry up!
Put a move on!

shock, surpris 'e, disbelief:

What's going on!
Oh my Cod!
loan 't believe my eyes
It can't be!

(ears)!

It ...was pointed out that these expressions
often had overlapping messages. For in-
stance, a person who is impatient might also
be angry, ,depending on the situation.

The students were then given a list of
Situations for dialogues to be written in

,,pairs, which were to include some of the
new expressions from both handouts. For
example: (1) A flying saucer has landed
Two people express disbelief. (2) A student
has been rejected by a university. S/he ex-
presses disappointment to a ftiend who
expresses concern and support. (3) A chihl
begs for_a new toy and mother or father
expresses impatience, and 'then gives in
( concedes). (4)- The driver of a car feels it
is urgent 'to drive fast. The passenger ex-
presses caution.This actiyity".was extremely
successful and enjoyable. Students com-
mented on each other's effectiveness in com-
municating particular messages, and they
had practice in listening to and using the
new expressions in different contexts.

A third handout contained a list of the
most useful idioms used in the play. Stu-
dents were asked to write dialogues using
some of the idioms, again in pairs. After the
dialogues were performed in class, the audi-
ence was asked to point out which messages
had been expressed.

did not expected or want the students
to learn gall the vocabulary rom the three
handout The students w e always given
choices when writing dial es, and through
their own use of some expressions and in
listening to other dialogues, some of the ex-
pressions were retained, even g only for
recognition. I did, however, expect the stu-
dents to ledrn the labels for "messages", and
throughout the quarter, when any situation
arose which expressed messages we studied,
I asked the students, "What is this person
expressing? How does he feel?"; in other
words, this work can he easily and quite
naturally reviewed. For example, every clay
at five minutes to twelve one of my students
packed up his books and sat on the edge of
his seat. He claimed that he was hungry. He
became known as "impatient Eduardo".

<4.

For the midterm I asked myself how I
could possibly test the students on such
work. occurred to me that pictures would
be very effective, and I cut out pictures
from magazines. Next to each I wrote a few
lines which expressed particular messages.
For instance, next to a melancholy Woody
Allen, I wrote: "Stop laughing at me! You're
going to make me go mad (an expfession

' from "Frankenstein"). Just leave me alone,
AK.! ! !" The students were asked to write
in the message expressed: anger. In another
section of the exam I had cartoons which
showed various situations where our mes-
sages were being expressed. In one, a man
in a strange flying contraption tipped his hat
to a man looking at him.from a window in
a skyscraper. The students were told: "The
man in -the window can't believe what he
sees. Write a dialogue between the two
men." Student responses were extremely
hutnorou; and contained expressions studied
in class.

The play, "Frankenstein", played an es-
sential, yet secondary role in our class activi-
ties. Any play (or even dialogue) can pro-
vide a context upon which a "notional
approach" can be built My original goals,
to introduce new vocabulary and to practice
pronunciation were still achieved in this
way, while the students learned to define
what had been actually communicated in
the play. As an added and most important
prize, they themselves experienced com-
municating some of these messages too.

-#
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SHOPPING FOR COMMUNITY

. CONTACTS

r-b

by Jean McConochie
Pace University

Introducing foreign vistiors, or new
residents,to varied aspects of American
life is a normal component of English
language programs in the United States.
It is sometimes difficult, however, to de-
vise ways in which students may be led
to make their own discoveries, rather
than simply accept the word of a teacher.
Another program goal which may also
be difficult to achieve is to have students
use the language they are learning in
relatively unstructured situations outside
the classroom.

Both of these goals are part of the
Japanese Teachers Program (JTP) spon-
sored by the Council on International
Educational Exchange. Since 1968, the
Council has offered an eight-week sum-
mer program through which a Japanese
teacher may come to the United States
for f ur weeks of intensive lanuage
study a iversity campus, follAed
by travel and an extended homestay
with an American family'.

The teachers come,. as they say, "to
brush up their English?' In effect, this
means that they want-to meet and talk
with as many Americans as possible, for
in Japan they find few opportunities to
use English outside the classroom. Their
instructors are equally interested in hay-
ing,the Japanese move beyond the safety
of classroom English to less structured
"real" language and in having them see
more of American life than that repre-
sented by the academic community.
These interests converge happily in the
errand'

\\
Origin of .the Errand

The idea originated with Dr. Viriinia
French Allen, who suggested it at a JTP
planning session in 1969. Gaiy Gabriel,
director of the JTP at Rutgers Univer-
sity tha8summer, elaborated the frame-
work, developing the "errand assign-
ment," as it came to be known. Staff
Members, of whom I was one, collabo-
rated in inventing the errand topics and
editing the final reports for duplicating.1

The following summer the errand assign-
ment was used in two Japanese Teachers
Programsone at Fordham University,
directed by Mr. Gabriel, and one held
in Moorestown, New Jersey, under the
sponsorship of Temple University, co-
directed by Dr. Allen and Dr. Donald
S. Knapp.

Twenty-one errands were devised for
the 42 participants in the Rutgers pro-
gram. The assignments were given to
teams of twoan interviewer and a re-
porter. In each case the More passive
member of the team was assigned the
more active role. He was responsible for
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doing all the talking required by the
assignment, though he was allowed to
ask the reporter for help during the in-
terview if that became necessary.

The reporter was responsible for tak-
ing notes and turning in awriften report.
The format for these reports was left un-
specified beyond the requirement that
the Japanese teachers indicate when and
where they went and that they describe
what happened. Assigned at the end of
the first week, the reports were due, in
written form by the final class meeting;
however, teams gave oral reports on
their errands as they were completed,
since the program participants were
eager to share their adventures.

Two "Old Boys" at the Florist's

The more fluent teams were given the
more complicated errands, and vice versa
as the teachers themselves realized in
at least one case. Two of the older men
in the Rutgers progem were given the
task of going to a local florist to find out
what flowers are most popular in the

United States, what special meaning
different .varieties of flowers Shave, and
bow much flowers cost. Mr. Watanabe
reported on the questions posed and
then added,

Mr. Gabriel was kind enough to offer
an easy errand of going to a florist's to us
two old boys who are are not good at En-
glish conversation, but in fact this errand
was not so easy for us.

He explained that neither he nor Mr.
Tanaka had been interested in flowers in
Japan and that neither knew the Japan-
ese names of any flowers except cherry
blossoms and chrysanthemums. "But any-
way," he concludedwith typical Japa-

< nese grace"we are very glad to have
done our duty and acquired some kni5w1-1
edge of flowers."

Going into a florist's to ask questions
rather than to make a purchase obviously
required that the teachers explain their
assignment., This was also the case in
several other errands. For example, Mr.
Suzuki (No. 1 of the three Suzuki's in
the program) was allowed to identify the
team's mission when he and Mr. Toda
went to a local stockbroker with a hy-
pothetical $1,000 to invest.

When we entered the office, we found
several clerks, some of them watching the

'ticker -tape and others working with the
phone in their hands at the desk, which
looks like a booth in a language lab. Then
we told a young lady at the information
desk of our intention and she introduced
Mr. Marder, a tall, kind man, to us.

The salesman gave them a list of rec-
ommended stocks and "wiregrams" giv-
ing figures en individual issues.

For interest we selected Niagara Mohawk
Power out of the list, considering the safety
and pursuit of profits. For speculation, we
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chose Union Oil of California, because a
wiregram said that the firm had drilled:two
'wells in Alaska and they are expected to
bring about a great profit. We told Mini of 'I
onr selections and asked for his opinion. He
said' we have an expert's eye right 4 the
beginning and recommended both ef.ithem
with confidence.

The men "purchased" 26 shares of NMP
at 17% and 10 shares of UOC at 51%.
'(Union Oil is up a few points 'at the
moment; Niagara Mohawk hovers be-
tween 16 and 18. So much for expert
eyes.)

Furnishing a Livin Room

Another pair were asks to find out
the cost of furnishing a Western style
living room. When a furniture store
owner expressed surprise at their errand,
Mr. Yoshida told 'him, "with a proud
look," to quote the reporter, "that it is
a most upique way of learning English
created by our honorable instructor, Mr.
Gabriel." The teachers' pride in their
accomplishment was matched by their
imaginative pleasure in the task, made
vivid by Mr. Murata's use of the his-
torical presen'- t.

e -
Next we go into a pottery store, because

we want to have a clock in our living room
. . . We think we want to add a TV set
in our room, too, so we decide to buy one.
In this store, however, we can't find any
TV sets except' those inade in Japan. Be-
sides, the prices of them are all the same -

3$99.95. Anyway, we buy one.
When we walk along the street, we find

a fruit garland and buy one. We think it
IS good for the decoration of the room. The
most expensive prices for the living room
furniture total $4,887.95, and the/Cheapest,
$597.75.

Diamond Rings

A final example of an errand that re-
quired self-identification is "The Engage-
ment Ring." Mr. Tsuchiya and Mr.
Tashiro both in their 30's- and married,
drew the assignment of pricing engage-
ment ri nding out how the cost
was determi Two clerrs in a New
Brunswick jewelry store raciously

xplaineds owe them many rings an
the factors of carat, cut: color, and
clarity. Mr. Tsuchiya, a born story-teller
as it happens, concluded by giving us
a rare'glimpge of his inner thoughts.

On our way out of the shop, we decided
to choose a diamond ring priced at $675
as an engagement ring. The bright summer
sun blinded us. I thought to myself, "If only
I were 10 years younger!"

Remedy for a Sore Throat
For other errands, the Japanese teach-

ers were specifically instructed not to say
that they were on an assignment for a
class. Rather they had to complete their
task in as natural a manner as possible.
One such errand was to go to a drug

Continued on page ,33
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SHOPPING
' . Continued from page

store, and buy Kleenex and a cold rem-
edy for an imaginary sick friend. (One
of the instructors -had agreed to renn-
buLs.e the shoppers to the extent of $2
and to find a use for the purchases.)
Mr. Hazama reported:.

Suzuki [No 3] asked the man behind the
counter to give him a packet of medicine
for a cold, adding that a friend of his had
caught cold and was in bed. The man led
us to the stand where various kinds of
medicine were displayed. He asked Suzuki
about the condition of his friend. At this
inquiry Suzuki was a little .bewildered, but
he contrived to answer that his friend had
a sore throat.

American Barbers
E en greater ingenuity was required

of Mr. Sano, who was to interview a
local barber about his business. 1k and
Mr. T went into a shop, ex-

mg to engage the barber in con-
versation while ,having their hair cut.
They were relieved, to find no other cus-
tomers in the shop, but relief changed to
unease when 'The barber remained ex-
pressionless as he cut their hair. Sud-
denly' inspiration came.

After each of us had a haircut, Sano im-
mediately said, "We hale become much
more handsome than before." Then the:"
barber smiled. Sano continued to say, "In
fact, I have a barber friend in Japan, and
he asked me to ask about American bar
hers " The barber said, :With pleasure," as

his repV

He answered their questions about
how one becomes it barb& and how long
he had been one. However, he demurred
when asked about his volume of busi-
ness, saying only that many Rutgers stu-
dents have their hair cut in his shop
"We were dodged cleverly," Mr. Taka-
nami admitted. He also noted that while
they had heard of the high price of
manual labor in the States, they were
amazed to pay. $2,50 for a 15-minute
haircut. For consideiably less than that
in Japan, Takanami remarked, a man
could have the "full course': of shampoo,
haircut, shave, and massage. (A haircut
alone would cost the equivalent of two
cups of coffee.) Discovering the prices
and availability of basic services was a
useful aspect of the errands, for it gave
thettapanese teachers an idea of what
their American counterparts' seemingly
astronomical salaries mean in purchafing

-power.

No American-Made Souvenirs
A,. related feature Was introducing our

Japanese visitors to the kinds of goods
that can be purchased here, and letting
them see the ubiquity of Japanese-made
goods. Mr. Hanita and Mr. Kanaya were
asked to find souvenirs to take back to
Japan. They first tried the gift section of
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a department store, but saw nothing that
isn't also available in Japanexcept for
a $12 coin collection, too expensive an
item for their purpose. A policeman who
had shown them the way to the store
had also pointed out Woolworth's, which
they decided to try next.

In this store we found many Japanese-
made `articles which are all a little more
expensive than in the stores of Japan We
again asked the clerks whether they had
typical articles of America. They all hesi-
tated and one of them said, "What about
hot, dogs?" with laughter. One clerk recom-
mended Co us American flags and America's
oldest 'model cars. But to our regret, they
were also what we might find even in Japan.

The Woolworth's clerk suggested a near-
by hardware store, where they found
"seal collectatiNew Jersey, patriotic,
Cis it Warfor 25 cents each." Mr.
Haruta's conclusion was peiceptrce. "On
this errand we recognized that America
is too young a country for us to find her
typical dangles without difficulties."

Finding a Store
The conversations involved in locating

an appropriate store proved to be a
bonus in AL number of the eirands and
suggests that the instructions need not
be too` explicit. In fact one of the most
succes§ful errand assignments of the
Fordham University JTP" was fur two
of the women to buy iron-on seam bind-
ing. Having no idea of what that item
might be, the women tried various stores
and were finally referred to the neigh-
borhood sewing machine dealer. How-
ever, no one realized that in asking for
"an iron-on seam binding," the women
didn't know what the were looking for,
so when the Singer clerk said that they
didn't carry seam binding, Miss Habp
and Miss Taguchi were stumped. Imag-
ine their triumphal delight when; stop-
ping in a local,drugstore for a Coke one
evening after an excursion to Manhattan,
they found seam tape in a notions rack.
They marveled at the American need for
such an item, and each bought several
packages as s,ouy enirs for their friends
at home!

Even when the ,sate-fer-ptirming the
errand is specified clearly, the partici-
pants may -hare a certain amount of
adventure in finding it. A %isit to the
Rutgers Agricultural Experiment Station,

gl'ifor example, ;equired asking 'rections
of several people and ridin on the
campus bus. (The errand was to find out
the average annual rainfall in New
Brunswick; the research data Onfirmed
our suspicions that we were in the .midst
of an exceptionally wet year.)

At the Police Station,
However, perhaps the most exciting

errand, in terms of tracking down in-
formation, was the seemingly prosaic as-
signment of inquiring at the local police
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station about regulations for keeping
dogs as pets. Mr. Suzuki (No. 2) ques-
tioned four people before he and Mr.
Nagashima located the police statitIn.
Once there, they chanced on a police-
man who -had been stationed .in Japan
after World War II. He spent a long
time answering their questions and wrote
out "veterinarian" for Mr. Nagashima,
Oho was understandably troubled by the

.spelling. Then the pohceman suggested
that" they might also want to visit the
SPCAand arranged for his Japanese
visitors,,,to be taken there in a patrol car.
It was the talk of the program for days.

The "dog" errand was suggested by
the number of clogs running loose in
New Brunswick and by a suspicion that
the American 4eoccupation with Pets
would secm strange to a Japanese. Quite
a different use of the police station was
wade by Drs. Allen and Knapp in the
Temple Unix ersit), JTP. they sent a team
to find "out how many (Hales had .becn
committed since ,the Japanese teachers'
an ival.

Unexpected Bonus

One Rutgers errand grew out of a
genuine need, which suggests another
source en and ideas Mrs. Kagiya lost
the crown of her watch and asked the
program director where she could have
it replaced Seizing the opportunity, he
changed her errand assignment to one
similar to the engagement ring errand
to find the cheapest and most expcnsie
watches at a jewelry store and to find out
what determined the cost. Mrs. Kagiya
and Miss Kali went to a local jeweler
(not the one with the rings) and asked
about having the watch _repaired. A
3-day wait and' a $3 chlrge, they were
told. When 'they inquired about new
watches, they %vere fumed over to an-
other clerk: After he had shown the wo-
men many watches and discussed the
differences in price and quality, Mrs.
Kagiya explained the assignment behind
'her questions. The salesman, like the
policeman, had been in Japan. He surely
had pleasant memories of Japanese hos-
pitality, for he arranged to have Mrs.
Kagiya's watch fixed on the spot and for
a dollar less than the original quotation.
He is undoubtedly still receiving Christ-
mas cards from his two customers.

Not all errands were equally produc-
tive, of course. Assignments to 4d the
admission requirements for Rutger and
postage rates to Japan may have 0e-
casioned pleasant meetings but resulted
in brief and, dull reports. Thq least suc-
cessful errand of all, through no fault of
the team, yeas that performed by MP.
Sakai and Mr. Shimokawa. Here is their
report, in its entirely:

After lessons were over, both of us went
straight to the railroad station. At the sta-

,
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Lion three clerks seemed to be very busy. So
we had to wait for a couple of minutes, and
then Shimokawa asked one of them the first
question, "How often 'does the train go to
New York?" The clerk -answer the
question but handed him a copy of a time-
table, and to the next questions, "Is t

seat reserved or not?" and "Where is
New York Statioe just answered, "Not.
33rd Street and 8th ,Avenue." That's all,

Clearly, these were poorly conceived
errands. The assigned questions had sim-
ple, straightforward answers which of-
fered no opening for'conversation. And
there was little possibility for imagina-
tive treatment 'of the topic. A successful
errand assignment need not be complex,
but it should have an open-ended solu-
tion.

Cooperation From Townspeople

The courtesy of the New Brunswick
townspeople in responding to questions
that may have struck them as bizarre
was gratifyingand perhaps unusual.
JTP program directors who used the
errand assignment in the summer of 197.0

/felt it prudent, to inform the local mer-
chants about the Aran' program before
the arrival of the Japanese. The Temple
program also introduced the idea of two
errand assignments, so that each par-
ticipant could have a turn as questidner
and as reporter. Since a week is sufficierit
for the completion of an errand, it is cer-
tainly possible to do two in a 4-week
program. For both the Rutgers and Ford-
ham JTPs, the errand reports were du-
plicated .for distriEution to all the par-
ticipants at the end of the 4-week session.

What accounts for the success of the
errands? First, the assignment is suffi-
ciently structured that studenti in the
intermediate range of language profi-
ciency can succeed. Second, the errands,
if cleverly devised, provide an oppoi-
tunity for independent diseovery of some
aspect of the host culture. Third, the
errands provide an opportunity for mean-
igful use of language outside the class-
r mthe ultimate aim of any language
pr ram. Finally, as the participants'
reports demonstrate,Nthe errands are fiin
for everyone involved.

FOOTNOTES

1 The quotatiabs included in, this paper are drawn
from these "Reports of Errand Activities by
Japanese Teachera of English/ Rutgers 17nIversily,s
Summer '69" "is
=Summer 1970

Reprinted from The Idiom October
1980. 1:1
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THE TIMBUKTU METHOD'
.......,

. by Clea Shay

The profusion is once more all a
dither over rumors of still another teach-
ing method to reach our shores on the
reed and papyrus vessel captained by
one of our most trusted discoverers, D.
Ed Ideah. This is, of course, not the first
method introduced by Ideah. My earlier
paper (1978g) chronicles in some detail
his elucidation of the411-fPrmulaied con-
cepts by European' scholars of the sec-
ond half of the 20th century, and again
my later paper (1979n) demonstrates
the source of these concepts in the medi-
eval secular grammarians of Moravia. To
summarize only a few: the Aix-la-
Chapelle Method (1948);2 the Nice
(France) Method (mistakenly referred
to in the U.S. as the Nice ( (good) )

Method),! the Carthage Method (1961);'
the Samarkand Approach (1966);5 the
Woodstock Method (e. 1972) ,° and
himlly the' Watergate Method (1974).7

I merely mention a few of the more
dramatic entries in the applied Linguis-
tics lo to illustrate the credibility
which Ideah brings to his interpretation
of thi vigorously challenging new con-
cept in language teaching.

,In his usual fashion, Ideah has clari-
fied the murky metaphysical meander-
ings of still another non-speaker of
English by putting them into simple
straightforward American educationese
so that evenour primary bilingual teach-
ers can understand them. The text is
available for every mother's son [Dear
Editors If that is sexist, please edit. I

can't take another slur against my sup-
p6seclly anti-feminine remarks made in
all innocence twenty years ago.] so I
will not comment on the style of the
work but only expand on a few of the
areas .whichin the manuscript gra-
ciously shared by the publisherrequire,
6n-ther explicatio.n. In the hands of a

. .
master teacher,8 the classroom is quiet
but alive, passive but active, cognitive
but physical, a magnificant blend of all
we know about the way children learn
langtiages.U..do have some reservations
about how' effective. the method might
he with adults.° In fairness to Ideah, I

'should report that I have seen him us-
ing the method quite .successfully with

-f highly, motivated, job-guaranteed teen-
agers°, with up to as many as six stu-
dents in a classroom!

The method Is deceptively simple.
v. The students sit in rows at individual

desks--any similar flat-surface will do
with texts in. front of them. The text is
a passage from some classical work in
the target language.'° Unusual or diffi-
cult words in the text are cleverly

. printed in boldfaced type and explained
on the game page in simple language al-

....ready learned. The ,texts are quite short
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we know what ten-ear-olds' attention
spans are likeand often illustrated
with photographs which are full of in-
sights into the text. One an almost
"read" the picture. Of course, this is not
the method, only the material.

The method consists of the children
reading the passage silently.for a short
time. Then the teacher asks each stu-
dent, randomly, to read a sentence or
two of the text. The teacher corrects the
student's pronunciation as he reads along
so that the student gets a great deal of
individual practice. Then the Student
explains, in the language of the class,
what he read to the rest of the class. If
he fails to get the meaning from the text,
the teacher helps explain. After the pas -

`page is completed in this manner, usu-
ally after libout two days, the teacher
reads the lesson in its entirety and ex-
plains it agaitl, thus affording the class
a great deal of repetition.

I have oversimplified of course."
The woes brought to our classrooms

by both the Woodstock and the Water-
gate Methods can only be countered by
Timbuktu black magic. [Dear Editor, Is

count-
ered by the contributi ns of a new and
that racist? tIf so, subsrute ". . . count-

vital communicative methodology such
as Timbuku."] It would also appear to
be a more likely recipient of government
funding in the future.

I Referred to in its earlier primitive form
as the Katmandu Method. Now rid of its
naive humanistic- orientation it is rigidly
systematized on socio-scientific principles.

2 The year of my high school graduation.
3 This error was repeatedly pointed out to

the profession by Seldon Wong, Jr. (1954,
1955, 1956, 1957). .

4Resoundmgly attacked by everyone on
this side of the Atlantic but still endorsed
by the French.

3Ideah was completely off base here, of
course. He obviously did not know his
approach from his flip flop. The Samarkarid
is nothing but a series of classroom exercises . t
which have no unity other than illustrating
the use of language in.:social contests.
Clearly they were not meant to teach any-
thing.

° The only genuine American method of
the group, although its origiii is obscure.

7 The latter was advantageously attacked
by Oiley, 1974; Plum-Cillee, 1975; and
Bravely and Week, 1976. The fact that each
continues to flog the dead method clearly
demonstrates the paucity of ideas in the
post-Watergate era.

One of the features of the Timbuktu
Method is that it can he used with success
by teachers who despise teaching. I have
seen Ideah give such a demonstration him- ,
self on more than one occasion.

they were readying Goethe. I think other
people's classics are so much more classical,
don't you?

" See my forthcoming article "Tmtern
Abbey by Timbuktu" which illustrates he
techipque, in full detail, for the third w k
nn gfade six. ,

9 In a forthcoming article "From Tim-
haw to Tippicanoe" I will demonstrat9
how the method can he modified and spe-
cified to suit adults learning English in
Indiana prisons north of U.S. highway 40.

'° In the English class I observed, the
text was from Thackery, a poor,choice far
ten-year-olds, I tlieuight. In the German class



A GENERAL SURVEY OF ENGLISH

TEACHING IN THE PEOPLE'S

REPUBLIC OF CHINA
by Yang Su Ying

On the plane from San Francisco to
St. Louis, a passenger in tie, next seat
Mistook me for 'a Japanese. He was
greatly surprised to learn that in fact
I was Chinese. Curious to know where
I learned English; he wanted to know
what I was going to do in. the U.S. His
eyes widened when I told him my field
was English literature, and that I was
going for further study of English and
American literature at Washington Uni-
versity in St. Louis. Soon it was my turn
to be astonished by his questions: "Are
people allowed to learn English in your
country? Since I have heard that western
literature is considered decadent by yoUr
people, how is it possible for you to
come here to study. English and Ameri-

courses in particular British and Ameri-
can writers like Shakespeare, Dickens,
Mark Twain, etc. Courses in linguistics
are sometimes also found in the curricu-
lum.

Foreign language institutes like Peking
Foreign Language Institute, Shanghai
Foreign Language Institute and Guangt-
bou Foreign Language Institute produce
graduates who are expected to find their
professions as interpreters or translators.
Thus the institutes place stress on spoken
language, or oral skills. Most of the study
curriculum is devoted to language prac-

-tice: listening, speaking, and all kinds
of drills. Nevertheless, there are some
courses available in the relevant litera-
ture.

Students often have outside class ac-
tivities related to English studies, includ-
ing performances in English, such as
singing, story-telling, plays and comic
dialogues, or "cross- talks ". In doing so,
they improve their English speaking

can literature?" ability. Very often they attend presenta-
Misunderstanding has wedged its way tions by native English speakers who

between our two peoples owing to our
long separation from each other. I hope
the following brief remarks will be of
some help in eliminating such miscon-
ceptions.

Today English is the most popular
foreign language in China. The learning
-of English begins in the third or fourth
,year of _elementary schoq Usually it re-
quires four or five hours a week. But
this is only the beginning. The learning
of foreign languages is also an important

happen to be teaching in the university
or staying there for a short visit.

Usually students in foreign language
institutes are given their assignments to
work as interpreters or translators some
time before they graduate, while those
who are expecting to be language teach-
ers are given opportunities for practiCe
teaching in the high schools under the
supervision of a regular 'teacher..

For non-English majors: 240 to 280
hours are devoted to the study of a for-

requirement in secondary education. eign language during the college course,
Moreover a foreign language course is depending on the .particular arrange-

ment of each university. The ,require-
ment for such non-mdor students is

mainly the develop of reading abil-
ity in the target guage. Most students
are able to read only one and a half
pages of English per hour after comple-
tion of such study., They are required
to follow only,, simple spoken English
and to speak Tery simple sentences. If
they can write, so much the better.

Teaching methods and approaches
within each of the institutes or univer-
sities vary from level to level. For ele-
mentary pupils, that is, for children, only
the direct method is used. No grammar

compulsory even in universities. In order
to meet the enthusiastic demand of
others outside of the school, there a'fe
English teaching programs at' different
levels broadcast by radio and qn TV,
with hundreds .of thousands of self-
learners. Usually three hours of classes
are broadcast each week.

In the universities, English may be
taken either as a major or a non-major.

Students majoring in English under-
take their training in departments' of
foreign languages in universities or at
one of the foreigny language institutes.

University studirnts majoring in Eng-
lish are required no only to master the is touched upon. For university students,
English language it but also to be ' especially for non-English majors who
atle to work in the field of literature or will only be required to read, the tradi-

tional translation method is most com-
monly employed, with pattern drills as
an aid. For students majoring in Eng-
lish, however, pattern drills and the situ-
ational communicative methqd, as well
as the traditional translation method are
011 used to meet the different needs of
the students and to adequately prepare
them for their future jobs. For these
English major students what most con-

to train .as teachers. Consequently the
departments of foreign languages in such
universities as Peking University in
Beijing, Zhongshan University in Guangz-
hou, acid Futan University of Shanghai
put most of their emphases on British
and American literature, in addition to
the language. At such institutions many
other courses are offered as well, such
as the geography and history of Britain,
the United States and ether English- , cerns their teachers is how to provide
speaking countries, die development of ' them challenges to force them to speak
English and American literature, and English. Taking the situational

3r)

commu-
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nicative method as an .example, the
teachers try to create all kinds of situa-
tions which will force the students to
communicate amoilgst themselves. In
such cases, pictures are often used for
illustration, and in order to stimulate the
student's' imaginations and make them
utilize orally the vocabulary they have
acquired. For example, the teacher will
distribute pictures tot the whole class,
one to each student. The pictures are
generally similar and are divided into
exactly matching pairs. Each pair is dif-
ferent from every other pair in a few
details. This means that in each group
tw students will receive exactly the
s. e picture. The teacher then gives the
students vocabulary items to describe the
pictures. One student is then asked to
locate his partner with the matching
picture. Thus he has to describe clearly
to the group -what is in his own picture.
Since all the pictures are generally simi-
lar, if the student does not know how to
describe his own picture accurately, or
if his partner cannot recognize what the
other is talking about, the partners can-
not find each other, or will respond to a
wrong partner. In such a class situation
every student is motivated and excited.
Under these conditions the students
learn very well not only how to read
but also how to handle the vocabulary
reldted to the pictures.

Almost every university or institute
has a language. laboratory. Audio- visual
aids play an important role in the study'
of foreign languages in China. Usually
there are tape recordi9gs for different
courses and levels. Bur they are mainly
for after-class use and practice.

For Chinese students, particularly for
university students, English grammar is
not difficult since there are many similar-
ities between English and Chinese gram-
mars. The- word order and sentence
structure are 'very much alike. Only a
few elements require special effort. These
are verb conjugation, participles, articles
and prepositions, as there Is nothing
functionally corresponding to these ele:
ments in Chinese.

The pronunciation y English sounds
is not hard for most Chinese students
except the consonants '0' and '6', as no
such sounds exjst in Chinese. But for
students of some geographic areas, such
as Fujian, duangtong, and Sichuan, who
have strong local accents even when
they speak Mandarin (the Chinese na-
tional language), learning English pro-
nounciation is a painstaking process. In
contrast, the' students brought up M
Shanghai or in Peking have an 41dvan-
tage over others when it comes tq Eng-
nunciation is a painstaking process. In
lish pronunciation, for the Shanghai
except '0', and the Peking dialect (Man-
darin) is rich in'sbunds too.

Eitglish words that have Chinese
Continued on next page
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ENGLISH TEACHING IN CHINA
Continued from page /7

equivalents only need to be committed
to memory while those without exact
Chinese equivalents require special at-
tention. For instance, the word 'avail-
able', which seems veiy simple to Eng-
lish-speaking 'people, often puts the
teacher to great pains to explain. Scores
of 'examples must be given as illustra-
tions. Everyday vocabulary words such
as 'take', 'make', 'get', 'do' are head-
aches for Chinese students. They are in-
volved in idiomatic usage, and the
idioms of a language are always the
most difficult for foreign students, Why
should it be 'make fun of instead of
`get fun of or `do fun la? No one, at
least no Chinese, can explain. This is
most often the case with all foreign
language learning.

The problem of the utmost concern
to us Chinese teachers of English is how
to make our students think in _English.
Usually when our students try to speak
English, they think in Chinese first and
then translate literally into English. This
leads to a result that the English spoken
by the students is something like Chi-
nese, which is known as `Chinglish' in
China. For example, we Chinese never
say 'I don't think he will come'. We

18
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must say (n Chihese) 'I think he will
Pot come; instead. And the answer to
You don't have classes today, do you?'
would be 'Yes, I do not have classes
today.' Our answer to this problem is
that an English' environment must be
created to help students form the habit
of directly speaking English instead of
translating from Chinese o English word
for word what they w t to say. We
Chinese teachers must som hOw provide
more opportunities for students to speak
with English weakers, such as guests,
tourists, teach& and hopefully students
from the United Stales, Britain and other
English-speaking countries.

At this .moment China faces an acute
shortage of experienced teackbrs, a prob-
lem which derives from the growing de-
mand ofthe society to learn foreign lan-
guages. Professors and veteran teachers
are getting old and unfortunately teach-
ers of the younger generatio4 are not
sufficiently qualified' at prese t to re-
place them. This is in large measure,
the result of the ten-year- disturbance in
education during the Cultural Revolu-
tion. Our young teachers, upon whom our
students depend are weak in listening
and speaking abilities for lack of prac-
tice during those ten years. We must
frankly admit that' the vocabulary they

o - 4 33
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have is archaic clue to the long separa-
tion of China from- the outer world. \

Happily, the present plans of our
government restore the emphasis form-
erly as.sTgned to learning of foreign lan-
guages. Today, scholars in the field of
foreign languages are trying very hard
to improve their QW11 academic quali-
fications and to upgrade' the English
ability of the whole poppulation. Still it
is not easy to fill the 'gaping void in a
short period of time. We are looking
forwa;d to more exchanges ¶f ekperi-
ence, materials and teachers with Eng-
lish speaking countries, especially the
United States and Britain. I believe that
with the encouragement from The gov-
ernment, the people's thirst for' earning

kand the great efforts of scholars, we will
come closer to attaining our goal. 0

tro
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REFLECTIONS ON THE FIRST WEEKS

.OF CLASS IN AN E.S.L. PROGRAM

by Janet Martinez-,Bernal
-Bisbee, Arizona

They come from Bangladesh, from
Nigeria, from Thailand, Micronesia and
Japan, from Saudi Arabia and Qatar,
and daily more. than one hundred com-
mute from Mexico, driving across the
Arizona highlands to our community
college's English Immersion Program.
Some of them are barely seventeenjears
old, others are thirty or more. Some
have never before left their homes,
others ' are seasoned world travelers.
Some have worked at three jobs at a
time for several years to finance their
studies here, others are on generous
government scholarships. After testing
and registration, all are placed in classes,
and the, initial shared confusion subsides
into individual responses to the new en-
vironment.

The diversity of our students' reac-
tions to their classes during the first
weeks of each session is immense. Their
changing perceptions of themselves, their
untned skills in English, their varying_
abilities to cope simultaneously with
new food and housing, new teacch g
styles, a different climate, transportati
difficulties, unfamillinAfinancial transac-
tions andfor manythe constant ache
of homesickness: 411 of these factors cant
lead to responses that get hi the way of
an easy adjustment Mani bons of
culture shock are a normal currence
in the progression of forei student
adjustiaent; however, the lab ;culture
shock" seems too general to he p much
in' understanding.what happens to many
students. They undergo a crisis those
first few weeks which colors their learn-a(

. ing experience and holds them back
from their full potential for months after-
ward.'.

Four students I have observed dur-
ing the last two weeks exemplify the

/range of reactions encountered. They
are representative of 'recurring types of
problems, and each case raises issues
which have to be resolved,bgain and

° agaip if we are to teach successfully. .
A.1F. tested into the intermediate

level. Dissatisfied with that result, he
re-tested the following day and placed
within a few points of his original score.
Angrily, he demanded higher place-
ment, saying that unless he were able
to take at least some courses with trans-
ferable credit he would be in trouble
with his country's educational mission.
After reviewing his results on the math
placement exam, we allowed him to take
a math class and one other transferable
course in addition to the English. After
more argument, he finally agreed and
completed his registration. Then he dis--
appeared, only to resurface on the
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branch campus in a few days trying to
drop, the courses he had originally
signed up for and enroll in all regular
classes. He was discovered when in
conversation with an instructor he ad-
mitted, "I no understand what you say."

The Provost has informed A. F. that
he muff either return to the English
program or leave.the college. Howes er,
admmistratise action does not reach the
root of the problem. This student does
not believe he really needs language in-
struction, instead he sees the attempt to
meet his needs as an obstacle. How can
we convince him that a semester of
English is an investment that will pay
off in future academic success and that
he is headed toward certain failure if
he enrolls in rogular classes at this stage?
That is partially job for the foreign
student advisor, but it also falls to the
teachers who see him in class every day
to make him realize the importance of
what he can learn in their classes, a task
in salesmanship that goes beyond tech-
nical teacher training.

M. K. is another student who believes
that she has been placed in the wrong
classes, but her anger has taken an en-
tirely differeit form. After the first week,
she appeared in the director's office
with a list of the number of minutes
sh elieved classes had begun late or
be p dismissed early and pointed out

t two instructors had missed an hour
each of class (because of flu). Through
a translator, she demanded that her
teachers compensate for the lost minutes
and hours she had paid for by tutoring
her privately. (In the same conversation
she announced thAt she would not be in
class in the afternoon because/he had
to go to the'bank.) This begAing stu-
dent can ,follow a substitution drill ac-
curately but is not capable of answering
a simple question (flow are you?) in a
nonpatterned situation.

Counseling' by the foreign student ad-
visor and advice from more experienced
students from her couAtry do not help
M. K. in her present state of tension and
frustration. She won't (or can't) listen
now. In the meantime, her attitude has
to be met on a daily basis in the class-
room by the teachers. How can we help
her to learn that more, important than
keeping account of the minutes paid for
is the total experience of living in an
English speaking environment, 'that
more important than a correct response
in a substitution drill is establishing
friendly communication. with the people
aro d her?

C. has quite a different problem.
'She already commu icates easily in

spoken English and ow needs to ac-
quire reading and-w, ting skills in order
to become ?elf -su., srting. She is in an
advance. : ition class and fre-
quently uestions her ability to do the
work. Shp worries 'about beigg "too old"

.

to learn new things. It is easy to see
how insecure she feels"and also very
easy to offer the constant encourage-
ment she needs. Here the dilemma is
how to maintain the delicate balance
between providing the positive com-
ments she seeks alia the obligation to
offer suggestions that will lead to im-
provement. At what point does offering
encoin agement become misleading?

S. R. is also in an advanced composi-
tion class. Instead of seeking attention,
lie shuns it. He is very young, and
home is 12,000 miles away. This is his
first time studying in a coeducational
school, and lie fords it embarrassing to
have female classmates and instructors.'
Then he is angry at himself for his em-
barrassment. He is sharing a small apart-
went with several other studentsalso .

newly arrived from his homelandand
together they are learning to take care
of their daily needs' independently fort
the first time in their lives. The out-d-
class learning is taking a lot of time,
and, at the end of two weeks, he is be-

. ginning to make excuses for turning in
assignments late. As the semester wears
on, curiosity will grow about social life
here, especially the activities forbidden
at home. JIow can we help a young and
inexperienced studeitijike this one to
establish priorities; .tFirtvliat extent is it
our responsibility to act as pArents?

Other more experienced students can
help; so can the foreign student advisor.
But in the lasLanalysis it is the teacher
who sees the "sttident every day and
knows what is happening in his life.
Moreover, students often prefer confid-
ing in a teacher whom they know rather
than from the less familiar -advisor or

e from other students. How can we teach-
ers better prepare to meet the inevitable
responsibility of counseling our students?

Each of the students described here
is afraid and under pressure. Teachers
observe, want t do what is best and
often feel powtress. In our training we
learned about the structure of English,
about linguistics, about teaching meth-
ods; many of us also studied psychology
and served internships in.various E.S.L.
institutes. But nothing we studied' has
trained us in ways to help avert im-
pending disaster when we see it in the
faces and hear it in the voices of our
students. Most of us teaching E.S.L. on
this campus have been foreign students
ourselves, and it is through thp memory
bf our own- past confusion and pain
that we reach out to our students and
speak with patience again and again.

But whit of the new teachers, the
ones now emerging from our M.A'. pro-
grams in E.S.L.? Technically well pre-
pared, how many of them have had ex!
periences similar to what their students
are living through? How many of them

Continued on page 25
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REFLECTIONS.
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have lived, joked and suffered in a sec-
ond language as their students will? If
they haven't, how can we help them to
develop the inner resources necessary to
understand their students, especially
during those critical first weeks of class?

-Considering the tremendous impact
that '`culture Shock" in its many forms
has on E.S.L..students during their, first
weeks in our classes, it seems that grad
nate programs in Teaching P5glish -as
a Second' Language should iii6lude a
course in intercultural communication.,
dealing specifically with the situations

t that lead to' personal crises for newly
arrived E.S.L. students, giving the pros-
pective teachers some methods 'of iden-
tifying potential problems as well as
dealing patiently and sensitively .with
thoSC problems'which arise despite all
best efforts. Offering yet another grad-
uate course is hardly a direct solution

. to the daily problems we face, but even-
tually it would result in more teachers 3

"being prepared to help students cope
walk k new lives in our classes. Crisis
'luring the first weeks will 'always be
with us, but if we are ready for it, the
impact on our students' learning can be
lessened. - . 0
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EXPECTATION: A CASE OF

DISCOMMUNICATION

by James F. Doubleday
Rio Gmnde College and

Community College, Ohio

statement ("The teacher is here today")
tq be true. But something has it appened
to make him question his Own expecta-
tion. For example, when he came into
the classroom the teacher was not there,
even though the class will begin in one,"
minute and this particular teacher is in-

minutes
a friend
here ,to-

- Often students of English have diffi- arlakly present at least ve
culty with thosexpeetations involved in before class-begins. So he asks
using pne form rather t n another: the in .surprise, "Isn't the teacher
negative question Lathe t an the p(isiA day.
tive, or a few rather than few. this kind 0 e problem with this kind
of choice is particularly troublesome be- /tion-for . otinents with
cause it may lead to "discommunication" language backgiltrimds, for
that is, the parties to the conversation that although tho form of the
may believe that they understand each depends on the eiepectation of the ques- .
other when they are actually comrmini- tioner, the form Of the answer depends
eating opposite . meanings. Since they solely5 on ,the acts of *the situation.p If
believe they understand each other, they the teacher' is there, the answer to the
will never attempt to clarify the this"."- question' is "Yes, he is," the same as if
understanding. Both sides to such an en- the question had been asked in the form
counter may leave with hurt feelings. of #1. This is not predictable. In fact,
And these expressions are not arcane,. if the student tries to work out log cally
they are constantly used in teacher -stn- what the answer should be, he isflikely
dent and business office relationships. to come up With "No, he is," an answer

To illustrate the problems involved in that takes account both of the negative .
using a form that implies a particular .ft)I'm of the question and the facts of the
expectation, - let's begin with a classic situation, but unfortunately is incorrect
case of "discommunication." A' student for English. ..

in Iran would often poke his head into Questions like 3 and #4 are asked
our communal 'office and ask, "Isn't So- for confirmation or reassurance. In both,
and-so here?* Every time, we teachers the speaker expects the statement pre-

the
expec-

'e.
n which
like #3.

The teacher has been absent from class
for three days because of a bad cold,
but the departmental secretary -has an-
nounced that he would he back the next
clay. A student in the class, hurrying to
be on time, overtakes another student.
The first student thinks That the teacher
is probably goineto be there, partly
because of the announcement, partly
because his fellow-student is also hurry-
ing ter class; but, for reassurance, he
asks, "The teacher's here today, isn't

*he?" .
-

Question #4 has expeetl

r ion.
A teacher, looking around her class,

tices
was

So-and-so is missing. So-
and-so was not looking well on Monday;
he had a sore throat, sniffles, and a hack-
ing cough. He was absent Tuesday. This
is now Wednesday; the teacher does not
really expect him to be in class yet. But,
for confirmation of her expectation, she
asks, "Mr. So-and-so isn't here today, is
her'

The discussion so far has assumed
thaf the tag questions were asked with
rising intonation. Nytth risingintonation;
the spekker is not convinced of the truth
of her statement. She thinks it is prob-
ably right, but there is still room for
doubt. With falling intonation on the
tag question, however, the speaker is
convinced of the truth of her statement.
She goes not in any way expect the

s

of ques-
panese-
pleis

question

would feel, a momentary surge of an: *ceding the tag question to be tr
noy)ance at the calm assumption thht the only difference is that in #3 hi
teacher ought to be there at all times tation is positive, in #4 nega

, for the student's convenience. That was Let us consider a situation
/ not the student's assumption at all; he a speaker Would qsk a questio

was simply translating the question into-
English as he would normally haye made
it in Farsi, and in Farsi the negative
question implies no particular expecta-
tion. But even after we had recogniged
that, fact/we still had difficulty in re-
pressing our annoyance at the seeming

\ assumption .implied in the question. We
-would. often respond in a slightly mali-
cious or grieved tone. The student, puz-
zling tlrat tone our in the hall after a
series of such encounters, might well
arrive at "the conclusion -that Americans

indeedndesd a grumpy breed.
Consider the following four questions:

#1 Is the teacher here today?
#2 Isn't the teacher here today?
#3 He here today, isn't he?
#4 He isn't here today,'-is he?

The first of these questions has no in-
herent expectation of one answer rather
than another; the speaker is simply ask-
ing for information. The speaker of each
of the other three sentences is also ask-
ing for information, at least if the ques-
tions are asked with rising intonation,
butthe form of eabh question also im-
plies a particular expectation.

The negative question (#2) . implies
that the ''speaker had expected the
teacher to be there: In other words, he
expected the corresponding affirmative
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'answer "No'. to #3 or "Yes" fo #4, and
would be startled and even upset if she
did get that answer.

It might seem that, if a speaker is
convinced of the truth of her statement,
shy Would, not need to ask it as a ques-
tion. And perhaps not; but it is fairly
commonly done. One example I remem-
ber is from a P. G. Wodehouse short
story. The .narrator has engaged a secre-
tary from the Harley Sweet Secretarial
Agency to take dictation. However, he
discovers that whenever she sits down
With her pencil poised to record his
every ,word, his mind goes blank. When
he finally gives up trying to dictate and
'the two are simply talking together, he
begins with the two following questions:
"You're' from the Harley -Street Secre-
tatial Agency, aren't you?". "That's in
Harley Street, isn't it?"

The second question is comic, a sign
of the speaker's nervousness. But the first
question ,,js natural enough. A speaker
will often begin a conversation, espe-
cially with someone he does not know
well, with this kind of question. The
question furnishes some basis for the
conversation; it shows that he knows at
%fist something about the person he's
talking to.

The distinction between few and a
few (or little, and a little) is not the
ordinary gistinction signalled by the
article, and it gives students trouble. A
standard ESL grammar; Krohn's English
Sentence Structure, recognizes that this
distinction needs special treatment, and
provides it as follows:.

Few, and a few, Uri* and a little are
sli tly different.

few and a little mean "a small num-
ber" and -"a small quantity," 'respec-
tively. Few and little mean "not . . .

many", and "not . . much."
John has a few e'o-od friends.,
John has few good friends. (tie doesn't
have nry good friends.).
You made a few mistakes.
Yoti made few mistakes. (You didn't
ri-La many mistakes. )

I have a little time.
I have little time. (I, don't°M-e much
time.)

This explanatiOn is not wrong (though
"slightly different' is a considerable un-
derstatethent) aril in fact is helpful to
the student. But it is inadequate, since
it leaves out the expectation of the
speaker, which is almost reversed from
one phrase to the other. In fact, the two
sentences in each pair might describe
thy, same situation, but the point-of view
of the speaker would iv quite different.

.Let's look mare closely at these three
pairs of sentences and the attitudes of
tie .speakers. Anyone stating that. "John
has a few gaocr friends" is making a

Continued on next page
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positne 31}'Itement,`7a listener might re-
ply, "Good for him!" However, "John
has few good -friends" implies that he
has fewer than moat people, fewer than
he 'weds, that he is lonely and friend-
less, a sympathetic listener might com-
ment "Poor John!"

In the second pair of sentences, the
speaker of the second sentence, You
made few mistakes,". is praising the
hearer. He had expected more mistakes.
Perhaps the sentence is even implying
that almost anyone would ,liave made
more mistakes. The speaker of the first
sentence, howe>er is not praising.' On
the surface he is making a statement of
fact, hut he is probably intending a mild
criticism. A sciitaftce like this one h
often part of an explanatiorl to a stu-

t as to why his grade was low.F you followed directions and your
general idea was okay, but you made a
few mistakes in wording and in sentence
structure." Here, "a few" is "more than
expecte$1", it implies something like
"too many."

The third pair of sentences, as reply
sentences, differ in that one is an ac-
ceptance, the other a 'refusal. If a stu-
dent stops a teacher and asks, "Can you
explain such-and-such to' me?" the
teacer might well reply, ':Yes, I hax e a
little time." Here the expanded meanttlir
is "I lidve another class soon, but I do
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want to talk to ybu." "I have little time,"
on the other hand, is a dismissal of the
questioner.

"I have little time for such-and-such"
is a severe criticism, as "You made a few
mistakes" a mild one. "I have little
time for modern art" is a dismissal of all
art since the 19th century, ,"I ha>e little
time for student excuses" implies a be-
lief on the speaker's, part that most stu-
dent excuses are lies; "I have little time
fur her problems" implies a belief that
most of the "problems" are imaginary.

There are a number of situations in
which either one or the other expression
might be used, depending on the speak-
er's expectations. One stitch situation is
as follows: K student comes into a room
in which the International Club is going
to meet von (in fine minutes, perhaps)
and sees seten or eight people there. If
he expects around eighteen people, he
may sa>, "There are a few people here."
If, on the other hand, he expects fifty ui
so,,ty people, he may say disappointedly,
-There are few people here." (In fact, it
seems more natural to say, "There are

ery few people here." "Very few" seems
in practice equal to "few," but more
commonly used.)

.Any expression that depends on the
speaker's expectations cannot be taught.
simply by teaching the structure of the
expression, or even by teaching both Ahe
structure and the super-segmentals. Ie
can be taught by role-playing, md tt
deserves the time that role-playing ni-
x oh es, Howe>er, the teacher must be
cautious in setting up the role-playing

0ti

situation so that the key factor of ex-
pectation is*thoroughly understood. It
may even be necessary (contrary though
it is to usual ESL theory and practice) -
to use a kind of bad example. In other
words, the teacher may need to point
out explicitly 'how the .dialogue may
break down if one of the participants
uses the inappropriate expression or mis-
undeistands the appropriate one. For
example, when the teacher says, "You
made a few mistakes," the student needs
to know that the reply, "Oh, good! (Not
many mistakes this time. I'm getting
better," is not appropriate. Or, in the
orignial.Lase, >shell the student puts his
head into the office and asks, , "Isn't So-
and-so here?" the teacher needs to ghe
the reaction that would normally" be
politely suppressed: "What do you
mean, Isn't ,Sq-and-so here? Who do you
think you :111(C? Do you think that the
teacher has to be there at all times for
your coin emence?" More subtly, the
wailer may go ON er to the filing cab-
inet, search iii it (irefully, and then re-
ply, "No, sorry, she's not here."

Such rule- playing will demonstrate to
the student the expectations that are in-
volved in using the negative nstion or
a fog, few. In the future, wh

?
n the stu-

dent is taking part in a dialog anyone
of these expressions is used, both parties
will understand the other's meaning,
instead of misunderstanding , withput-
e>eu beeoming awaie that they do mis-
understand. In other wordii discom-
mumLation will base become communi-
cation

TN



GAMES ESL PEOPLE PLAY

by feAr, §teinberg
St. lean, Quebec

I don't wait foiAlie closing minutes
of the period or ,day to play a game
with my students. You can "catch" me
playing games with my students at any
time of the dayyes, even at the very
start of the day's lessons. And I never
feel that I'm "slacking off" when we
play.

Games have many "raisons 4'etre",
seven of which I'll outline or you.
(Memorize them and you can defend
yourself if you ever have to justify play-
ing games with your students.)

I use games to reinforce newly-

acquired material. For example: You've
just taught the cardinal numbers and
you want 0 give your students an op,
portunity to use them in a meaningful
context. So, you play "Ninety-ei , a
card game which requires the players o
orally add .`card values to a maximum of
9g.

A second justification for games is
review. Suppose it's been a while since
you taught the simple past of irregular
verbs and you want to check and re-
fresh your students' memories. One of
my favorites is "Tie-Tac-Toe" (or "Xs
and Os"). The class is divided into two
teams, namely; Team X and Team 0.

One member of Team X chooses a posi-
tion on the grid and must use the verb
occupying that position in a sentence in
the simple past. If the sentence is cor-
rect, Team X gains that position. If
wrong, the turn is lost and a member
of Team 0 can try for any vacant posi-
tion which will help his team. The first
team to occupy three positions in a row
(vertically, horizontally or diagonally)
wins the match. New verbs replace
used ones for each successive match.

If your class has been working hard
for a long time in their seats, a game
would be an enjoyable and 'profitable
form of relaxation. A popular game with
my students is "Rhyme Mime". One
player thinks of two rhyming wotds
(such as "ships' and "trip" or "hot" and
"pot") and acts them out in mime. The
student who guesses one word wins two
points, Qie second word is worth one
point, and if both words are guessed by
the same person, he/she wins 5 points.

If there is a task ahead, for which
neither you nor your students can
muster much enthusiasm, a game can
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onereo as a future reward to en-
courage co-operation. Or, If your class
has performed exceptionally well during
ascertain activity, such as an pral drill
or independent reading, a gape
ides' an immediate reward for good

belrAviour. One of our most preferred
games is "Password". The students are
paired off and one partner of each
team is shown the "Password" (exam-
ple; "cup") and:in turn, says one word
witch will, .he hopes, prompt his part-
ner to 'guess the "Passw&d". ,Words
such as "coffee", or "glass", or "handle"
or "saucer" are good clues. I allow my
students to. refer to their dictionaries or
thesauruses when it isn't their turn to
speak, but I advise them to, avoid,
choosing words which their partners
wfm't understand.

To snake the game more challenging,
I stipulate that clues cannot contain or
be contained by the "Password ", so that
if the "Password" is "blackboard",
"black" and "board" cannot be given as

. clues to elicit the "Password". I also in-
sist that clues cannot be proper nouns.
This prevents students from insulting
each other, should the "Password" be
a word such as ."fat", of "ugly'' or
"stupid".

Games tend to reduce inhibition,

especially if the competitive element is
d iminished or eliminated. The shy or
linguistically weak student will feel

. more at ease and will participate freely
if the object is just to have fun, and not
to score points and win or lose. Al-
though competition often adds excite-
ment and increases participation, it can
just as often increase the pressure to
perform well and exclude the timid stu-
dent or the one who is less sure of his
facility with the language.

Should a lull occur in the interest ex-
hibited toward the lesson being taught,
a short game would' raise attentiveness
so that the lesson could be resumed for
the benefit of all.

If you've been having trouble with
rowdy students, a game can restrain
rebellion. Class clowns don't have to
"clown around" to get attention, and
who would risk irritating the teacher,
thereby bringing a premature end to a
fun activity.

Each andiAvery game in my collec-
tion of over 50 games utilizes a lin-
guistic. structure and develops at least
one linguistic skill '(if not all four).
Thereto, none of theisi can be labelled
a waste of time.

So whether a game is used as a
warm-up or a cool; clown activity, it can
he beneficial to language students, both
linguistically and behaviourally. And I
can vouch "for the fact that teachers
enjoy games, too.

Who says learning (and teaching)
can't be enjoyable! 0
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INSIGHTS: FROM OPTOMETRY: A

SIDE-VIEW OF TESTING

by Virginia French Allen

For the test of peripheral sision, the
subject peers into a darkened screen on
IA Inch a point of t sporadically ap-
peals. The light, lashed by the techni-
cian, advances iom one diii.ction
another toward the center of the scr
The subject presses a button when
the point of light is perceived.

The task is tedious. Even an adult
with professional interest in'testing loses
interest, attention often flags. The per-
formance has little apparent relevance
to everyday seeing. It is artificial, as
paper-and-pencil tests ai e artificial
when used as measures of communical
tion skills. So muses the subject, a lan-
guage teacher, while dutifully pressing
the beeper at each appearahce of the
lighted dot.

Afterwards, assured of the hnped-
fin 20/20 score, the Suliject quizzes the
Technician about the test procedure:

S: I've done some work with language
testing, so I'm wonder ing how you feel
about this kind of vision test. It's so
mechanical, so different from real see-.
mg. How can you get a valid picture
when you ask someone to sit there press-
ing a button every time a light ap-
pears? That's an unfamiliar technique.
T: Right. So I don't even keep° score
during the first few minutes of the test.
I' didn't record your responsg till I
could see you were feeling coMfortable
with the procedure. I paid attention to
your reqcti rs, thougli.
S: Wh co you mean?

: People have different reaction
times. Some can do the task faster than
others. Some get tired sooner, too. fhad
to find out how you reacted, so I could
evaluate your responses when I finally
began` to record them.
S: So you would not give this, sort of
test to several people at the same time?

It wouldn't mean anything. You
have to notice so many things about the
person while the test is going on.

You just mentioned the fatigue fact
tor. When yop were trained, did they
tell you how long a testing period could
be, without reaching the point of di-
minishing returns?
T: Like I said, every person is differ-,
ent. Y ou 'have to notice how the person
is responding. There's no one length of
time that's right for testing everyone:
Sometimes, when they'r4-really elderly,
I' tell the person to cote back'for an-
other short session after I've been test-
ing for just five minutes. Once I had a
man who had played poker till 4 a.m.
that morning. I could tell he was falling

.asleep in front of the screen. I had'him
come back another clay. You have to

Continued on page 25
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INSIGHTS FROM OPTOMETRY
Continued from page 23

watch what is happening as the te§t
goes along.
S: Don'e you find that attention makes
a difference? I'ry; sure I missed some
dots because my mind was on some-
thing else when you bashed them on
the screen.'
T: That didn't really matter. You see,
the pattern is what's important. I look
for the pattern of performance, not the
occasional. missed be.ep here and there.
Tha1's where the art comes in. The tAkt
may look me ate; that's the word
you used. But interpreting what hap-
pens, what someone is doh-1g with it
that's what counts. And that takes art.
[How many.Papplications to language
testing does this episode sugge§elI

N.

P.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR E.S.L.

SUPERVISORS

by Emilio C. Cortez
Yeadon, Pa.

,

The7ocal point of this article centers
upon appropriate 'behaviors and 'or sug-
gestions that E.S.LAsupervisors can im-
plement to initiate and to maintain a
gobd japport with the teachers they
supervise.

One situation that sometimes hinders
superviffir-teacher rapport occurs when
the teachers' expectations of the super-
visor's role are incongruent with the
supervisor's actual responsibilities. Thus,
it is a sound practice to disseminate an
overview of one's supervisory role and
rationale as soon as possible in order to
4void4liny misconceptions.

A timely demonstration lesson -can
help nurture supervisor:teacher rapport.
If'a supervisor makes it a general prac-
tice to conduct a demonstration lesion
early in the supervisol-teacher
ship, many positive aspects can result.
From the onset.,

1) The teacher can observe the ef-
fectiveness of the supervisor's teaching
strategies. 2) Empathy is facilitated due
to a reversal of roles. 3) The superyiior
communicates' a 'genuine willingness to
get involved. 4) The supervisor obtains
first-hand information about the teach-
cr's students.

Some teachers find criticism difficult
to accept after a supervisor has observed
them teach a, lesson. For this reason, it
is suggested that supervisors refrain
from criticism until teachers have com-
mented on their own teaching. When
teachers are given the opportunity to
evaluate their own teacljng, they will
often disclose the underlying tenets, of
their rationales. Such information can
be helpful to supervisors in determining

. teachers' strengths and \veaknesses and
in planning subsequent conferences.

A supervisor's frequect self-evaluation
and introspection can help to identify
and- to remedy counterproductiv-e\oTat-
terns of interpersonal behavior. More
specifically, some supervisors would
benefit by carefully considering the fol-
lowing questions:, 1) Are there recurring
patterns of incidents that tend to under-
mine supervisOr-teacher i apport? If so,
what are the patterns? 2) How earl such
incidents be avoided in the future?'

In a report on a study,' "Supervisory
Behavior and Interpersonal Relations,"
the findings indicated that generally
positive evaluations try teachers resulted:,
1) When a teacher perceives his super-
visor's behavior as consisting of a heavy
emphasis on both telling, suggesting,
and criticizing, and on reflecting, asking
for information and opinions, etc. or 2)
when a teacher perceives his supervisor
as putting little emphasis on the telling
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dnnension and much on the asking le-
fleeting dimension. 4 supervisor's em-
phasis on asking questions and seeking
information from a' teacher transmits
openness, humility, and con dence
qualities which \Olen sincere com-
municated contribute to establishing..-_,
rapport.

An. important part of a supervisor's
climb\ eness necessitates a sensitive and
responsive demeanor to the psycholog-
ical dispositions of teachers. In keeping,
with this notion, Transactional Analysis

4 constitutes a provocative approach for
comprehending human interaction. A
thorough understanding of Transac-
tional Analysis can provide many in-
sights into the transient nature of ege
states and can ultimately imp ove a

supervisor's ability to establish ant to
maintain a harmonious eapport with

...teachers.
Proponent,s of Transactional Analysis

'assume that there ale three ego - states
,(Parent, Adult, Child) within any indi-
vidual. Furthermore, these three ego-
states are not considered theoretical
constructs but psychologica1 icalities.
Thomas A. Harris discusses the analysis
of 'a "transaction" in his book I'm OK,
You're' OK -

The tra»saction consists of a stimulus [a
statement or gesture] by One person and
a response by another. This response in turn
becomes a new stimulus for the other per-

4110 on to respond to, The purpose of the anal-
;sis is to (trim\ ei v Inch part of each per-,
sonPal en,t, Adult, or Childis origmat-

. mg each sfiamhis or response.

A compilation of suggestions for pro-
moting rappait, with teachers will nov .
be presented'' 1) 'Clarify teachers' mis-
conceptions concerning the scope and
specifics of )'four supervisory duties,
2) Show a sincere willingness to accept
ciiticism. 3) Encourage teachers to be
creative and to ksperiment with differ-
ent teaching apprOaches; i.e., communi-
cate air openness to change. 4) Make
it ti" general practice to try to schedule
your first demonstration lessons as soon
as possible. 5)Refrain from criticism un-
til teachers have had the opportunity to
evaluate their own teaching. 6) Strive
to identify and to avoid incident's that
tend to undermine communica. 7)
Listen intently to teachers and c7Tscuss...-
issues in a_caltifashion. 8) Cultivatet .,-'patience anslAnike it a habit to praise
teachers vaendkrer they merit it: 9) At-
tempt to equally .dxhibit the following
behaviors:, telli ,: suggesting, reflecting,
and asking 'qii-r.nlir113) 'Attempt to
schedule conferences at lhe:.tea,Oer's
convenience. 11) AttempnOork tif to
inipiirtant, matters gradually. Al2) Don't
ov ri helm teachers by attempting to
accomplish too much in a single con-
ference. 13) Avoid-getting involved in
school gossip. 14) Don't be reluctant to .
admit that you've made an error in

40

judgment. 1 ) Maintain assertiveness
without showings hostility or excessive
ag,gi essiveness. In making, a point,
be tactful yet clear. 17) Intellectually,
be broad without spreading yourself too
thin and deep without seeming too
"bookish" or "pedagogical." 18) Avoid
an air of superiority. 19) Be helpful but
not solicitous.

By unplement4 the suggestions-bete
described, E.S.L sup'ervisors can -take.,

, positive steps towards establishing ef-
fective supervisor-teacher relations. A
harmonious piofessional rapport be-
tween superVisors and teachers can fa-
cilitate the realization educational
goals.

a
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USING FILMS AS A PRE - WRITING

ACTIVITY
by Sandy McKay

San Francisco State University

Composing involves the dual tlisk of
deciding what to say and how to say it.
rerhaps due to the concern of ESL
classes with accuracy, the emphasis in
teaching composition has often been on
how to say it. Many writing texts il,ro-
'k'ide ESL; students with a topic, or else
assume they already have something to
say and thus? immediately proceed to
the how of a composition. While -this,
aspect of the writing process certainly
must be dealt with, if equal attention is
not given to the question .of what to say,
we as composition teachers will likely
fail to pronipte effective writing.

Shaughnessy ( 1978: 81-82). contends
that implicit in The art of 'writing is the
following sequence. first, getting the
thought: second, 'getting the thought
down, and third, readying the, written

.statement for othei e.yes. She maintains
that although students have difficulty
with each of these, steps, the most diffi-
cult is getting the thought. Many strate-
gies hate been suggested to aid students
in this initial task', dating from Aristotle\
classical topoi to More recent *ones
like the Pike, Becker and Young's par-
ticle, was e and Reid approach. However,
one effective method for invention that
has not received the attention it should
is the use of short unnarrated films.

Films have se' veral advantages in help-
ing students find something to say First,
they pros ide students NV1A) a concrete
context in which to explore their own`
feelings and experiences. According_ to
Langer (1953:412) film "is 'like' a
dream in the mode of its presentation. it
creates a virtual present, an order of
direct apparition. . The most note-
worthy formal characteristic' of cream is
that the dreamer is always at the center
of it." Clearly, it is the immediacy ofthe
experience. the "N irtunl present," .that
makes film a valuable tool for generating
writing

Secondly, films share with literature a
potential for,,Zot only drawinv-forth'per-
sonal eperiences, but also ordering
those experiences, According to Rosen-
blatt (1978 11) 1 literary text sera es
two functions "First, a text is a stimulus,
activating elements of the reader's past
experience. . . . Second, the text serves

-as a bluoprint, a guide for the selecting,
rejecting and ordering of what is being
called forth." Certainly, films offer these
,same benefits, with (we additional Ad-
vantage. While the linguistic difficult>
of literary selection may Impede a non-

' native speaker's own aesthetic exper-
ience, unnarrated films avoid this prob-
lem. Films, of course, like literatwits, will
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elicit very different reactions, ,some per-
haps due to cultural differences. Yet, in
this way, they provide a context in

which to explore cultural differences.
The viewing of a filet like the reading
of a literary text, involves an interplay
between the culture of the t ext and the
culture of the viewer. Rosenblatt's
(1978. 56) description of a reader is

certainly applicable to the viewer or a
film. "The reader draws on his own in:
ternalized culture in order to elicit froth
the text this world which may differ
from his own in many respects. . . .

The literary transaction- may thus em-
body,.and probably to some degree al-
ways embodies, an interplay between at
least two sets of values." .-:

Films, then, in so far as they activate
and order ,personal experience, can be
of benefit in getting a writer started.
The challenge of a composition class,
'however, is to Bridge the gap between
getting the thought and discos ering a
creativ c and effective way to cypress this
thought.

that
is at this point in the Nvriting

process that students need the most help
As Selfe and Rodi (1980. 169) put it,

As teachers of composition and riJet-
oric: most of us 11,11..; come to re,. hic
the necessity and benefits of invoh mg

.students in the initial process of in-
N entionthat process which acm els
engages students both in examining
their experiences for that which they
find inttresting and valuable. and in
determining or . discovering the most
-effectn e w as to write about these ex-
periences for the composing task at
hand,. And yet many of us have also
comi, to recognve the reluctance and
sinuetves the mobility of students to
undertake autonomously this dna} task

Mule the viewing of a film can aid stu-
dents with the first task, thtt of examin-
ing their experiences, they are still faced
with the second task of- discovering the
most effectiv e vyay to write abode them.
What the students need are some heu-
ristic devices to help them in ordering
their thoughts for the composition. The
following is An example of two such
heuristic devices designed for use with
a specific film.

The film is Le Haricot (The String
Bean), a short unnarrated film (seven-
teen minutes) by the , French photog-
rapher, Edmond Sechan. The film is a
portrait of an old woman who carefully
guards a potted bean plant from birth
to death. She plants the seed in her
apartment, Watches it develop, replants'
it in a nearby park, and finally witnesses
it being discarded by the park gardener
Howes er, before it is thrown away, she
is able to salvage some seeds, take them
home, and begin anew the task of nur-
turing a string bean. The film is thus
not only a vignette of an old woman,
but a commentary on man's relationship
with his environment.

In order t e the various themes
of the film, the fol o heuristic de-
vices could be used. The rst chart re-
quires students to focus on the actions
of the old woman, and to then use these
actions to make inferences about her
character.

Directions: While you watch the fihn
write down 4ll the actions of the old
woman. After viewing the film, indicate
what you behevo each action demon-
strates about her personality. The first
one is done for you.

ACTION

I The old woman finishes her sew
ing, for the day, puts the thread and
scissors in the draver,' and closes the
sewing machine. '

INFERENCE

I. The fact that she carefully returns
each item to a designated spot suggests
that she is neat and orderly.

ACTION
,2. She takes out the cooking pot, fills

it with water, ,Ind puts in some bean
seeds.

After completing this sheet, an im-
pitottlit follow-up v mild be for the
students to shale their findings. Un-
donbtedly each student will note dif-
fel ept actions in the film, and draw
quite varied conclusions about these
actions. The fact that some students may
attnbute the putting away of the sew-
ing items to neatness, while others see
it as compliisiveness will illustrate the
uniqueness of theninferenees. By com-
preting the chart, the students will have
made 'some pi ogress toward what
Shaughnessy terms "getting the thought
down." In the essay itself then they
might explore the character of the old,
woman. The reaction sheet will no
doubt be valuable in forming general-
izations about the old woman's person-
ality and substantiating them with re-
levant examples. An alternate*assignment
might entail having the students observe
the actions of a stranger, and draw in-
ferences about thek actions as the basis
for a chardeter sketch.

A second reaction sheet that could be
used with the same film draws on the
themelof man's relationship with his
env ironment. Sole and Rodi (1980.
170) describe 4a heuristic device to help
students ,irriv orat a fuller definition of
,self. This is done by asking students to

iew themselves from three different
perspectives as they evolve over time
Each frame in their structure can be
expanded on with additional questions.
For example, an exploration of self in

,the past might involve questions such
as, "What did I lik dislike about myself
five years ago?"

. Continued on nevi page
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. USING FILMS

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Continued from page 27

SELF-DEFINITION

What was I like at 5 years of
age?
What kind of person am I
today?
What kind of person will I be
in 5 years?

SOCIAL- DEFINITION

PAST How did others see me physi-
cally as a child?

PRESENT How do others see me physi-
cally today?

FUTURE How might others See me in
the future?

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFINITION

PAST What "things" helped me reach
goals 10 years ago?

PRESENT 'What "things': ,do I utilize to
reach my present goals?

FUTURE What "things" might I use to
reach my future goals?

Le Haricot is a film which explores an
individual largely from the environment
perspective. The following device is- de-
signed to help students define the old
woman in terms of her relationship with
the plant as it develops over time.

Directions: List the various things that
the old woman does with the plant.
Then indicate how you think she felt
about the plant at each stage. In order
to describe how she felt, it will be par-
ticularly useful to carefully observe her
facial expressions.

ACTIONS

1. The old woman boils the seeds in
order to plant them.

2. She goes to the market to find
some soil to plant the seed.

FEELINGS

How do you think the woman felt
about the plant . .

when she first planted, it?
wrikn the rain watered the plant?
when she planted it in the garden out-

-side?
when the grdener picked the plant?
when she headed home with the dead

plant?
when she boiled the seeds from the dead

plant?
when she planted the new seeds?
when the new plant began to grow?

Once students compare ,their ideas
about the old woman's .feelings toward
the plant, they could thin proceed to
write an essay in which they discuss the
old woman's relationship with the plant.
In an .alternate assignment they might
examine their own relationship with
something in the environment .(an object

or place), and its development over
time. The following is a student essay
written in response to such an assign-
ment.

The Porcelain Bell

I have a,brown porcelain bell on a
shelf in my house. It is very important
to. Inc because it helped me a lot
several years ago. I got it at a small
temple in Japan when I was very un-
happy. I visited the temple to beg
Buddha to give me a baby because
I had just lost my first baby before,
and also I was told by a doctor that
there was no hope for me to have 4
baby again.

I met a Buddhist priest who taught
me to wait for a baby spirit's coming
from heaven. He said,-"Bilddha might
send you atbaby spirit someday when
you are ready, but you have to ,clean
your mind and not to forget to thank
him for what he does every day foi
you. This bell will remind you to
pray and to thank Buddha, and
Buddha will hear your bell and be
reminded to think about you too. But
remember that the more you clean
your mind, -the more- beautiful sound
you make with this bell." Then he
gme me the small bell. After I cairn:
home, I kept ringing the bell because
I wanted to have a baby so much. I
rang the bell twi0e a day and prayed,
and eight monlhs later, I began to
recognize a different sound. I was
crazy about making and creating a
beautiful sound and I.almost forgot

why I was ringing the bell. And soon
I noticed a baby spirit inside of me.
Now I have two children, one hus-
band and the bell.

As this essay illustrates, films can be
valuable in getting the students started
to write. Clearly, viewing the film is not
sufficient. What is essential is that the
teacher provide some type of heuristic
device to help students order their re-
actions to the film. Once the students
have in Shaughnessy's terms "gotten the
thought" and begun to "get the thought
down," they can proceed to the final
step, the uspal focus of composition
classes, "readying the statement for
other eyes." Each step is equally im-
portant and warrants attention in the
ESL compositicin class. Clearly, film is
one way we as composition teachers can
help students in the most difficult part
of the composing process, finding some-
thing to say.
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TALKING IT UP

by Howard Sage
State University of New York

at Old \Vestbury

"In the youth of the world," says
.Shelley in his A Defense of Poetry,
"men dance and sing and imitate natural
objects, obserc mg in these actions, as in
all others, a certain rhythm and order."

,\True enough. Still later, however, they
spoke. And when, seated on raised
mounds of earth in those first classrooms,
they began to speak, a; early ESOL
problem arose As teachers of English
learners, ue still face it. Simply stated,
howimin NNe %%ain't the limits of the

, be it cac e or college, into o-
duee'students to English as used out-
side the classroom by persons the stu-
dent neN er meets in the classroom, in
situations the student rarely encounters,
in professions and at jobs of. which the
student may not knoc?

Put another way, the question is how
to expand the- ESL program to include
more fully the extra-ciarricular world the
student will face cc hen lie or she leases
the ESOL classroom.

the field has recently,' put forth
classroom activities such as realistic
dialogues, role playing, and other de-
vices aimed at strengthening the stu-
dent's ability to manage daily tasks
(making phone calk, asking directions,
buying theater tickets, etc.), as a cure
if not the elixir itself, no approlicht in-
cluding this emphasis on communicative
competence, has yet solved the prob-
lem.

At the State University of New York's
Old Westbury campus on Long Island
the problem is intensified. The weekly
academic schedule consists, of classes
held twice a tveek with Wednesdays
reserved hit faculty; meetings, a clay free
of classes -for the Majority of students.,
In addition, since moss students are
abt to arrange a two-day class schedule,
they are in class nearly all of those clays.
After finishing class, the commuter stu-
dents, the majority,,leave the campus,
the resident foreign studei,ds--retreat to
the dormitory, to their own ethnic
groups; and to the security of their own
languages.

Wednesdays, then, have become a
weekly detour on the highway of second

° language learning, the main direction
held only by the two-hour, twice -a -week
classes.

To help the student keep to the main
language road I sought to develop a
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weekly supplementary language pro-
gram to be held on Wednesday morn-
ings. .From the start the goals were
clear The program must first offer stu-
dents an opportunity to converse with
natic e speakers other than their class-
mom instructors in informal, colloquial
English, English borne of an everydaci`
American life experience they, isolated
on a suburban campus or limited to a
mono-ethnic environment, do not have
access to and or do not use. Second,
the format must halve a cultural com-
ponent, one that will expose them to
persons in and aspects of the society
they had not pi C \ iously known, en-
countered, or imagined.

So, m the Fall of 1980,91 announced
in all ESL classes and advertised in
SeN era] campus pnlilicationsi series of
:,'English Cons ersation Hums." I planned
a two-hour session each Wednesday
from 10:00 a nn. to 12:00 noon The
format consisted of a guest speaker ad-
dressing the students for -15 minutes to
an hour, followed by a one-hour discus-
sion %Nab the speaker and among the
group on the topic or on related mat-
ters

Several American students, native
speakers of English, are invited to at-
tend and 'take part m the discussion:
Their presence supplies additional \ oices
and attitudes, and, at the same time,
the American students function as peers,
helping to put the foreign students more
at case. This they accomplish first by
stationing themseh es throughout the
vont noticing when a student did not
understand a word or concept and alert-
ing the guest speaker, second, adding
another perspective to the discussion,
thus demonstrating to the non-native
speaker of English how at ,least one
American thinks; and, finally, by en-
couraging, joking, and even laughing
with the non-native speakers, giving
the a feeling of confidence and be-
longing.

As coordinator of the program, I have
the responsibility for a variety of tasks.

addition to the planning stages, in
which I choose and secure the speakers
to. visit the group and arrange for4thc
room, equipment, and refreshmentS,
also handle some small but, cruCia.l 'tasks
du5ing the sessions themselvg..Pinti:o-
duce the speakers, stimulatelthe discus-
Sion when pecessary, remind the guests,
who are not usually ESOL professionals,
of Ole need ro explain or repeat a, word
or phrase, and generally act as trouble-
shooter and welder of group unity.

During the Fall semester, 1980, speak-
ers from off-campus included a journalist
who had served as a correspondent in
Iran,.who spoke of the difficulty of being
the only woman reporter among an all
male news crew;'a freelance editor and
jazz chant leader, who led the class in

jazz chanting and spoke of her experi-
ences in the publishing world, and a
New York State Assemblygnan, who ex-
plained the behind-the-scenes working
of the American political system.

From on campus came a marine bi-
ologist; a psychologist specializing in
the family; and the Director, of the col-
.lege art gallery. These speakeis dis-
cussed topics relatO to their rcspeetive
fields.

Other programs included films on the
American labor union movement, a lee `4
ture on Black poetry, and a session of
singing American folk songs.

The students' response has been over-
whelmingly favorable They have lis-
tened intently. Although shy at first, they
have expressed their opinions They
hale become mole verbal. Stimulated
by the encouragement of the speaker,
always amiable and sensitive to their
language difficulties, they have offered
parallel situations in ieir own countries
to those inentionl by the speakers and
liae ecen probeil °the speakers' asser-
tions. NIol eover, they leas e enjoyed
themselves They has c relayed They
themscVes arc feeling a sense of their
ctrowing .knowledge of Amencan culture,
customs, and institutions and ofdeheir
increased capacity in English.

C'ommuter, students who had not been
scheduled to be on campus on Wednes-
days began to participate In addition,
not only have the students asked some
of the speakers to return, but the volun-
teer speakers thepselves have mentioned
how much they enjoyed the time -and
ha\ e expressed the desire to return.

One benefit of the program is the
aried voices students have the oppor-

tunity to hear and to process Intona-
tions from many regions, prOfessions,
and ethnic backgrounds reach their ears.
They said that by listening to the varied
cadences.of the speakers their awareness
of American speech rhythms. had been
enlarged. Embedded within these ca-
dences are more than sounds, of course;
the nuances, the thought pattern of
Americans penctkate the students' eon-
sem usiteSss.

An, additional pfactleai benefit is the
contact the students make with content
cpurse professors whose subjects they
May later elect. In this way they are
informally introduced to the professors'
areas of interest and to the professors'
modes of instruction. They are in a
better position to know if one or the
other interests them.

To recruit pouible speakers one might
profitably glanee at the college catalog,
the `Agencies and Organizations section
of the Yellow Pa-ges and doily and Sun-
day newspapers m which names of
likely and lively ests might be taken.

The ."English onver§ation Hours"

Continued on page 31
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Continued from page 29

program, as it is called, requires 'only- a
classroom (a lounge or non-classroom
atmosphere is preferable), volunteers
selected from areas of American life,
American students if available or others,

,',..,. -". and a coordinator. It requires little if
any administrative input. In an ESOI,
program of several faculty members the
duties of 'program organization can rotate
from person to person each semester:

Easy to organize, inexpensive to oper-
ate, fun to lead, the "English Convers'a-
tion Hours" here at the State University

r of New York at Old Westbury have. ,

helped keep the ESOL students on the
, main route of langtiage learning' and
..iV'

>=',... -. . simultaneously converted an apparent
;-,- deficit empty Wednesdays into a
.,,i;',==' . , benefit. 0
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Richard Yorkey needs no introduction
to many TESOL members who look for
practical classroom ideas. Thus, it is
with pleasure that we print a lesson
idea which he shared with teachers at
the TEAL (Teachers of. English as an
Additional Language) Conference in
Vancouver, British Columbia in March,
1981. Other Yorkey .- lessons will follow
in the next TESOL Newsletter' under
"It Works."

SHUFFLED COMICS

by Richard Yorkey
St. Michael's College

Many teachers have used strip stories'
to practice counnunication among stu-
dents by means of a problem-solvini ap-
proach that requires what Rivers calk
"autonomous interaction."2 An extension
of this technique is comic strip stories,
or what I call Shuffled Comics. The
activity is a kind of visual version of ''"d
strip story, but rather than memorize
Stqtences in order to reconstruct a story,
students must describe a scene and re-
port the dialog.

Not all comics are equally useful for
this activity. So far I have fdund that
the comic strip of Blondie is ,the most
consistently useful, primarily because it
deals wifh everyday domestic situations
that relate to English-speaking customs
'and culture. (This comic strip is also
fun for some students because it is al-
ready familiar to them as Dagbert in
French or Lorenzo and Pepita in Span -

/1s r-) Occasionally The Wizard of- Id,
B.C., or Peanuts can be used, but each
of them has its own kind of humor and
cultural Teferences that may need to be
explained.

The preparation for Shuffled Comics
is'easy. Simply cut vout each panel of the
comict,strip and paste, it on a 3x5-inch
card. I have found that fewer than six
or seven panels do not present enough
Challenge to make the interaction either
interesting or.telpful. And more than a

. dozen panels- make the activity un-
wieldly and too mulch of a clerical task.

The following twelve (randomly ar-,.
ranged) panels from Blondie are an
effective example of the.t4chnique. After
cutting and pasting, I shuffle the cards
and distribute one to. each student. (If
you are fortunate to have fewer than
twelve, some students, can have twg
cards. If you have many more than
twelve, perhaps two groups can practice
communication with Shuffled Comics
simultaneously.)
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Each student is asked to tell what the
characters are doing and saying. A lot
of preset continuous tense is usually
elicited ( example, Dagwood and
Blondie are standing outside ?heir
house), occasionally other tenses (Dag-

-wood has just closed the door), andlre-
quent, natural use of the present tense
with reported speech (Blondie asks
Dagwood if he has his wallet, or Dag-
wood tells her 'that he has it in his
pocket.)

This particular comic-strip happens to
have many examples of Yes-No iquet-
tions.. Do you have your wallet? Did you
remember, . . ? Are you sure you didn't
forget anything? Students in my class
were fascinated by the different ways in
which the affirmative reply can be
spoken: Yes, Sure did; Posit*, Of
courseor even, what is especiallkcom-
mon in Vermont, Yep.

Because students cannot see each
other's part of the comic strip, they must
rely solely on their accuracy of verbal
comnmulcation and comprehension in
order to reassemble the pictures into
their original order. After my students
discussed possible sequences and their
reasons, and then finally agreed pn an
appropriate order, they gathered around
the desk and physically placed each pic-
ture in its proper place. As a conclusion,
several couples read the parts of Dag-

_.

wood and Blondie as a kind of dialog.
(With an especially good class, a nar-
rator can be assigned to describe each
scene before the dialog is spoken.) The
dialog reviewed and reiriforced the ques-
tion patterns. Students also, incidentally,
enjoyed referring to each other as honey
or dear! One student also experimented
with different intonations to indicate the
increasing .irritation of Dagwoodand
then a humiliated tone when he dis-
covers.he has forgotten the tickets.

At the end of this activity, two other
points came up One girl asked about
the appropriateness of tb.a prepositional
phrase at the end of the punch line
(That's what I left the ticket on top of).
Some previous teacher had probably
taught her never to end a sentence with
a preposition, and her question led tor
a valuable discussion about grammar
rules, styles. and the distinction between
speaking and writing. I myself drew at-
tention to one aspect of \the humor
which non-native-speakers of English
could not be expected to appreciate. The
idiom, everything but the kitchen sink,
%%as unfamiliar to everyone in class, but
they %%ere amused to learn the expres----
Sion and volunteered various translations
in their language. Students were also
pleasantly surprised to discover that the
idiom is included in the Longman Dic-

Continued on next page
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tionary of ContemporarY English. (It is
not listed in Oxford Advav_ced Learner's
.Dictionary of Current English or in any
of the standard American desk diction-
aries.)

This kind,of activity is quick and easy
to prepare and not too time-consuming
in class. Most of all, it is a pleasant
purposeful way to practice recognition
of vist9,1 and grammatical sequence
signals 6nd 'to reinforce oral communica-
tion and aural compreherision. - 0
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AN APPROACH TO TEA HING E.S.L.

READING TO LITERATE ADULTS

by Joanne
and Kathy Reyen udd

Truman College, Chicago

We have found that .despite the fact
that our students may be fluent readers
in their native languages, they often can-
not transfer these skills to reading in
English. They are focused on the word,
rather than on the entire text, are tied
to their dictionaries, read slowly and
word...11y word, and have unreasonable
expectations cabout how much they

'should be able to understand. We have
to help our students learn hOw to relax
with reading. We halve to teach them
how to guess meanings by using signal
words and context clues. Our students
need to be aware of the rhetorical pat-
terns of English so that they can identify
main ideas, distinguish generalizations
from specifics, and read critically. We
have to be aware of the underlying cul-
tural assumptions in readings we assign
and we need to promote cultural aware-
ness in the classroom. Most importantly.
our students need to be able to deter-
mine their purpose for reading and to
be able to choose appropriate strategies
to achieve their goals.

By asking our students, we learned
that they need to read a variety of dif-
ferent things in English: textbooks,
newspapers, business reports and letters,
menus, signs, etc. As we examined the
skills of successful reading, we found
that there is a lot of overlap between
the skills needed to read the _various
materials that our students confront. For
example, students may skim a newspa-
per as wellLis the phone book. Context
clues, can b used to determine the'
meaning of an unfamiliar word. in a text-
book as well as an a novel. This paper
will explain approaches to teaching read-
ing skills which we bellexe can help our
students to improve.

We begin wit some assumptions
about readineThas d on Kenneth Good-
man and other readings. Goodman says
that reading is a "psycholingliistic guess-
ing game" (1972), involving the reader
actively in the process of receiving the
message that the writer has put on the
page. Another way to say this is that
reading consists of an interaction be-
tween the knowledge the-reader has and
the message (information) the waiter
has communicated. Reading is not just
putting sounds together, native speakers
decode directly from the text to the
meaning without, recourse to sound. The
goal for second-language readers, of
course, is to approximate as closely as
possible the skills of native speakers.
Reading is not just word recog2ition.
For example. *saw this is one 1 Ihe.
is a collection of words, but it has no
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meaning at all. Rearranged, "This is-the
one I saw," it still has very little mean-
ing without a context. Is one a movie,
a dog, a person, a house? Reading is
ideas, and anything less than that is not
really reading -but word-calling. There
must be interactions between the reader
and the writer (via the message): The
reader must be an active participant in
the communicative process, bringing
ideas and expectations to the text and

. integrating the author's ideas ir*o what
s he knows of the world.-In summary,
reading is getting meaning, always in
context.

Given here are skills approaches to
reading, because we want students to
apply what they learn in our reading
classes to whatever reading they do out-
side of class.

How do our students approach read-
ing in English, and how does their. ap-
proach inhibit them from becomingflnent
readers? Perhaps one of The misconcep-
tions about reading is that adults who
arc fluent readers in their native lan-
guage will automatically be able to
transfer these reading skills to a second
language once they haze learned enough
of the language to be able to read it
Our own experience reading in the lan-
guages we studied in, college shows us
that such is not the case. We found odr-
selves frustrated and unsuccessful de-
spite the fact that we are fluent reader's,
in English. We all have also had- numer-
ous students who were well-educated in
their 'lathe countries who are, never-
theless, extremely handicapped :gien
attempting to read in Englisli.

Why is this the case? Our students,
beZause they are reading in a language
that is not their own, tend to focus on
the word as the unit of meaning instead
of looking beyond the word to the sen-
tence, paraeaph and the entire text. As
a result, they find themselves immensely
frustrated since they may encounter
sexeral words in a single sentence whose
meaning they are unsure of. They stop
at each unfamiliar word, afraid to go
on for fear of missing something. They
are tied to their dictionaries, telying on
translation to understand word mean-
ings. They end up spending more time
looking up words than they do reading
the text.

Other strategies also inhibit our stu-
dents when they read in English. For
one, our students tend to have unrealis-
tic expectations of how rliuch they
should be able to understand. They feel
frustrated and dissatisfied ,if they haxe
less than 100% comprehension. In addi-
tion, our students. generally read every-
thing the same wag, regardless of the
type of text, they read newspapers,
stories and textbooks in the same man-
ner. Finally, many of our students read
aloucl,,or subvocalize which slows them
down and may inhibit comprehension.

How Can We Help Students,to
Change Their Strategies?

First of all, we need to help our stu-
dents relax with reading and to ircon-
sider the strategies they use. We like to
begin our reading classes each semester
by qlscusslg with our students how
they read i English, what they think
is the best way to read, and the prob-
lems they has in reading) This is usu-
ally a lively and thought-provoking dis-
cussion for our studisnts because it gets
to the heart of their frustrations with
reading in a language not their own.
Although this is only the first step in a
our- campaign to help. our students
change their reading strategies; some of
our students exhibit a xisible sense of
relief as they are introduced to the idea
that they are not expected to understand
100% of what they read, that they (loin
have to look up every word, and that
they can and should read faster.

Of course, we has e not won oxer our
students tti mu side ss all this maw! -dis-
cussion. Some may concede that our
approach has ealialat,-.1'ellile others ma>
remain un«mMeed Therefore, we like
to 'spend the, fiist,sueek or two of the
semester 'doing classroom exercises that
focus on what our students know rather
than what they dinitt know. They are
onlytoo aware oasAvleat they don't know.
Our goal is to conduce 'them that in
many eases, they already possess the
tools to un&rstand what they are read-,,
ing.

- cans; use exercises that -help stu-
dents realize that they don't need to
understand evcry word in order to un-
derstad thc; general idea of what they
are reading and that understanding the
general ijea is all they can expect from,
themselx es until they are fluent in En
glish. One way to do this is by having
the students read ra passage with words

I missing. Students discover that they are
still ablj to understand die meaning of
the passage.; Another kind of exercise
that can acciamplish this same purpose
is a recall exercise. Students read a pas-
sage without (he help of 'a dictionary,
then close their .books and Mier recall
orally or write down ex erythinr.they
remember. We haze done this exercise,
first asking students what 'percent of the
passage they understand, and have got- `'
ten low estimates like 40-50%. 'However,
when asked to recall, students covered
all the man, ideas of the passage. They
were surprised when it wa s pointed out
to them that they had ulderstood every-
thing that was important, and that they
had only missed some of the details.
Students tend to base their percentages
on the number of Raw' otds they, don't
recognize rather thaso on whether~ or not
they got the. idea.: These kids of ex-
ercises help to cjiange their concept of
what is important '11.1 reading.

11 Continued on next page
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In addition, we can also present ex-
ercises that convince them that when
they need to know words, they can often
figure out,the meanings by themselves.
We can do this by presenting exercises
where the contexts are so obvious that
students can't fail to understand the
meaning of a new word. For example:
It was hazy outside, so I could not see
clearly.

Once we have gotten our students to
think differently about their approach
to reading, we can begin to teach addi-
tional skills in the reading. class. For
the sake of convenience, we have di-
vided these skills into two areas
language-related slcills and text-related
skills, though this is an artificial divi-
sion, and they overlap one another.
Language Skills

After we have proven to the students
that they don't have to depend on the
dictionary each time they come across
an tinfaniiliar word, we hive to teach
them skills that will help them to guess
the general meaning of the word. Guess-
ing, cannot be exact, nor is the *exact
meaning 'necessary. This needs to be
pointed 'out to our students. The skills
we have to teach fall Into three cate-
gories;
1. determining the part of speech of

the unknown word
/

2. using context clues to guess , the
meaning of the word

3. using morphological clues .to guess
meaning.

Our students need to be aware of
clues that will help them to determine
the part of speech of the unknown word
as this will help them to limit the range
of their guessing. If the word could be
any part of speech, the student has no-
where to start from in trying to guess.
We have found this to be a problem
with our ESL. students, who need to be
taught a sensitivity to the clues that are
present. However,. these clues are not
infallible. 'Students must also be taught
to look not only at the word itself, not
only at the surrounding .words,, but at
the entire sentence, paragraph and text
for clues.

There are two types of clues that can
help students determine the part of
speech of an unknown word. These are

. grammatical markers and syntactic clues.
The ,parts of speech identified by these
clues are nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs.

Students can be sensitized to these
clues by using worksheets that focus on
the clues. For example, a sample work-
sheet focusing on syntactic clues would
contain sentences with words missing,
but with the signal word present.>Atu-
dents would be asked to determine the
part of speech of the missing word and
to identify the signal they used. The ex-

'ercise is good to help students use more
than one signal, and to show them that
no signal works 100% of the time. For
example:

In order to be eligible for financial
aid at Truman College 'a
must be a citizen or peimaneut re-
sident of the U.S.

Students should be able to identify
a as a signal for a *noun. However, an
article can also be followed by an ad-
jective or an adverb, so students must
look beyond to see that a modal follows
the blank and therefore, the missing
word is a noun. The exercise can be
carried one step further by asking stu-
dents` to supply any noun. that fits the
meaning of the sentence.

A. similar worksheet can be devised
for grammaticarmarkers. Students can
be given sentences where one word is
unknown, and they should be able to
use grammatical markers And any other
clues present to determine the part of
speech. For example:,

The school determines who is eligi-
ble for the work-study program,
how much they will earn, and where
they will work.

The students should be able to identify
the s as a graminatical marker. the s
by itself isn't enough, however, to signal

erb, as It is also the plural marker
Continued on next page
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for nouns, Students must also use syn-
tactic clues here.

After doing exercises with isolateci
sentences, students can thedbe asked
to 1b'the same thing when reading an
entire text. This kind of skill can be
reinforced throughout the semester.

After students know how to determine
the part of speech of the unknown word,
they canalso be taught to use the clues
within the text, both before and after
the unknown word, to narrow the mean-
ing of the word.Again, students should
not be aiming for an exact definition.
After looking at a large number of read-
ing texts which list varying kinds of
context clues, we have come up with
six comprehensive categories. Except for
the last ca gory, each has signal words
that are tines to meaning. However,
these kinds of contexts can exist without
the signals. The exercises we do in the
classroom are used .to heighten students'
awareness and to increase their sensi-
tivity'to the isignal words and the wit-
texts in which they occur.

Again, once exercises like these have
been done at the sentience level, students
can be asked to apply the .sante skills
when reading an entire text.

The third element in word attack
skills is the morphological analysis of
words. We can teach them the most
common prefixes, suffixes and stems and
show them how these combirie and how
this can aid in understandipg words

within a context. In class, we can give
students 'worksheets in which they have
to match meanings once they know the
meaning of a particular prefix, ,suffix, or
stern. We can also haiie them create
words with a particular` meaning. Again,
context is a must as some prefixes and
Suffixes hav thore than one meaning.
For ,example' -eA can mean wide of as
in wooden` ause to tie as in sharpen,
and put int as in encircle. Or, there
may be different stems with similar
meanings /whers_only context will help.
For example, -dis and -un both can mean
not or lipyposite of, so that only context
will help our students understand the
different in meaning between dislike
and or discover andluncover.

The o her language area that inter-
feres wi h our students' understanding
of a text is substitutions and deletions.
A breakdown in understanding a. text,
particularly a complex one may occur
when words are substituted or deleted
and st ents are unaware of what the
substitu tie stand for or what the de-

ll
leted -1,),'ortis are. We used A Concise
Granonar of Contempotary English l),,
Quirk iand_ Greenbaum (1975) to aid
us ,6.111 our compilation of the kinds of
substi talons and deletions that occur in
Engh h. We hal, e eliminated sonic of
.thein and recombined reorganized
others with pedagogical considerations
in mind. We have listed two kinds of
substitutions and three kinds of dele-
tions that should be taught in the ESL
reading class.

In the classroom, one effective way to

sensitize students to substitutions is to
take a text, such as an article in a stu-
dent newspape'r, circle all the pro forms,
and have students identify what they
refer to. Students can also be asked to
do substitution exercises themselves,
where they actually supply the pro
forms.

To sensitize students to deletions, stu-
dents can work with the same text, and
can `b'e asked to supply what 'has been
deleted. They can also be asked, to
create deletions themselves.

Textrelated Skills

One important rhetoricaNdevice of
English is the use of generalizations sup-
ported by examples in expository prose
Like everything else that seems clear
and straightforw ard to native speakers,
this concept is one which ,ESL stu
dents need to be made aware or They
need to know how to recognize and
identify generalizations and distinguish
them from ex.4.iiples. We introduce the

'concepts of generalization and example
and teach the 1, ocabulary peculiar to
each lin general, on the whole, always
nev'e'r Ns. for vtatnple, for instance).

vve ask' students to identify the
generalization in a paragraph, noting its/
location, and then we ask them to
identify the examples, noting the pro-
portion of examples to generalizations
We provide other paragraphs or longer
'writings for students-to examine as well.
A more sophisticated skill is determining
whether or not the examples given ac-

Cotftinued on page 19
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tindly support the generalization. These
are skills of critical reading. After teach-
ing generalizations and examples early
in the semester, we continue identifying
them throughout the semester, making
sure that students know what to look
forand how to spot them. Students can
then make use of the concept as a ineans
of identifying the main idea, in skim-
ming, and in locating topic sentences.
They need to be able to distinguish ex-
amples in ,scanning for specific informa-
tion and evaluating arguments.

Not all cultures and languages orga-
nize information in the same way; ds
result the rhetorical conventions of ex-
p tory prose differ from one language
to another. Kaplan (1966) points out
the circular pattern of exposition in
Oriental writing vs. linearity in English
vs. the greater' latitude of digression
permitted in Semitic writing Our stu-
dents need to be exposed to the styles
of English rhetoric so that they can
make tine of them in understanding
what they read in English. If successful
reading depends upon accurate ,Dredic-
bon of what is to follow, as in Good-
man's guesyng ganrje, then knowing the
rhelaicalistructures' and kow they func-,
tion will enhance fluent reading by in-
creasing the:likeljhood of successful pre-
diction.

Ii4,\Engli$11,,t4,,colierpt of ,generalizap.,
tion and example le s to, th:b, structure
of main idea and details. Many reading
texts asfc 9liestions about the math idetc;
of a reading selection', but usually there
are far more questions about the details
Sinte the main _idea is the mast im-
portant one, it seems logical that more
attention in reading class should be de-
voted to finding it, being sure all sue
dents understand it, and clarifying how
the details are subordinate, The ratio of
detail to main idea questions min most
reading texts, however, is just the op-
posite of this, leading students to focus
on minute details while'running theris'k
of missing the main point.

Just as students should' be exposed to
the vocabulary of erteralizations and
examples, they Id be' taught the
clues that Englis etoric provides for
identifying the main idea, such as topic
sentences, conclusions, and phrases
(mast important, etc.). Ideas that sup-
port the main idea are generally identi-
fied by for example, in-addition, more-
over, etc.4Students also need to know
how, to identify , and evaluate ideas
which are in opposition to the main

' idea. These may be introduced by
phrases like on the other hand, smite say,
however, and others. In a text, we ex-
pect to find fewer 01, these than sup-
porting ideas.

3f the reader understands the main
ti
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idea of a piece, this is often sufficient.
Many of our students believe that they
must understand every small detail of
what they read. 'ESL reading tevs
may gne far More comprehension ques-
tions than a pagsagetvarrants. The ques-
tions often focus'i'm minute, nonessential
details If that's wh t texts do, teachers
may follow, even tho gh it goes-against
their common sense. We do our stu-
dents a disservice, ..however, if we insist
they 'rewl everything that we give them
to find all the little insignificant details.
This 'practice only reinforces their (fal-
lacious) idea that every word on the
page Ise equally important and deserving
of attention.

Two of the tools students need for
inavinally efficient reading are skimming
and scanning. Skimming is quid read-
ing for the general idea(s) of a passage.
Preiew skimming is used to .decide
whether or not to read something more
thoroughly, while `overview skimming
is used when there is no time for a more
complete reading. Scanning is looking
quickly for specific information using
textual, clues plus graphic information
We scan to find niformation in a dic-
tionara of telephone book as well as to
find the answer to a specific question m
prose.

If preview skinning dud other rea"(1.-

mg exercises are to be meaningful, there
-"ininst, be

materials
for -reading of student-

selected i%atenals c:fasi. Only by hay-
ing students spend time in Class reading

the instwuctor enwre 11 that they
;_r asstgurnent and 2) that they

-1 ;-witimilt their bilingual die-
readirige lab with -.a large

eloctite-"lif materials at different levels
and on different subjects is best suited
for this., anirther p6ssibility is to collect
articles fromnewspaperS and magazines

viiich will not be out
nd to provide a file

of these for studlts tea choose from fol.
n-class sealing.,, "he fallow-up exercises
can include explaining the article's .idea
or story's plot' to another stucli'mt who
has not read it ttaswering qu ions the
teacher hasp prepared, o nothing.
Sometiprs just 'reading is" 9noug In
real life; we often read eith r, for plc -
sure °I to pass the time. Stqde
times need to read things tor whic
are not held accountable.

° An essential idea' in all of-this is the
concept of deteripinillg PurpoF for read-
ing and then sus ng ding strategy to
meet that purpose. is need to be
flexible both in speed o re'ading and in
choice of strategy; a teacher; our goal
is to teach students to determine4 their
own purpose and to -Adopt' the needed
strategies (Clarke Silberstein 1979:
50). We find that i r students tend to
approach everything to be read in En-
glish as if it had to be studied, but we

(choosiii those
of date next, -we

try to teac- h them a variety of techni-
ques and shay them how different ones
are appropriate in different situations.
Among the Narious techniques students
shouldlie able to employ are skimming
and scanning, as mentioned allove, as
well as study techniques such is SQ3R
(Sure, Question, Read, Recite, Re-
% ic%% ) of S 11.A fame. ESL students
need to increase their reading rate, but
they must also know when to slow down

,for specific tasks.
In prereading actuities, ESL teach-

ers _are faniiliar with. the technique of
previewing unfamiliar vocabulary or
synta'X'hkely to present problems in com-
prehension for students. Selekman and
Kleininann (1978) argue that we should
not neglecaLprm.iewing unfamiliar socio-
cultural concepts as part of, prereadin'g.
Based n their eamples, we have used
pre% iewmg ltural concepts in our
classes with d results.

Selekman .nd Kleinmann maintain
that students'. acti% e involvement in a
simulation fansing on the cultural con-
cept is the best: way to ensure students'
understanding of, as well afi ol \foment

the reinling.. We hin c found that
identifying the underh ing cultural a'
sumptions is in itself- a worthwhile proj-
ect for thE Instructor, who is forced to
examine American culture somewhat

fioni die %iewpoint of the nob-native
student. The result of this can be in-
creased awareness gin the part of the
instructor that there are indeed assump-
tions which are not shared --`r een
lecognizedby students fmni other cul-
tures.
Conclusion

The approaches to reading instruction
'described here can be incorporated into
reading classes for literate adults at
various INeLs of ESL study. Beginning
with the deliberate modifications of their
reading strategies and continuing
throughout the course to add flexibility
by means of increasing the repertoire of
skills students have to draw upon, %'ire

luipe to produce independent second..
language readers who can set their own
reasonable goals and then accomplish
them with success and confidence. c]
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' From the point of view of techni-
cians, the role of teacher involves., a.),.
luw personal ins olvement in shaping the

by George H. Hepworth and instructional process; one Alerely- does

Karl J. Krahnke what one is required to do, b) practical
concerns only, i.e., "teaching a good
class". Theoretical matters are beyond
the scope of the -jab; c) teaching to-
wards easily quantifiable ol5jectiyes
lessons taught, scores increased, per-
formance objectives met.' The relation-
ship of these outcomes to more realistic
or individual needs is not a matter of
concern for teachers themselves, d) con-
cern with students only in the class-
room; e) heavy reliance on published
materials and materials in general, espe-
cia115/. comprehensive packages or those
that reflect an identifiable "approach";
f) -voluntary compliance with employ-
ment and program management
cies.

In summary,' technicians are mete-
rials-oriented teachers who are infer-
ested in the practical, not the theoreti-
cal, are systematic, organized, and
interested in minimming the individual
differences between students and be-
tween teachers. Technic ins believe that
program management irthe iespousi-
bilits of the nianagement and that
teachers' (uncoils are peripheral or sub-.

.4, ordinate.
At the other extreme are the teachers -

as- artists. Teachers exhibiting similari-
ties to this type are pro'hably far more
numerous than those approximating the

(technician. Artists view themselves as
working in a lassroom-studio where
their creativity and individuality are
highly-valued. They believe that, a)
teaching is an individual act which is
heavily depehdent on personality and
experience. Many believe that."teachers
are born, not made", and while trhining
can 'be useful, personal classroom ex-
perience is the key to development of
good teachers; b) no existing approaches
of materiall are really adequate to the
task, so successful teaching requires a

:great deal of personal innovation and
creativenesg; c) because " approaches"
are inadequate, individual "techniques"
are more important in the success of
teaching, especially techniques that are
created by individual teachers;, d)
termine whether Pa technique orlactivity
is successful, whether, it works or not,
If something seems successlul.according
to a teacher's private criteria, that is
enough reason to prefer it over lome-

thing that a book or theorist has recom-
mended; e) each student is an individual
also, and good teachers determine irk
dividual needs and ,teach, to them. Stu-
dents' needs cannot and-44uld not be
predetermined; f) external and objective

'measures of student success and failure
such as standardized tests anti evalua-
tions done by persons unfamiliar with
the student and his or her instructional

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO RE?:' ,
. ROLE MODELS FOR THE ESL TEACHER

We have been employed as teachers
and administrators for the past several
ye rs in a variety of programs and wo

ve becOme increasingly concerned.
at a major source of dissatisfaction

with working conditions in the. field is
an absence of agreement as to what
professional ESL teachers are or what
t ey should be doing. In short, there is
a gck of a role model foi ESL teachers
bot enerally and in specific employ-

. ment settings. Our question is not one
of qualifications or standards, but of
what qualified teachers expect to do
and are expected to do as part of their
jobs, and what is excluded from rch
goectations.
'Confusion on this point has seriously
impaired relations between employers
and teachers in a number of cases wo
has e observed. Such confusion has di-

imshed the effectis eness of the -teach;
mg ilrograms and undermined morale,
someRtnes resulting in disillusioned
teachers who have just one more reason
to consider leas ing the field.

In an attempt to alleviate this stand --
off somewhat, we have developed three
opeiational role models. Our intent is
not to pitmote or recommend any par-

, ticular employer-employee relationship,
but to allow both participants in the
ielationship to better articulate their
conception of what it is ESL teachers
aretcr,,do in a give.,n position. We begin
by defining two extreme types, both
derived from elements found in actual
practice, and add a third, ideal, inter-
mediate type.. There are probably other
dimensions to the modelling. They
would be welcome additions to a con-
tinuing,. discussion of this matter.

On the one hand are the teachers
generally found in highly managed
teaching programs with \WI-defined
cun4cula and little need, for originality
or innovation. They are teachers -as-
technicians. In general, technicians are
viewed by management as interchange-
able with/any other teachers who meet
the same tninimal.set of qualifications.
More specifically, the employer may
view technicians as a) not expected to
develop materials Or apprOadhes but to
implement existing ones, usually follow-
inea highly structured syllabus based
on some comprehensive instructional
theory; b) expected to teach ti large
number of hours; c) expected to adhere
to program management policies such
.as record keeping, hours on the job,
preparation and submission of lesson
plans, etc.; d) hireable and fireable at
will, i.e., the relationship requires no
long-term commitment.
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experience are not valid. Such measures
do not take into account the teachers'
Contributions, which exceed the curric-s
ulum as defined by objectives, and they
do not measure the affective value of
teachers' contributions; g) the employ-
ment situation must include substantial
time for teachers to prepare their les-
sons (cf. b and c, above). Teaching
more thaw 10 or 15 hours a week re-
duces necessary, creativity and leads to
exhaustion and a deterioration of
teacher-effectiveness; h) good teachers
can only operate in skill areas and at
ability levels where their interests and
strengths apply., -?

From the point of view of an em-
ployer, artists are preferred when: a)
control of classroom content and proce-
dure is believed to be the responsibility
of individual teachers, b) program man-
agement is restricted to the formalities
of class size, room assignments, schedul-
ing, etc , c) coordination among teach-
ers is either not necessary or is sufficient
when conducted on an ad hoc basis;,d)
program goals, curriculum matters, poli-
cies regarding classroom procedure (at-
tendance, lesson plans, etc ), and pres-
ence on the job site are matters for
indi'idual teacher discretion or demo-
cratic determination. Management's role
is either advisory or limited to enforcing
the decisions of .individuals or the
group., ,

. In summary, teachers-as-artists are
characterized by a need to be free of
program , constraints which they pei-
ceive to interfere with creativity or with
the teachers' freedom to adapt to their
perception of students' real needs. Art-
ists claim to be able to achieve a high
degree of student involvement in their
classes because of their own coin
ment and skill at maximizing appropri-
ateness. Artists and their studentsoften
reportsa high degree of satisfaction with
a class, although this may, not correlate
with success measured objectively.

It would be possible and useful to
comet up with additional attributes .of
both extremes (and we would be inter-
esled,in your suggestions). What con-
cerns us here, however; is not the spe-
cification of the extremes but:, a) the
extent to which they are or should be
matched in practice; b) the degree to
which they differ from4extrerne to ex-
treme; and t) the degree to,-which
employers' and. employees' views of
teacher-roles differ. The first two con'
cerns should be . better addreVed by
teacher education programs and-by pro-
fession purnals and organizations.
Certific, n find other efforts towarct
Professional standardization are relevant
here. The third concern should be "ad-

- dressed to eknployerS,--either by individ-
uals in the process of job-hating, or

1 Continued on net page
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ROLE MODELS

Continued from page 23

again, by professional organizations,
Too often we have seen employers 'hire
under an unspoken understanding-of
one or the. other role-type and get the
opposite, to the dissatisfaction of both
parties. There is an. obligation on em-
ployers to articulate their conditions
and on teachers to seek and accept only
what they regard as professionally att
sponsible. .

. But many teachers and employers
reject both, role-types and claim some-
thing else which-is often an impossibly
incon§istent mixture of both. We believe
that there is an intermediate ideal, an
ideal which defines teachers who are
responsive to both the established goals
of a coordinated teaching program and
to the theoretical and practical state.
of-the-art. Ideal teachers actively and
continually try to achieve a balance be-
tween individual students' needs and
the concerns of the broader program.
Not surprisingly, we label our ideal
teachers-as-craftsmen.

In our definition of craftsmen we join
in a (rejection of %t:th extreme models.
Technicians are co enient for manage-
ment and several well-known ESL pro-
grams seem to be characterized by
something approaching this type. It is
unjust to characterize the whole profes-
-sion with this model, however. There is
no theory, approach, or set of materials
which can adequately determine class-
room practice. or program design in
ESL today. Inadequacy and inappro-
priateness require a significant amount
of teacher interpretation and contrib
tion.' Performance objectives can be i
strumental in defining and standardizing

'a .curriculum but no set of objectives
Adequately Characterizes communicative
competence in any &main, Objective
measures are useful in determining
some aspects of performance, but many
of the _major critical\ variables remain
resistant to measurement.

On the other- hand, the artist's highly
personal view of teaching precludes

'meaningful efforts toward program con-
tinuity and coordination. Cooperation,
between colleagues is difficult for artist's
since one teacher's goals 'and techniques
may not be 'compatible with another's.
The d ee to which 44,0sts restrict
themsel es. to certain skill-areas or abil-
ittydleve s hlits their ability to articulate

it classes with others in other areas
or levels because they are likely to lae
unfamiliar with what is taught elSe-
wheie.and quite likely to be distrustful
of others' techniques.

Finally, there is a:disturbing attitude
toward tae teaching act which is com-
mon to both many artists and techni-
cians, that is, that the subject matter'

..,

being taught is subordinate to the man-
ner in which it is taught. Extreme tech-
nicians believe that they an teach any-,
thing, given the right' techniques ma -,
terials and approach. Extreme artists
also believe that their approaches are' so
Original and distinctive that they will
work for almost anything or can be
adapted to almost anything. We reject
these extremes because -neither recog-
nizes the importance of the most salient
quality found in craftsmen: to begin
with knowledge and principles 'and to
modify them to the degree that individ-
ual cases require 'but program concerns
allow. .

ESL craftsmen are students (not
finished knowers) of the subject matter
first, and principled and disciplined
communicators of it second. Craftsmen
know the language, what is known
about it and what is not. Craftsmen also
know how languages can and cannot be

- taught, and how they may be taught
under what circumstances. All of this is
based on critical review of the.body of
knowledge- that constitntes the profes-
sion, not on hearsay or personal Specu-
lati n. Having prepared 'themselves,
era men approach the classroom with
a set df principled assumptions which
they a empt to apply in a contialled
and con istent manner to the reality of
the given class.

Because they re students of the sub-
ject they are a e
range of skill reas and ability levels,

to teach over abroad

modifying approaches accordingly.
Their knowledge, both theoretical and
practical, is .not bohnded by personal
experience nor embodied in whatever
set of materials is being used. They are
able to articulate their classes with
others at different levels and in different'
skill areas because they know what is,
or should be, taught elsewhere,in a co-
ordinated program. Craftsmen are
acutely aware of the need for ongoing,
self-education. They are aware that die

'teacher who does not seek 014 and share
knowledge is doomed to continually
reinventing the wheel.

The profession of teaching ESL con-
tains a healthy vuiety of teacher-types,
but, in pradtice,'''we laCk a definition..
This may be what leads so many em-
ployers to insist on "experience"' as the
single most important criterion in judg-
ing teachers, potentiat or practicing. We

lire suggesting that there are more spe-
cific criteria than that, that experience .

,,dada he evaluated. in tevis of the-kacher
rble it has prepared a candidatetot.
And the all-too-frequent conflict be
tween individual teacher goals and pro-

. gram or employer goals might be
avoided if more. attention were paid to
the role that We teacher, experienWd
or 'not, is expected to play in the overall'
instructional- process,
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CONFERENCE PAPER PRESENTATION: STEP-BY-STEP

PROCEDURES

Your paper has been accepted for con-
ference presentation. Initially you have
a burst of pride and,self-satisfaction that
your work has been considered valuable.
But, subsequently, you realize there are
several issues about the presentation to
be considered. Will you.plan to read the
paper as you have written it? Or, will
yqu adapt the written form to an oral
presentation: If the latter is your choice,
how is this done?

Although 'there ace some presenters
who literally stand in front of an audi-
ence and read what they have re-..
searyied and organized, the success of
this approach is questionable.' Possibly;
if you are well-known fo Your field, an
audience will allow you this type of
latitude. However, most people who take
part in such a session go `away feeling
they could have read the paper them-
selves and at their own convenience.
The nature of conference attendance al--
lows the professional several concurrent
options. Since sessions are chosen on the
basis of interest, need, and application
for the classroom, it is not uncommon for
people to walk in and out until they find
something they consider valuable. The

technique of reading a paper can be
/deadly. One must always be aware that

people consider their time a precious
asset and few will tolerate being bored.

How then can a writer be faithful .to
his conference topic and, at the same
time, keep his audience informed and
involved? Prior to the actual presenta-
tion, there are several options which can
be investigated. Basic to all these ap-
proaches is the premise that the written
word must be supplemented.' Supple-
ments can include: input and critiquing
from other professionals, audiovisual aids,
and audisoce participation.

No matter how thoroughly a topic has
been researched, people in the field have
both practical suggestions and additional
literary resources. Other professionals are
flattered When asked to critique another
person's work. Even though it might take
them considerable time to give either
verbal or written input, itsis rare to_find
a person who would refuse this oppo
tunity.

At, the most basic level, .a critique of
the clarityof the paper can be very help-

' .ful. Rewriting, no matter how frustrating
and time-consuming, should be an in-
herent part of paper presentation. In
fact, subsequent to the conference, re-

. quests for papers to be published in tl
conference journal are common. Written
revision, at this point, is time well spent.
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by Marge Kaplan
Roseville Minnesota Public Schools

Once the writer has revised his paper,
he tould re- outline its contents. This
can be used in two ways: first, as a
skeletal framework for the verbal pre-
sentation, and, second, as a guide for
creating an abstractthe written sum-
mary which will appear in the confer-
ence program.

Unlike the written 'paper, in ymir
"talking" paper audiovisual aids should
be plentiful. Initially, with the use of an
overhead projector, the presenter gon
flash an outline of what he will be dis-
cussing. The audience is then able to
get a quick overview of the pressntation
and is better prepared to ask questions.
This is also an excellent way to help
people remember what you have said.
A knowledgeable presenter must le
sensitive to the conference-goer who
attends several sessions in a brief period
of time. After the second or third pre-
sentation, the person watching starts to
confuse one paper or presentation with
another and can experience conference
"burnout." Audiovisuals will help, min-
imize this problem. If you must read
parts of your paper, follow the reading
with visual examples.

Another inclusion, often considered
essential to conference presentations, is
the use of the handout. Conference-goers
like to walliitaway with something they
can take home. Many people have been
sent by their schools or universities and
they are expected to share their experi-
ences. When the handout should be dis-
tributed varies with the topic presented.
Some feel that a handout is distracting
and should theiefore be given at the end
of the session. In this way, people have
a written record of what has been said,
can refer to it for ready recall, and, at
the same time, have given their full at-
tention to the oral pmsentation. Another
approach, is to distribute handouts as
people walk in. This worked well in a
group where suggestions for...encouraging
verbal interactions were given., Since
transparencies were also included in this
presentation, the participants could
quickly copy the information from the
visuals and put it beside the suggestions
on the hageout. In this way, if the ob-
server waiffed to ,summNrize the paper
for his colleagueVat home, the data was
alreadytorrelated.

How you handle audience involvement
is another area to be considered: Decide
what your comfort index is in dealing
with on-the-spot discussions, controversy
or problem - solving. If you don't want to
involve other professionals, discourage

questions or don't allow time for this to
take place. However, this aspect of a
presentation can be very exciting and
can provide the discussion leader and his
audience with supplemental information.

One part of paper presentation that is
rarely discussed is the financial cost.
Transparencies and Handouts are expen-
sive. Who is expected to finance these
extras? Several resources tre available
and should be investigated. In some in-
stances, your conference program chair-
person may have funds for this pinptise.
Or, your school or university may allow
use of their facilities. If these are not
options, the presenter must consider
financing the expenses himself and sub-
mitting the 1,Jill, as a deductible profes-
sional expense.
Now that you have intellectually

digested your solicited professional
critiques, revised your written paper,
decided on audiovisnaW and prepared
them, and structured the type of audi-
ence *participation you feel comfortable
with, it is professionally obligatory to
practice and time your "talking paper".
Using your skeletal-outline, coordinate:-1.--
when and. where you want to include
your audiovisuals and then rehearse ex-
actly what will be presented. Although
presenters lrave often had considerable
experience talking to groups, the flu-
idit yL. and coherence of your presentation
will be improved by practice and will
free you to deal with your live audience.

At this paint, you are ready. However,
don't forget, one important detailhow
you look, or more sophisticated terms,
your profes ional demeanor. Although
there will be many people at the confer:"
ence who ill De wearing informal cloth-
ing, you ay be surprised to find that
presenters are often wearing suits and
dresses. Being dressed more formally
adds a dimension of specialness -to how
you think of yourself and how your Audi-

, ence perceives you. Never underestimate
how valuable this is.

Although anxieties alidf nervousness
may precede your presentation, once you
begin an air of confidence is important.
You are a professional. You have some-
thing valuable to offer and the tone you
set should corretibrate this.

After all your preparations, you stand
before your audience" and give your
Paper. Afterwards, be critical and an-
alyze what went well 4nd what /needs

improvement. Many times you are'asked
to present the lalne paper again. So,
keep all your notes, you master copies
for handouts and your transparencies.
After having. gone 'through this experi-
ence, you should feel a sense of profes-
sional growth and achievement. You
have added a new dimension to your
skills and have shared information that
you have researched and synthesized
with other professionals. You are'to be
Congratulated!

3



A DIALOG IN VERSE CONCERNING

ENGLISH TEACHING

(an excerpt)

by Michael Skupin
University of Houston

Prof. Malleus accosteth Prof. Forceps

Malleus.

My students writhe and squirm; at times
they doze.

Beneath the Spartan mask their boregom
shows.

They doodle, sigh and daydream while I
sing

Of prepoSitions, and the joy they bring.
They die a thousand' deaths, they say,

More
The hour's up; they fidget, sleep,some

more.
They curse the clock, and hate the cl

like Hell;
Some file their nails, all strain to hear

the bell.
I rant, ,cajole and brandish charts and

books;
They sc wl there sullen-faced with

martyrs looks.
Nor clash of rods, projector's blinding

ray,
Nor chalkboard true commands is

they stray.
The choicest fruits of yon dittojnachine
I spread t'inflame them, still they sit

serene.
When old Ulysses to the mast was bound,
At least his ears were teased by Siren

sound;
But my disciples, like his wax-eared

crew,
Glide off I know not ivhere and dream

anew.
While yet my ,farewell echoes on the

.13'reez,
Their looks are gathered, and they

clutch their keys.
-And lo! the zombie throng that shu ed

in
Goes frisking forth to dally, loaf and sin.
I hear a varied'babble as they go,

`Of heathen tongues; the Bard's they do
forgo.

Now lordly coaches bear the gang away,
And I bewail another wasted day.
Like Jeremiah now I roam the half,
Lamenting that I even tried at all.

And yet,,as'l, distracted, pause to grieve,
I see your class, my colleague, will not

leave.
Still, still they press withquestions, still

earn
For words and,phrases: they are wild to

learn.
Behold, Juan leaps and pushes baCk his

chair.
Isis eyes-are wide, his hand is in the air.
Stalwart Mohammed scribbles what you

salt;

8

And lielmut goes not answerlesolaway,
Nor Yakov keen will let you go, until
You bless him, and his ears have had

their fill.
Like Gideon's squadrons drinking at the

shore
They lay thleir books not down while

heark'ning more:
Their dictionaries proud are_yet to hand.
No TOEFL-terrors fright this doughty

band.
Reluctantly they part. They warble clear
The new-discovered tongue they're

learning here.
A Delphi-pilgrim, huMble I tlbseech,
Oh, spurn' me not, but teach me tow to

teach! ,

y

11

y.

1.
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Forceps. ,

You rate yourself tog 'low and me 'too

You i t'improve your- style, and so
I do .

/be,t's= take nValk; I'll catch a tat8r bus.
We'll have ,a drink, and their we can

discuss
The statos`quo of gnglish as a trade:
The breakthroughs, fads and theories

that have made
This language-teaching business so in-

volved.
We'll pick through them until your prob-

leek's solved.

Malleus.

But soft! I hear a colleague's charges °
roar.
It is no. riot`; lie expounds his lore.
Now see, before a rainbow_ chart he

stands.
He open.s.not 'his mouth, but, wav his

hands.
He smites the colors with his wand, as

when .,
strucksbruck the rock for

il
thirstiy

men.
Now shrieks and cries of students fill the

air.

. Vir brains arepuzzled and their hearts

despair.
/he glowering Sphynxf now beckons,

now cloth quell
The 'ins that from their fevered

' thro lo_swell.
In vain they elambldl he spurs 'them

on, . .

Breaks silence only when he sees a yawn.
The color-blind, abandoned on the way,

Do pant and squint, but cannot join the
fray. .

Survivors, though, 'who master
-hue,

every

Like Siegfried, full of r'afnir's blood,
construe

Exotic meanings in the world around..
Some see a striped sweater, they, a

sound.
Whoje volumes NMI ne4ties, socks

and skirts,.
Andmyis:tairui,ies inscribed on tie-dyed

shifts '
Thesuenes richness and, the bower's

Will keep them well-read
idioms lade.

/ We leave you, ,druids, to your
bright,
Beyond our reach, bit not beyond our

Forceps,
In vino yentas, I say. Let's have a beer
And talk about the tricks of our career. Et,/

when their

language
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CHINA

-..;;;

Continued from page 9

on. China explain that Chinese people
whafbecome good friends of foreigners
may occasionallY. avoid their' friends for
short period; of .time. These. brief Its:;
appearances are sometimes due to pres-
sures, overt or covert, fr m ledders wish- .
ing to ensure. that their 'p l

exercise ,caution in dealing ith foreign-
do indeed

foreign-
ers. Foreigners seldom hear of problems
that Chinese people may be having with
their leaders, but if they should, old
China ha,nds advise, them never to: in-
tervene. . - .

On the plus side, we have already
made a numbei. of gobd friends-for life.
We have been freely exploring . every
nook and cranny of our city by bus, by
bicycle, and on foot and discovering its
secrets and surprisesc We have asked for
and received permission to visit villages
in the countryside normally closed ,to
foreigners, where no westerner has -lieen-
seen frit- the past thirty years and Lew
before that. Our students mastt be

. among the most eager/and willing in the
world. We are finding China in general
and northeastern China in partiiilar a
challenge and au. adventure.' Ton who
may be coritine. dur way, whether..by
plane or by armchair, welcome aboard!

Note: Any visitor to China will want to
do some background reading. There
are many' excellent books out on
China, both old and new. OUr favor-
ites are, in order of 'preference:

The Chinese: Portrait of a People, by
John Fraser

Chinese Shadows, by Simon Leys
In the Pepple's Republic, by Orville

Schell
Stilwell and the American Experiencr.

in China, by Barbara Tuchman
Red Star Over China, by Edgar Snow

COLORLESS_GREEN IDEAS

by Gregg Singer
Ohio University

What Means Ungrammatical?

I. It was a Pomeranian I thitik, but I
don't think so.

Malloy, Samuel Beckett

This is one of those things which
sounds harder to play than it sounds.

N?RC disc jockey

Keep shampoo out of eyes. If it does,
wash out with water.

Shampoo label

VI. With the radio_ blaring, she goes driv-
mg just as fast as she can now; She
forgot all about the library she told
her old nuns, now.

Fun, Fun, Fun, The Beach Boys

You suppose that I couhl walk across
the bay at low tide?

You might could.%

III.

V.

annotmcer dialedt exist which regular-
izes semantic tangles like H.? I think
not.
7.3 What the widespread acceptance of
sentences such as these seems to suggest
is that the actual standard we, as users
of.language, apply to language is one of
intelligibility. The only sentences which
actually slow us down are those in
which deviance ambiguates (vulgar
verb!) the speaker's intent. I'm certain
that those shampoo direction's' were
written by a native speaker and passed
the muster of countless advertising ex-
ecutives. III. is only ungrammatical if
grammaticality is defined as 'those ut-
terances which a trained linguist will
accept aft,er reflection'.

tinted from Ohio TESOL News.
X^t2 Spring -1981).

the

during the Structuralist hiattis,
the problem of 'correctness' has always
been a bugaboo for serious students of
language. In a sense, post-Chomskyean
linguistics has brought us full ,circle to
the prescriptivists of the 18th century;
again, linguistic principles are to be un-
earthed by discriminating well- from
ill.formed pieces of language.

Unfortunately though, grammaticaNir
as a concept seems unwilling to stand
still. The current tendency is to, regard
`deviant' words, sentences, or discourses
as performance errorsthat is, ,errors
which occur somewhere between the
brain's ideal language capacity and the'
mouth. I would submit, though, that all
of the -above sentences are clearly 'cle-,;-'-
viant' in some sense, but none are( the
esult .of performance errors. In fact,

none of them are even 'mistakes' in the
sense that Zwicky, Fromkin,.and others
have used the

The simplest form of deviance to ac-
count for is dialectal variance as in V.
There exists apparently a rule in North
Carolina English which permits the sub-
stitution of 'could' for 'be able to'. In
SAE, two modals can never come back
to back except in *bitting sentences,
e.g., 'I ean, can.1? ,

The other exiinples are more difficult
to account for, though. Do the Beach
Boys ,have a rule stating: 'About' can
never occur, twice in the same sentence,
especially if it interferes with rhyme
and meter? I doubt it; yet few Aan de-
tect the deviance of this sentengt, with-
out prompting.

Is Beckett, in I., unaware of the ,or-
dinary implications of doubling nega-
tion? Does advertising copy have its
own grammar such that III. is an 'at-
ceiitable' sentence pair? Or does a radio

tit

1

. . ,
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IT WORKS
Edited by Darlene Larson-.

New York University

Thanks again to Richard Yorkey for
sharing lesson ideas that he has found
successful. The following lesson descrip-
tions were first presented at the Ontario
TESOL Conference in Toronto, Decem-
ber, 1980. The TESOL Newsletter is
pleased to have them in "It Works."

PAIRED PRACTICE

by Richard Yorkey
St. Michael's College

One enjoyable way to get intermediate.
ESL students to interact with each other
is to challenge them with art! There are
two interaction activities of this kind
that I have found particularly useful.

Picture That!
Materials for this kind of oral lan-

guage practice are very simple to pre-
pare and easy td retrieve from your files
whenever there is time for this "struc-
tured interaction."

Students wprk in p'airs. Student A is
given a.picture such as the following:

41Your partner has a picture with
s'sfiCk figures'which he or she will de-
scribe to you. You must not look at
the picture! just _listen, and a your
partner describes each detail, recreate
the picture by drawing it in the frame
below. If your partner's directions do
not seem clear, ask for clarification.
Your purpose is to make your picture
as similar as possible to the one being
described to you. When you have
finished, look at the original pictqe.
Compare the two pictures and disculSi
any differences with your partner.

The beauty of this activity, aside from
its ease and speed of preparation, is that
students get immediate feedback. The
accuracy of the communication or com-
prehension is quickly verified simply by
comparing the drawing with the original
picture. In addition to this pedagogical
advantage, there is the great amusement
that students enjoy when they compare
all the art work of the class.

Picture Differences

In this language interaction, each one
of a pair of students is given a picture
that is similar _but not exactly alike.
Their task is to discover in what ways
the pictures are the same and different.
For example, each student is given one
of the pictures below and the following
directions:

Stick figures or stylized drawings of
an unusual scene are best. There should
be enough detail to elicit a reasonable
stretch of descriptive language but not
to much so that the drawing is clut-
tered or the communication takes too
long. The picture can be pasted inside
a manila folder so.theStudent A can
easily see the picture while describing it,
but Student B cannot see it. Student A
is given the following directions with
4ohe picture:

Your task is to describe this picture
to your partner. Your description must
be accurate enough so that he or she
can draw a similar picture. Your part-
ner must not look at the picture! He
or she can only listen, ask for clan-
ficatipn, and draw what you describe,
Afterlyour partner has drawn the pic-
ture from your description, compare
the two pictures and discuss any dif-
ferences.

o

Student B is given a paper, on which
is a blank box, the tame size as '.'s pic-
ture, and the following directions:.

TN 12/81

You and your partner= have pi4pres
that are similar but not exactly alike.
Describe your picture to each other
in order to discover their differences.
Do not look at each other's picture!

56'

Discover verbally, not visually, at
least a dozen ways in which the pic-
tures are different.

For teachers who do not have the time
or the talent to draw pictures, duplicate
illustrations might be cut from two mag-
azines and then, with typewriter correct
tion fluid, certain things be blocked out
and slight differ6ncei added: Again, fhe
accuracy of the communication or com-
prehension can .be immediately verifiea
when the two pictures are compared.

For this interaction activity, students
are given the task but no guidance On
how to proceed. Most of them start at
some specific point (the bus or the signs
in the shop, for example, or they start
at the left and work towards the right
although several of my Arab students
reversed this direction.). Somb students,
however, begin with a more global ap-
proach. In the case of one pair,,when a
student started this way ( "I lave a stn et
scene with a bus on the right and build-
ings on the left"), his partner inter-
rupted her to say, "No, nothink by
think." When this failed to communicate
his meaning, he rept'ocesset1 the messag,o-
and said, "Only one think at a time."
Somehow his partner understood this
and so she started with the windows at k
the upper let and there they quickly
discovered the first difference.

Activities of this kind, which include
common everyday words, often reveal
surprising Kind serious gaps in vocabu-
lary. These students (at Ja -high inter-
mediate level) had, just been reading
about deductive logic and had learned .

sua words as deduction, ambiguity,
premise, and inference. But they were
not sure of the word for curtains (and
in fact at first used their native language
word, cortinas): Not familiar with the
word pole,' they resortedto calling it a
flag stick.

Picture differences can sometimes be
especially designed to test lexical or
phonological prOblems caused by inter-
ferences of' the native languagefor ex-
ample, library for Bookstore, or as in this
particular picture, the 'pronunciation
contrast of Hal and Al.

Incidentally, foripaired 'practice of this
kind, a language lab can be useful. In
most current language laboratories, it is
possible to connect two students to-
gether so that they can converse with
each other as if they were speaking on
a telephone. A simple patch cord be-
tween the two inputs on the control con-
sole allows the .two students to com-
municate without interfpidwith others
in the lab. Furthermore, the teacher or
lab monitor can listen in, or even record
the conversation. Students enjoy listen-
ing, to themselves afterward, and many
°Ube\ error analysis studies that my
graduate students conduct are based on
the recorded data. 0
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ROLE PLAYING IN CLL FOR THE ESP
circle of learners free to move, behind
each of' them as necessary. A tape iv-

CLASSROOM corder and attached microphone (with
by Gt4egory J. Thompson () cord long enough to reach each learner

Yamaguchi University, Japan and with an on'off switch that con-
This paper describes the use of role trolled the tape recorder) wa's placed in

playing in the Community, Language the center of the table. As learners be-
Learning (Curran, 1972) milieu to gan -working on the task, the instructor
create an atmosphere for learners of En- positioned himself behind each speaker.
glish for Special Purposes that will en- If the speaker had no grammatical errors
able them to correct their own grammar and was. clearly able to communicate his
errors, incorporate a specialized vocabu- idea, the counselor tapped him lightly
lary into their conversation, and work on the shoulder to acknowledge that
toward attaining independence in using what he had said was correct and under-
English for their occupational purposes. standable. The speaker, in turn, repeated
Classes, averaging from 6-10 learners, the utterance into the microphone. If,
were conducted at large companies in on the other hand, a speaker made gram-
Japan whose members were training to matical or rhetorical errors, the coun-
go abroad for business trips. selor in a non-judgmental tone rephrased

Each class meeting was organized the speaker's utterance. Tlqe speaker then
around a task-oriented role play duel- repeated the corrected version into the
oped by the instructor based on real .micr9phone., the session continued in
problems faced by the company. On one this manner 'until the task was com-
occasion management trainees were pleted or until the group decided to
given the following hypothetical prob- postpone action on the problemusually

lem: about 60 minutes.
,

During the remaining class time, theThe Bun Filw Company, a major film instructor played back the tape so that
producing firm, relies on export sales for
about 50% of its inccSine. Recently, however, learners ecuild hear their problem-solv-
the rising value of the )..en has decreased ing efforts i» English after which they
inc-inning revenues from abroad. Unfortu- were given five minutes of silence to re-
nately domestic salq are saturated so die- Elect on the experience and to write
company's 'future emansion depends on how down questions or comments, if any.
well it can compete on- the world market, Learners were free to make comments
thus making any dr:astic price 'hike self-.
defeating In addition, the Japanese 'govern-
ment, tinder pressure from foreign countries
to reduce Jts huge trade stirphis,thas ufged

'large exporters (Including Buil) to .volun-
tarily curlyexports by 0%. If exports are not
restricted, there is a chance, that fo'reign

countries, will retaliate with protectionist
atariffs that would hamper efforts to expand

world trade. If the company does ciult. ex-
. , ports, however, there is a danger that com-

pany growth would, be halted and over -
ti of per§dtmel would lead to

bekluptcy
Learners were instructed to look up
meanings of new words and to readthe
passage bgfore coming to class. During
the learning session they were given
situation and task based on the problem
assigned for .reading:
Situationitace:, The executive meeting
room
Time: About 11:00 P.M.
People Present: Chairman of
President

President General iA Lfs
Tice Presidentersonnel 73,
Vice PresidentAccounts
Vice President Export Sales
Vjce OesidentDomestic Sales
Task .To reach a consensus` on a major
poliqy decision concerning exports that will
help the company without damaging the
company's external relation;;.

Learners assigned role, to each other
and began the meeting around a con-
ference table. The instructor assumed
the role of language counselor (Curran,
1976:26) placing himself behind the.

the Board

qr ask" questions after this period, but
the -instructor avoided direct explani,

tions, encouraging learners to assume an
inductive approach in solving their lan-
guage problems (since at their level that'
is what they would have to do anyway. ).
Supplemental readings taken from news-,
papers were provided to expose learners
to fie new vocabulary through a differ -
ent medium. In the following class ses-`4
sion, the instructor supplied copies of
the transcript of the taped role play for
learners' reference.

All learners in the class hail had, ap-
proximately 1t" 0 years of training in En=
gush, so none were considered rank
beginners. Based on Curran's (1976:28-
30) classifications of psychological dd.-
pendetke on the counselor where stage
I is total dependence and stage V is total
independence, most learners fell into
stages III and IV. Curran (1976:53)
suggests that learners in these stages
need the counselor only for immediate
correction of grammar errors and for
idioms and subtle expressions.

This particular course consisted of 16
role plays ranging from topics describing
personnel problems to marketing re-
search problems. The following is an-
other example of a conference-room role
play:, b.,

Problem:

The Buji Film CompAny is a major Japa-
nese Alm and camera producer. During the
70's the company, due to astute malt:Age-

5 ,

ment and quality engineering, penetrated
the world market with its products. It even
showed signs of threatening its giant com-
petitor, Westman Codak. Success, however,
is the product of good planningplanning
that must he 'begun years in advance based
on sound analysis of market trends.

The trends for the 80's do not look so
bright fur Buie should the company continue
its present course of production. It seems
that the development of sophisticated video
equipment is challenging the present-day
movie film (and perhaps 'still photography
as well) for recording events ,Indeed, when
a family can watch on their own television
set home movies of themsehres, a visible
threafrfo cow. entional film seems imminent.

Task:
L. Define the problem of the threat of video

tape to the conventional film industry.
2. Make predictions about the marketability

of v ideo tape and conventional film by
1985
Take necessary steps to allow Buji to
compete and expand either in conven-
tional film, video tape, or both.

In other classes, role plays that dealt
with courtroom drama and government
reorganization contributed to the devel-
opment of a specialized ocabulary m
the political and legal fields.

Besides building specialized vocabu-
lanes in learners, CLL-role play lessons
enabled students to systematically deal
with their own grammatical problems
while minimizing the threat of beingsor-
meted by an authoritarian teacher. In
addition, learners were required to deal
with their insecurities about expreSsing
their ideas in English. There is no limit
m type or number of role play that can
be developed for`this puipose.,

Curran. Chart 1972 Colinselkog.leainang
A o hole pc n model for edueatton. Apple
River, HI Apple River Press

1976 Counseling-learning in second
Inninodh q, Apple River, Ill Apple River Pre,s
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I HEARS, I SPEAKS, I READS,

I WRITES, WHY I FAWN?
by Iona L. Anderson
Medgar Evars College

When a student uses syntactic pat-
terns like I hears: I talks, I reads or I
writes he is generally labeled uneducated
and unintelligent. These negative conno:
tations brand the student as inferior,
and he commands no respect. The fact
is that Black English is a rule-governed
system of language, historically linked to
a West African culture that was trans-
ported to the New World at the--tirae of
slavery. Both students and teachers need
to become aware of the contrastive lin-
guistic features that may or may not be
appropriate language performance for
certain situations. In the exploration of
language, one observes a teaching/learn-
ing process in action. This is a new
concept for teachers who have been
traditionally trained._

The classroom ought to be an organic
learning environment where active par-
ticipation and creative teaching/learning

.experiences take place. But this educa-
tional concept is based upon new phil-
osophies and new theories that are in
conflict with the way teachers have been
trained in the past. Under old philoso-
phies historically observed in Aristotle's
"realism" and Plato's "idealism'', teachers
have been trained to be the only author-
ity in the classroom, to initiate and direct
all discussions, to implement a pre-
scribed curriculum, to instill Western
Euroan values and morals, and to ex-
pect every student to achieve at the
same rate and in the same way.

The criticisms launched against these
philosophies derive largely from the fact
that they ignore the sensorimotor needs
of the individual, set unobtainable goals;
ot'erloOlc the possibility of error; cannot
deal with failure; and most importantly,
deemphasize the cultural and linguistic
experiences students bring with them to
the classroom.

The history of edinjtion and its pro-
gress has become an international con-
cern since the formation of the United
Nations. Many authors (Faure et al.,
1972) noted economic progress had the
Most influence on the development of
an education system. However, socio-
political developments are now progres-
sively beginning to influence education

$As more skills were needed for techno-
logical progress so also were more peo-
ple trained, to perform, these skills.
FOcusing on the social aspects of life,
the authors noted that edbcation in a
primitive society was family oriented
and revolved around learning from par-
ents or listening to tales passed down
from older folks. Education, remained
static until' the Industrial Revolution
popularized it. However, James (1909)
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and Dewey (1958), in attempting to
bring meaning. to education, reviewed
the ancient concept of learning in prac-
tical social situations where the individ-
ual through problem solving is responsi-
ble for his own education. Studies like
these remained isolated ones and .have
difficulty in being implemented. As a
result o0. the Civil Flights movement in
America' in the 1950's and 1960's Ameri-
can education received a jolt. Minorities
were demanding equal opportunities to
obtain the "good jife" of which educa-
tiO-n is considered the necessary factor,
America was unprepared to meet the
educational demands of the minonty
groups who, either immigrated or mi-
grated to inner cities especially in the
north. The federal, state and local gov-
ernments started' funding research stud-,
ies to advance democratic principles
within necessary educational reform.

Recent studies in child development
and growth conducted by 'Winnecott,
Piaget, Maslow and others are gradually
influencing educators to look at each
child's learning . style based upon his
maturation his interests, his mo-
tiation, his °sociocultural backgrounds,
his verbal and his non-verbal linguistic
behavior.

Modern linguists are also making sig-
nificant contributions to the learning
process. There are movements toward
the pragmatics of language communica-
tion and discourse, toward the process
of learning rather than toward the end
product, toward social interaction 'and
shared experiences, and toward language
as a common core in everyday life. Lin-
guists are bringing an awareness of the
how, why, and what of lanuage learn-
ing and an appreNciation.of the intricacies
of hum* language m a regional and
geographic' context. The socio-linguists
in particular have sparked considerable
interest 'in second language learning,
bilingual education, and dialectic, differ-'
ences in language. They are pointing upo
the importance of language on the devel-
opment of "self" and this linkage be-
tween language and self can hardly be
overestimated. Teachers have not been
required to study the anthropological
nature of language development; lin-
guistics or second language teaching
methods needed to understand the prob-
lems facing the linguistically .diverse
groups in their midst. Because society is
threatened by change and because edu-
cation is a reflection of society, the prob-
lem of miseducation continues. Many
young folks become pushouts or drop-
outs. Many who aspire for higher learn-
ing find themselves enrolled in remedial
classes in, eollege because they had not
been gin the fundamental basic skills
for continued learning in their previous
educational experiences.

53

The newly instituted ESWESD Pro-
gram is designed to focus attention on
those linguistic differences which have
become barriers to upwald mobility aca-
demically, socia11%, or vocationally for
those who are learning English as a
Second Language or Standard English
as a Second Dialect. The deficiencies
these students hay do not imply cogni-
tive impovenshmenrbut years of de-
prived educational opportunity in which
they simply were not taught the lan-
guage of economic survival even though
they needed it in order to succeed in
the educational world.

The philosophy behind \the ESL/ESD
program is that given due respect for
one's native larigilage or dialect /experi-
ences every saitent can learn standard
English. Students become aware that
knowing more -than one language oy
dialect has an educatidnal dvantage.
The key to survival and succe s is knovfi
mg what language isnppro late to use
in various life situations.

Because there have been many studies,
in teaching the bilingual person, there
are programs designed to meet this
specific need. However, little or no, at-
tention was given to second dialect,
speakers until very recently. The recent
1979 Ann Arbor Decision that mandated
the schools to teach standard' English
will perhaps spark research-coming and
eentually programs will be developed
to meet the needs of students speaking
Black English.

Before the z ESL ESD project was,
written and funded, ESL students had
become college dropouts because they,
lacked the necessary communication
skills to function in the classroom. The
retention rate for ESD students was

Ally low. They were constant repeat-
f the freshman basic skills classeg.

College faculty to some degree recog-
nized that language differences played a
significant role in thei*progress of the
second language learners, but the lan-
guage difference ,between, standard En-
glish and, Black English was obscure.
Sociolinguists, namely 'Stewart,. 'Shuy,
Dillard, Labov and others upon observ-
ing Black students in their .own environ-
ments noted that they were communicat-
ing adequfely within That milieu, and
that their inability to achieve in school
had nothing todo-with cognitive deficits.
,The problem was considered an attitu-
dinal one as white teachers looked at
second dialect students as incapable of
learning; or as blacks themselves believed
that white society had to accept their
new attention to "blackness." As a result
of these attitudinal studies mainly con-
ducted by Stanford Center for Research
and Development in Teaching (1976),
Washington reacted defensively to ig-
nore this sensitive area of human con-

Continued on next page
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I HEAR, I SPEAK .

continued from page 17

flict and to stop funding any programs
directed to the language needs of Black
students. Because of this neglect stu-
dents are witnessing extreme difficulties
in reading and writing in standard En-
glish as they move up the grades
through high school or attempt to enter,
the colleges. We, as educators, must
take another critical look at what is
happening to our youth. We must face
the pfbblems of miseducation much
earlier..in a child's life and move to Ye-

duce or remove the extreme remecliation
experienced in later life.

Although both ESL and ESD students
need to become linguistically competent,
in the Snal analysis, the approach to the
teaching/learning process is difficult.
The ESL students need a longer period
of time to practice listening and speak-
ing English to extend their vocabulary
within the content materials, to distin-
guish those comparative linguistic differ-
ences creating language interferences
with the target language, and to under-
stand the use of idomatic expressions in
English. For the ESD student the em-
phasis is on contrasting those phono-
logical, syntactical and semantic aspects
of standard English, that differ frOm
Black English. Attention' is given to oral
production of language and its relation-
ship to reading and writing in Standard
English. Many of these students were
never made 'aware of the difference- be-
tween the two linguistic systems until'
they entered these ESD clqsses in our
college. Psychologically, they are moti-
vated to learn' these differences, espe-
cially since no effort is made to ridicule
anyone's language but to respect it. Us-
ing students' cultural and linguistic back-
grounds, instructors move them to ex-
plore all phases of the teaching/learning
process in moving towards mastery of
a new language or dialect. When stu-
dents are exposed to tracing the roots of
their language and culture, they discover
not only the importance of language.but
also the fun one can have in learning
to use language in the context of life's
experiences. F5r example, the instructor
extracts ,those features of 'language that
students use in their everyday discourse
and focusesIkaching on those features.

The following examples point up the
differences between Black English sys-
tems and standard English.

1) Verb and noun agreement differences
between the two dialects

I talks He speak
I reads He read
I writes He write

2), Omission of the verb to be. (See ex-
, ample 6)
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3) The substitution of /N/ for ,ing.
Bein for Being
Coin for Going

4) Substitution of d for th at the begin-
ning and ending of words

Dey for they wid for with
Dis for this

5) Substitution of f for th at the ends
of words and sometimes iii the middle
of words

mouf for mouth brofer for brother
mini feat month
teef for teeth

6) Substitution of't'for th
tank for thank
trough for through .

7) Subject noun pronoun redundancy
My mother she at home /

.His friend he like me' ".

Preposition's in different places
he keep hittin' on me

9) The dropping of letters
"gut*" for "gulf"
"lef" for "left"

The above grammatical and pholui-
logical structures are a few of the Black
vernacular structures that are contrasted
to standard English. By means of the
appropriate exercises, minimal Oaks, dic-
tation, doze procedures, pronunciation

ggmes or dialogues, students practice
standard English usage for short periods
of time- several days per week.

In sumnItion, teaching student today
means changing from old philosophies
to new ones, selecting those theoretical
concepts that consider the "whole chid"
or the humanistic approach to le ing.
It means more attention to selec ng in-,
teresting, relevant materials, nd tn.--
training teachers at all levelsearlY
childhd through collegeto employ
new methodology in new settings based
upon new knowledge about' language
learning. Teacher training institutions
need to prepare teachers for the "real
'world" by requiring courses in' the na-
ture of language, cultural linguistics
and other dispapte disciplines related
to language. hgtead Of the required 6
credits in reading before receiving a
license to teach, it should be 6 credits
in language. In the integration of all of
the language arts skills, reading and
writing problems will diniinish. 0

FOOTNOTES
1 Faure. D , II Felipe, A R Kaddoura, II

Lopes. A Detrovsky, including reading Perhaps
with concentration M Rahnema, and F. C Ward
LEARNING TO BE- THE WORLD OF EDUCA-
TION TODAY °AND TOMORROW London
United Nations. UNESCb, and George Hari:11P
and Co, 1972.

2 Dessey, J SCHOOL AND SOCIETY. Ness
York. D, C. Heath and Companx, 1956.

(Reprinted from LcUNY News)
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ENGLISH GRAMMATICAL

TERMINOLOGY FOR THE LANGUAGE

TEACHER

Lev I. Soudek
Northern Illinois University

Modern grantinatical terminology does
present many vexing problems for ESL,'
EFL teachers and their students. New
developments in linguistic theory, the
growth of cross-discipline, approaches
such as psycholinguistics or Rt-ikrolinguis-
tics, new schools and methodologies in
applied linguistics, all these have brought
abbutl stream of new terms. Even more
annkying is the overburdening of older
established terms with scores of new
denOtations. Unfortunately,' textbook au;
thurs and writers of articles and reviews
hi our areas often donut bother to define
or at least to characterize the terms they
use.

In this respect, Professor Crystal's
new paperback Dictionary (see below
fur references) is an excellent tool to
be kept on the language teacher's desk.
Crystal is a well-known British scholar

4' r

who has specialized in seseral areas 4
applied linguistics. This is why his Dic-
tionarytionary is exceptionally strong in its
focus on applications of linguistic sci-
ence. Many of his more than two thou-
sand terms are giNen extensise coverage,
similar to that of an encyclopedia, with
lucid descriptions lind examples.

Alice Maclin's Reference Guide to-En-
glish represents a different genre. Much
more practically oriented, it is a treat for
the language teacher as well as for inter-
mediate and advanced non-native stu-
dents of English It is a very' useful
glossary of rhetorical, grammatical, and
compositional terms and problem areas
facing the foreign learner who tries to
cope with, mainly, the written norm of
English in academic or business settings.
Close to ti6 hundred main sections, in
alphabetical order, deal. with problems
of English grammar and usage, with
specific focus on the needs of the foreign
learner. Hundreds of secondary toms
(all listed and cross,referenced in a,

THE CASE FOR NARROW READING

by Stephen D. Krashen
University of Southern California'

Our tendency in both second lan-
guage and 'foreign language teaching
has been to supply students with input
on a variety of topics. "Readers", for
example, -typically incIdde several dif-
ferent sorts of articles and 'stories, and
introductory courses in literature usually
give the student only one (short) exam-
ple of each author's work. These prac-
tices derive from the premise that ex-
posure to different styles and genres is
beneficial.

The purpose of this note is to suggest
that narrow reading, and perhaps nar%
row input in general, is more efficient
for secOnd language acquisition. I am
suggesting, in other words, early rather
than late specialization in the second
language acquisition' career of acquirers,
encouraging reading on only one topic,
and several' books by the same author tin
early and intermediate 'stages.

The case for narrow reading is' based
on the idea that the acquisition of both
structure and vocabulliry_ comes from
many exposures in a comprehensible
context, we acquire new structures and
words when we understand the mes-
sages, many messages, they encode =
Narrow reading facilitates this .process
in seseral ways. First, since-each-wnter--
has favorite expressions and a 'distinc-
tive style, and since each topic has its
owl Vocabulary and discourse as well,
narrow reading provides built-in review.
Second, familiarity with context is a
tremendous Jacilitator of comprehen-
sion, and thus a facilitatbr of language
acquisition. The more one reads in one
area, the mere one learns about the
area, and the easier Re finds subse-

V

ence, isolate, relation, etc. (Cowen,
1974). Second, we do not expect the
student to read only in one area for the
rest of his or her second language
career. The best way to expand might
be a gradual movement from closely re-
lated field to related field, taking advan-
tage of the overlap in context and lan-
guage.

The clearest advantage of narrow
reading, however, is that it is potentially
very motivating..Iteany anthology, it is
certain that most topics are not of gnat
interest to many members of the class.
The, combination of new vocabulary,
unfamiliar style, the lack of context, and
uninterest in the subject matter insures
that much reading remains an exercise
in deliberate decoding. On the Other
hand, narrow reading in a topic of real
interest has a chance of resulting in
-students' reading for the message, for
meaning, in very early stages, a phe-
nomenon considered to be essential for
real language acquisition.5

Here are some suggestions.- Within
the framework of the regular class, nar-
row reading can be encouraged by liter-
ature courses (e.g. for the third year
foreie language ,student) that deal
with the -work or a single author (we
usually delay these until at least the
senior year). In second language ac-
quisition situations, a course could focus
on a, single.topic, such as current events
(with regular reading of the daily news-
piper), history of the new country, etc.
At the University of Ottawa, experimen-
tation is now taking place in which
second language students do entire
courses in subject matter. In such
courses, students are tested on content
and not language. To help insure com-
prehensible input, native speakers are
excluded. This "adult immersion" (see
e.g. Cohen_ and Swain, 1976), is the
logical extension of the narrow reading
idea, since students focus on one' area
for 'an entire semester (see Krashen, in
pre) ss, for further discussion).

FOOTNOTES
This paper as written while the author was

a visiting professor at the Centre for Second Lan
gunge Learning, University of Ottawa (fall, 1981)

2 See e g Krashen 1981
3 I thank Mari Wesche for pointing this out
4 But see Hauptman (1961) for a discussion

quent reading in the area.
An example of this can be termed the

"first fet$ pages", effect.3 Intermediate
^*. students, reading a ,Tovel in a second -t

language, often report that they find the
first few pages of a new author's work
hard going. After thiS initial' difficulty,
the rest of the book goes much easier.

thorough and synoptic index) are char-dp This is due to the fact that the context,.
acterized and exemplified in numerous The story, was new, and, in addition, the

reader had ,not adjusted to the author's
style. Providing only short and varied
selections never allows our students to
get beyond this stage. Instead, it forces
them to move from frustration to frus-
tration.4

It may be argued That narrow reading
produces only the ability to read in just
one areA. This-is not true. First of all,
deep reading in any topic will provide
expostire to a tremendous amount of
syntax and vocabulary that is used in
other domains. Any technical field, for
example, will utilize subtechnical voca-
bulary, words such as function, infer-,.

subdivis4ons of) the main sections. The
book hae'illuminating passages on the
use of prepositions, articles, idioms and
many other areas vital in our never-* ending attempts, to explain and teach
English. It is a useful and very practical
reference tool for our daily problems in
laufguage instruction.
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ESL READING OBJECTIVES: USING

SEMANTIC, SYNTACTIC AND

DISCOURSE CUES

by Karen O'Neill and qarol Qazi
Studies in American Language

San Jose State University
In 1967, Kenneth S. Goodman, died

at the University of Michigan, revolu-
tionized the study of reading when he
proposed that reading is a "psychological
guessing game." Goodman hypothesized
that efficient readers do not labbriously
read word-by-word, rather, they utilize
the redundancy of language and their
khowledge of semantic, syntactic and
discourse constraints inherent in the lan-
gnegeto predict structures. This com-
plex process of predicting structures,
sampling them against the cumulative
semantic context which builds in readers'
minds, and then confirming or discon-
firming the hypotheses which readers
have formed allows readers to greatly

. increase their speed and comprehension.
Since Goodman introduced his theories

in the 60's, a considerable amount of re-
search has greatly increased our under-
standing of the reading process and the
similarities between LI f first) and L2
(second language) reading-)At Studies
in American Language at San Jose State
Uni%ersiq- we wanted to put what is

. currently understood about LI and L2
reading to work in an ESL reading cur-
riculum for our four level, intensive, col-

* lege ,preparatory English program
(TOEFL range 350-550). The objec-
tive of this curriculum is to provide
ESL students with.a syitematic approach
to the English tanguaie reading process
and help -take them to a near-native
reading and comprehension level neces-
sary to compete in the university. Each
of the four levels of the curriculum fo-
cuses on identifying the semantic, syn-
tactic and discourse constraints occuring
in reading.

The first two levels of this curriculum
focus on deco-ding syntactic and graphic
cues.' The ,ability to succeed in literal
comprehension tasks is fundamental to
the ability to achieve other levels of com-
prehension. A thorough knowledge of
syntax is essential in reading because
good readers use this knowledge to read
in phrasal chunks. Work on decoding
graphic cues will vary depending on the
first language of the students. Students
with native language alphabets other
than left-to-right Rom phabets may
require more emphasi o graphic d-
ing.

While the role of
reading, as a decoding
require readers to p
structures. It is for this rea

important,
does not
complex

that ESL
readers need go beyond the syntactic
level of reading and 'be trained in utiliz-
ing rantic and discourse cues when

24

reading. Like LI readers, they need to
predict structures, form hypotheses ab ut
a reading passage and test those hypo
eses. While all levels of this curriculum
intrqduce skills which will form an
awareness of semantic and discourse cues
in reading, levels three and four empha-
size these' skills because, by the time
ESL students reach the high-intermedi-
ate to advanced levels of instruction and
are about to begin full-time university
work, they must begin to increase their
sfSeed and comprehension in order 9
compete. Also, they should be able to
adjust their reading to a variety of read-
ing tasks, such as skimming quickly to
find general concepts in reading, scan-

r

ning to, find specific key words or facts,
reading critically, making inferences, and
reading for general, overall understand-
ing.

To help improve their ability to 'use., i
semantic and discourse constraints,
higher-level-ESL students are alio taught
to use their knowledge of word derima-
tions, synonyms and synonymous expres-
sions, antonyms and ability to guess She
meaning of a word from its contekt. Usu-
ally, a cumulative understanding of the
reading will aid students in guessing
words. They should find it unnecessary
to "cling" to a word when its meaning is
not totally obvious. Knowing whL to use

Continued on next page

WHERE IS THE LAND?
Glimpse at. Life in a Refugee Camp

The quiet beauty of the islands of In-
donesia's Riau Province belies the contiiiii-
ing drama of Vietnamese boat people whose
crowded craft wash up on these shores. In
the middle of one of these islands, Calang,
is a United Nations administered camp
which servel, as a temporary shelter and
resettlement procesiing center for Indo-
chinese refugees. They are brought from the
islands where they land to Calang* where
they await -the determinStion of their fate.

I traveled to Galang to be part of a Ford
Foundation funded team evaluating the
camp's ESL program which was run by the
Save the Children Foundation and the It,-
pernnent in International Living. Entering

- the. camp I was worried about how I would
react when confronted vVith 'starving plople
jammed into`makeshift shelters. Fortunately
during the past year the concentrated effotts
of the UN, supplemented by several private
agencies, had vastly improved living condi-
tions and ,provided adequate food supplies.
The images crealed by television and the
press had been realities but were in the
past. Instead I found a vibrant village of
8000, not unlike. villages I had visited in
Africa and Central America. Refugees were
housed in barrack-like buildings which
served as sleeping quarters. Families had
used poles and tarps to construct kitchen
areas alongside the barracks. There were
well kept gardens, happy children, a market

place, a school, an open air movie theater,
a constant flow of people,,and all the other
accoutrements garnered by people every-
where in an attempt to lead normal, if tem-

)

.-7-.-11111111'.
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porarY, lines. This tranquility anili'ali-
piness followed the wrenching 'decision to
lease a homeland, relatives, anq, possessions
and entlure a danrus- sea crossing to an
unknown destinatio . It seemed as though
8000 people were breathing a sigh of relief

An early morning walk through the canip
brought ghnipses of daily life:, a Makeshift
sports club where loggers -and weight lifters a"4''
were hard at work, roadside stands offering
cigarettes and freshly baked biead, the
market where vegetables and staples were
being traded, refugees diligently hoeingand
watering their gardens, stylents reviewing
their lessons before class, Alen gathering in
the'simPtesoffee shops, the Indonesian Red
cross Hospital opening its doors, and a man,
readying his crudely built beauty shop 'for 4".'
business. Meanwhile, hymns from the Pro-
testant church on one hill came and went
in the breeze and an occasional hint of
incensei wafted frthn the Buddhist temple
on another hill.

Seeing refugees cheerful and in control of
their clay-to-day Ines made me thirik sadly
of the problems they might confront upon
resettlement in the UPS.: the language bar-
rier, an impossible housing situation, push-
ing and pulling froin all the "helping"
agencies, and at times outright hatred. A
camp can provide refugees with only a tem-
porary sanctuary from the consequences of
their decision to leave their homeland. The
joy of escape and relief of survival may fuel
their days, but how long tan it last.

I was touched by the slogans painted on
the outside of sonic of the classroom build-
ings Some' were frivolous"(Happy En-
glish", "Beware of PiratesDon't Sleep,"
painted next to a picture of a boat being
pitched about the seas. One truly struck
home:. "Where is the Land?" These re-
fugees had found terra firma. But, they had
no home and no country and were probably
permanently separated from all they had'.
known. Emotionally, spiritually anckt eco-
nomically they must still look to their future
and wonder"Where is the Land?"

Nick Kremer,
La Puente Valley
Adult Schools (CA)
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ESL READING OBJECTIVES

ontinuedsfrom page 24

a dictionary effectively is equally im-
portant to knowing how to use a di/5n-
ary effeetively.

SUccessful readers, including success
,ful L2 readers, are aware that good
writers evaluate their audience and 13/an
their expository strategies prior to writ-
ing. The main theme (s) of an article can-

., be found in introductory paragraphs or
title ;pages, topic sentences, sub-head-
ings'marginal notations, ttc. The writer's
use of coordinating and subordinating
strugtures and devices further guides the
reader. Most importantly, studenti
ghoUld use the-ir knowledge of the major
rhetorical patterns such as cause and
effect, comparison and contrast, persua-
sion, etc., to determine the author's pur-,
p0e--and to locate major argumeigs in a
rending.

The curriculum which .followsis an at--
teopt to break thereadng process as a
whole into manageable chunks and to
sequence the introduction- of the chunks
In; a way which may help LP. readers
boild a successful reading system in En-
'ghsh It should be pointed out that this
csOriculum is not geared to any par-
tiCular textbook or books; it is .probably
advisable not .to adhere to a single text,
especially at the advanced level in order
tip. give students a maximum variety of
reading tasks. In addition, throughout all
le, els, teachers should provide students
With whatever background information is
necessary to ground their readings in the
students' real world (referred to as a
"cultural.su)lcomponent" by )Jokey).

Lejel I.
Level Objective,, Focus attention on efficient

use of g4aphic and syntactic cues in read-
ing.

By the end of the level, students should be
able ',to:

1. Recognize print
a. letters-upper and lower case
b. numbers
c. sentences-statements and questions
d. punctuation-periods, question

marks, exclamation points
e. paragraph form
Recognize basic abbreviations (Ca., Ill ,
Mon., Oct., etc.) P

3. Recognize plurals and possessives.h
4. Recognize basic suffixes (-1y, -fur'

-less, etc.)
5. Locate ti.tle. page and author

Identify key words as main ideas in
paragraphs t

7.. Scan schedules for facts
S. Locate information in a reading when

aphrasing of questions and answers cor-
respond structurally

9. Cue's general semantic and syntactic
class of words from context clues

TN 12/81
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10. Recognize basic contractions (don't,
won't, '11, etc.)
Predict story' line or topic from title
or pictures

12. Place events in se uence by using syn-
tactic signals ( tr nsitions)

13. Set 'goals for- ading task (use illustra-
tions, titles, headings, ,ptc., to help set
purposes for reading)

14. Frame questions about material read
15. Use punctuation to derive sentence

meaning .

Level II

Level Objective: Focus attention on further
work in effective use of syntactic cues in
reading.

By the end of the level, students should be
able to:

1. Recognize basic prefixes (pre, un-, dis-,
re-, etc.)

2. Recognize direct quotations and paren-
theses

S. Alphabetize words from lists
4. Verify spelling of unfamiliar words in

an English/English dictionary
5. Use guide ordi monolingual die)

tionary
6. Locate information using index and/or

table of contents
7. Locate answers or information in text

when questions and an vers do not cor-
respond structurally

8. Skim material to find answers
9. Decode relative clauses and reduced

relative clauses
10. Comprehend meaning of common' two

word verbs
11. Draw conclusions from facts read
12. Make generalizations about facts read
13. Recognize rhetorical cues signaling..

a. chronological orders
. b. comparison

c . contrast
xl. simple listing

14. Divide sentences into appropriate gram-
matical chunks

Level III
Level Objective: Focus attention'on seman-

tic, syntactic and discourse cues in read-
ing.

By the end of the level, students should be
able to:

1. Hypothesize author's purpose befofe.
.reading by skimming article

2. Differentiate between varying styles of
reading for various purposes such as
skimming ( for concepts), scanning (for
facts), reading thoroughly ( for total
comprehension) and reading crjtically

3. Distinguish between fact and opinion
4. Identify supporting details
5. Analyze organization of reading to find

main ideas and examples
6. Rkad technical charts and graphs
7. Use discourse cues to follow main

ideas:
a. transitions
b. main points reiterated by use of
synonyms and synonymous expressimg
c. -verb tenses

1.

8. Utilize rhetorical styles as a means of
identifying information contained in
paragraphs and essays:

a. causal analysis
b. comparison and contrast
c. persuasion '
d. others

9. Summarize articles orally
10. Make inferences abotit material read
11. Find proof, cite sources
12. Judge author's intent Ifter reading
13. Recognize roots and stems, prefixes and

suffixes
14. Choose appropriate definition from a

dictionary
15. Cues'' at meanings of "technicalese"

( "gasohol % "technocrat", etc.)

Level IV

Level Objective: Focus attention on maxi-
mizing use of syntactic, semantic and dis-
course constraints to increase speed and
comprehension to near-native level in a
variety of reading tasks:

By the end of the ley el, students should be
able to

1. Decode an tt ritten sentences
2. Read in phrasal chunks
3. Determine meanings of words accord-

tug to caitext
, 4. Determine meanings of words by using

knowledge of derivations, syntanyms,
antonyms, eta

5. Reoognize propaganda te chniques
6. Identify euphemisms
7. Determine .,formal/informal 'style an d

levels of Action
8. Place reading into meaningful context
9. Determine method of organization in

reading ( by using knowledge of all
rhetorical styles)

10. Determine writer's purpose
11. 'Hypothesize or predict outcome of a

reading
P. Determine content of reading by

searching for main ideas and central
...times in introductory-paragraphs and
'topic sentences

13. Follow content of reading by deter-
nuning cumulative meaning of passages
or article as a whole
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SPEAKING IN EST
by James Griswold

UCLA, ChineseAcaderny of Sciences

When the materials development team
of the 1.4CLA-China Exchange Program
approached the problem of teaching
entry level speaking (low intermediate
level. TOEFL mean = 425), it was de-
cided that some book must be selected
as core material. The Chinese students
attending the Language Centers would
come from traditional methods of lan-
guage learning, emphasizing reading and
writing at the expense of speaking and
listening. Furthermore, the problem of
teaching speaking was compounded by
the ten -year. interlude of the Cultural
Revolution (1966-1976)hen 'English
language study W'as deemphasized. Con-
tact with native speakers of English, par-
ticularly Americans, was politically dis-
advantageous at that time, if it was
possible at all. In view of these circum-
stances, then, it was thought that the
use of a .book would be both reassuring
and beneficial to students steeped in
traditional language learning methods by
providing them with a tangible foeus to
the entry level speaking class. Unfortu-
nately, there is a profound rack of com-
mercially available materials for the EST
(English for Science and Technology}
speaking class. Because of this lack,
Nucleus: General Science (Bates and
.Dudley- Evans, Longman Group, 1976)
was chosen as the core material. Nucleus

an ESToriented grammar with many
Positive aspects; a speaking text it is not.
However, it was selected with the full
realization that substantial revision and'
or adaptation would have to be provided
by the instructors using the text. The
purpose of this paper is to describe those
procedures' developed by the Graduate
School English Language Center
( GSELC) of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Beijing, sponsored by the
UCLA-China Exchange Program. The
method described below is particularly
useful on two accounts. First, it makes
use of bone fide EST material for the
speaking class in the form of Nucleus,
Second, it has proven adaptable for the
teaching of large (25+) class sizes, a
phenomenon frequently encountered
while teaching in China.

Material'Requirements
Nucleus is divided into twelve units

which are in turn divided into three of
four sections. While in some units, the
information in later sections depends on
a knowledge of the previous sections,
generally speaking, the sections within
the units can be used as self-contained
entities. Furthermore, since the students
are scientists learning EST, they are al-
ready familiar with the theoretical con-
tent of the units.
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Having three to four self-contained

sections within each unit makes the text
easy to use for group work for a speak-
ing class. The class is divided into
groups of three or four, depending' on
the number of sections in that particular
unit. The instructor assigns each group a
section to study (keeping an equal num-
ber of groups studying e particular sec-
tion). For example, a class of thirty-six
working on a unit of Nucleus with three
sections would have four groups of- three
students studying Section 1, four groups
of three studying Section 2 and four
groups studying Section 3. The instruc-
tor makes it clear that everyone in each
group is responsible for knowing the ma-
terial in that sectionVocabulary, phrase
and sentence patterns, pronunciation.
The students in the group study their
particular section, drawing upon the re-
sources of the group to figure out de-
finitions, to come up with additional
examples of grammatical patterns, to
check for coFrect pronunciation and in-
tonation. Only when the combined re-
sources of the group cannot figure out
a problem'should students lippeal Co the
instructor for help. Furthermore, the
instructor must make it clear that the
class is first and foremost a speaking
class; at no time should students be
allowed to simply memorize the material
found in the text. The vocabulary and
sentence patterns are important, but
they are speaking stimuli only. To en-
sure the speaking focus, the instructor
should circulate throughout the class-
room, soliciting conversation, giving aid
as necessary and pointing out the im-
portant -elements in each section that

too far, hence a number of supplemen-
tary exercises have heen incorporated
into the curriculum. After the completion
of each Nucleus unit, for example, we
have found that a quick (20 minute)
review by the, instructor with the whole
class is very useful. This can consist
mainly of questions from the students to
clarify problems they found during their
study. Pronunciation drill is also used,
focusing specifically on troublesome
words and sounds as they are encoun-
tered in the units. "Free" discussions
occur once a,week using maps or picture
cards as stimulus:, students are divided
into small groups to talk together, using
the new material they studie,d in the
Nucleus unit. The class has also made
the of brief (3 to 7 minute) presenta-
tions. Particularly after some rhetorical
form has been learned, e.g., process in
Units 8 and 11, students give short
process descriptions to the class of some
elementary experiment.

The method of group work described
above was devised spebffically around
Nucleus although it is equally applicable
to any text whose chapters can be
utilized as self-contained units. However,
it should be kept, in mind that to use the
method effectively, the instructor must
accomplish two 'things. First, he must
`sell' the students on the method. With
its design of small groups in which'every
individual' is responsible for teaching his
fellows, the method demands a great deal-
of student initiative and effort. It is a
long way from traditional language
learning, and an approach so radical can
be rejected by students if they are not
convinced 'of its efficacy. Secondly, the
instructor must be willing to relinquish

group members should focus on. When .some of the control he has over the class.
the original groups finish studying, they It can be a very noisy classroom and,
split to form new groups. The new often, not just a little confusing. The
groups are made Tip of individuals who advantages, however, are well worth the
studied different sections within the noisy classroom. In the case of GSELt,
unit: one person studied Section 1, an we have been able to adapt a grammar
other, Section 2, the third, Section 3. for the speaking class to get at more.
Each person then proceeds to teach his ESToriented material. Additionally, it
colleagues his section, explaining the con- is possible to manage large speaking
cepts, vocabulary and -grammatical pat- , classes by utilizing the abilities of the
terns found there. -erhis is why it is students, minimizing the problems in-
portant for the instructor to point out herent in a situation of one instructor
the essential elements of a section to thirty students.:
focus on, particularly early in a term
when students are unfamiliar with the
method and the book.) The time factor
fiir the method can vary, both with the
original groups and the split groups, de-
pending on the complexity di .the ma-
terial, the level of the class and the
degree of emphasis on particular con-
cepts the instructor 4ishessto place on a
unit. At GSELC, generally two days are
allotted per unit, one for the original
groups and one for the split groups.

Supplementary Activities
A language class will eventually get

tired of any single activity that is pushed
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CULTURES IN CONFLICT

by Douglas Mcgrath
University of South Florida

ESL teachers need an'insight into,the
problems of acculturation faced by theif
students because the students' attitudes
and feelings directly affect their class-
room performance. Their initial.excite-
men't starts to wear off as culture stress
begins to affect their lives during the
study period. Teachers need to be sensi-
tive to these protlems of culture conflict
in order to help the students ease the
transition into a new culture with a
minimum of stress. Here at the Englislj.
Language Center at the University ok
South Florida the problems of Middle
Eastern students have' concerned us
espe ially because many of our students
hav come from that region. My years
of stu and-residence in two Middle
Eastern countries have given me an in-
sight into the cultural background of the
students and dab potential for Altura]
conflicts that may occur. I hope that'all
ESL teachers will benefit from these
experierices and observations drat I wish
to share. I will cite some siftecific exam-
ples ,and make some general statements
based on my experience and research in
the areas of Middle East Studies and
?ESL methods.

At first, most of our students are ex-
cited about their new surroundings when
they arrive in Tampa to begin intensive
English study. In general the adjust
well to their new environment. ome,
however, have returned home be ause
of homesickness, while others have
adopted western ways and neglected
their former culture. In fact, they enjoy
their newly found pleasures to the detri-
ment of their studies. Culture shock can
cause students to withdraw as they go
through a period of orientation to the
values of the United States in the light
of their own cultural system. Conversely,
cultural conflict can lead to a rapid at-
tempt to assimilate our culture, both the
good and the bad.

obligafed to hold ap to some aspects of
their religious rituil. For example, our
students asked foi- and got a free-period
for group prayer oil Friday. This small
concession improved student morale be-
cause thik54 realized that we cared about

!their ,culttire and (value system. Islam
definitely encourages education. 1Tor this
reason wp are not overly concerned if
our Middle Eastern students miss a few
minutes for prayer. The Koran, the holy

- book of Islam says "For Cod does not
change whatever is in a people until

,they change what is within themselves."
(Koran 13:10) If students seem to lose
motivation, one'can always remind them
of who; their own religious tradition has

imo say about gaining knowledge and im-
Vpioving oneself. '..Fven the most con-

servative Muslims who come here .12
study are eager to learn: A basic under-
standing of some of the specific points
of cultural interference will,heln these'
students ay41 potential problems" and

, Muslims are 'Bidden 01.,1 oat pork.
get the most od6,;91, their

This strict dietary' Taw maytpouse prob-
lems for nearly 4arrived students who
cannot recognize porkne'ver having
seen it. Pork and. pigs should not be
mentioned

}
in coriversation or lessons,

and pork' should, over bp-Loffered , to
Middle Eater slirdents. Students may
wish to kno4tvhich food terms refer to
pork. When our students asked about
this subject, an Arabic, speaking faculty
inember introduced the students to var-
ious food service facilities and stores and,
explained the meanings of the various
food terms.

Wily Muslims fast during the day-
, light hours for one month each year

the holy month of Ramadan. They
cannot eat, drink any liquids, or smoke
during the daytime. Only those who are
sick or who are traveling can claim ex-
emption. Students will appear tired and
irritable during this period because they
usually stay up all night in order to eat
and, pray. Ramadan gives the students a
chance to reaffirm their own cultural
values. Our students put great emphasis
o-ntheirspecial- activities during Ra-
madan. It is their defense against
"anomie," a feeling of not confortably
belonging in one social gfoup or the
other." (Lambert, p. 179) The daily fast
and nightly feast help the students main-
tain important links to their home cul-
ture. Teachers need an extra measure of
patienceduring this\ time because stu-
dents may regress.

The status of women is another con-
cern for those dealing with Middle East-
ern students. Islamic reformers have
done much to liberate women; however,
traditional attitudes linger on, and in
some cases the rising tide of conser-
vatism and Islamic nationalism have
eroded these gains. The result is that

This cultural conflict has beefi going
pn in the Middle East for some time
now Modernization has already exposed
the students to some aspects of western
culture, particularly science and technol-
ogy. Modernist writers and thinkers in
the Middle East consider western sci-
ence to be a necessity for their coun-
tries, and the students come to the U.S.
seeking this knowledge. However, con-
trary to the /current of wesiprnization
and reform in the students' homfe coun-
tries, there is a resurgence of traditional
Islamic values. Many leaders now call
for a return to the basic faith and value
system of Islam. The student bring
this conflict in values with them when
they come here for ESL. They feel
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male students may have difficulty follow-
ing orders frpm female teachers and
administrators. Female teachers and ad-
ministrators should establish authority
from the first day of contact, remaining
firm at all times. One mitt avoid the
temptation to shout at the students.
Once I observed a teacher trainee shouts
ing at a group of Saudi men; the result
was that she lost control of the group,
which had begun to make fun of her.
Teachers need to realize that the stu-
dents may never have been exposed to a
female authority figure before.

The American custom of dating is a
inystety to newly arrived students from
the Middle East. A few will catch on
,quickly, and their command of spoken
English will improve dramatically .as a
result. Others will remain aloof and will
feel offended by the apparent aggres-
siveness of U.S. wozen.

Cleanliness is very important to Mus-
hirn. They are required to wash before
reciting the daily ,,prayers; however, be-
cause of the scarcity of water in their
home countries, they tend to shower and
bathe less often than Americans do.
Also, they are not familiar with deodor-
ant; in its place- they wash their hands
and face .with cologne. This measure
does not work very well in Florida. Ap- .
parenlly the dry climate of the Middle
East prevents any pr.obleins from occur-
ing before the students arrive here. My
own experience has indicated that a dis-
crete word to one or two individuals is
the be way for a teacher to handlci the
situation. One should never address a
large group on this subject.

Differences in proxemics and body
languag4 have the potential to cause
conflict. Middle Easterners stand closer
to one another than Westerners do, and
members of the same sex often hold
lianas or walk din-in-arm. Such be-
havior is normal and does not imply.
anything irregular.

Punctuality is a problem for students
and their teachers. A student may come
to an eight o'clock appointment or class
at eight-fifteen or eight-thirty. Also, any
biisiness scheduled for today can be left
for tomorrow if not completed.

Most E.SL students undergo a period
of disorientation as they reevaluate the
cultures of the host country and their
own country. Properly informed teachers
can forestall potential problems if they
are aware o( cultural differences and
areas of conflict while remaining sensi-
tive to the ethnic values of the students
in their classes.
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ADDING SIGHT & SOUND TO

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION:

INTERACTIVE VIDEO

by Kearney Rietmann
San Raphael, Calif.

Most people in education and training
have had at least an introduction to the
world of computers and advanced video
technology. They may not have bought
their own computer yet, or collected a
library of their favorite films for a video
system. But, if only from advertising,
they know about the engaging fun of
computer ames, the possibilities for
showing ommercially made films in
their hom , and the chance to record
television programs so that they may
never miss an episode ,of their favorite
series again. . \

Now a new media system called inter-
active video brings advanced technology
to the classroom, combining the liveli-
ness, interest, and immediate feedback
of computer assisted instruction with the
visual capacity of video.

:The Sgstem
Interactive video equipment, or hard-

ware, is made up of two components.
sOne is a microcomputer, like an Apple

computer, which looks like a portable
television set with a typewriter con-
nected at tF front. The other component.
is a videotape or videodisc system such
as those made by Sony or Panasonic
(Thomas, 1981). t.

The instructional program, or software,
combines a narrated video filni with a

`computer program to present an educa-
tion or training course. A number of
such software programs have been devel
oped for education and training. One
program, developed at the Chevron
USA, Richmond Refinery in Richmond,
California, will be described in this
paper.

Hotv the System Operates
Te interactive video system is con-

trolled by a computer program which
first presents a Section of a training film
for the learner to listen to and watch on
the microcomputer screen. Then, when a
specified part of the film is reached, the
computer stops the video system and
replaces the pictures on the screen with
a display of text. The display introduces
an exercise which might, for example,
quiz the learner on the training segment
just shown. The learner reads the exer-
cise and responds by typing in answers
on the computer keyboard. Then, de-
pending op the answers typed in, the
program replays the film or advances to
the next appropriate section of fhe
course.

A model training course developed at
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the Richmond Relmer*piovides an ex
nuplspfliow the 'system Was. The.,,,

program begins with a video film of an
instructor showing how to fill in a form
to carry out a safety procedure. The
form and the sequence of 'step?: for filling
it out are shown and eRplained`verbally
by the instructor. Then, at the end of
the demonstration, the comnuter is pro-
grammed to stop the film and display
written questions about the procedure
on the screen. The learner, in response,
types in ansvers on the keyboard. 'If all
the aiMmrs are right, the computet pro-
gram moves on to the next step in the
training module. However, if the learner
misses a question, the program branches
to the section of the tape correspond:
ing to the questions the learner missed.
For instance, the le'arner may have cor-
rectly answered questions on steps one
and two of the procedure, but' missed
those on step three. The incorrect an-
swers automatically put on the screen
again the part of the program for step
three. Then, once the learner has re-
'clewed the procedure and answered the
questions correctly, the progfam moves
on to another training segment.

Interactive Video and English
Language Teaching

For English language learners, the
most impprtant aspect of the interactive
video system is the capacity for com-
bining sight and sound audio-visual fea-
tures with step by step programmed
instruction. For both beginning and ad-
vanced learners, courses designed for the
system can present objects and actions,
(particularly those not usually sound in
a language classroom) and identify them
verbally. Such courses can present a
story or sequence of actions, stopping
periodically to liave the learners use the
computer keyboard to type summa-
ries,t`answers to questions, or-predictions
about what will happen next. In an En-
glish for academic purposes course, pro-
grams can show students how to use the
library and starry out research.7or stu-
dents of EzMish for science and tech-
nology, the film and audio tIack 41n do
such thingtas identify tools and b uip-
ment and describe how they are ed.
The system can show, people giving d
following instructions 4nd demonstrati
procedures. And, as often as they wis ,

the students can.htve the objects identi-
fied or the procedures demonstrated, be-
cause the system 'will patiently repeat
any section of the program until it is

completely understood.

Con'clusion

Interactive video, a new combination
of video and computer assisted instruc-
tion, has great potential as a tool for
English language teachers. In the future

Continued on page 35
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TOPICS-AHD TECONIQUES FOR

DEVELOPING A CROSS-CULTURAL

COMMUNITY LEARNING

ENVIRONMENT

by Trish Delamere and
Frederick Jenks

Florida State University

The communication-orientedCRSL
class for adult learners dictates-that the
teacher provide for a balanced inter-

ft change by assuming the role of a "lan-
guage activity ringmaster" rather than
that of a lecturer ONprima donna. By
creating an open environment for lan-
guage interchange and by establishing
the premises and order of the activities'
stages, the instructor leads students to a
point where interpersonal communica-
tion is absolutely necessary without the
continued direct involvement of (or in-
terruption by) him.

By combining the basic procedure for
community language learning with the
topics selected for cross-cultural -discus-
sion, a student- centered learning ern, i-
pon'inent can be achiet ed. As Stevick
writes, ". . . CLL has two main steps.
investment and reflection. In the intest-
ment phase, the learner commits himself,
as much as he is able and willing, as he
engages in a conk ersation with other
members of the learning.community. In
the reflection phase, the learner stands
back and looks at what he, as a part of
the community, has done in the invest-
ment phase. As he does so, he remains

,a member of the community." (Stevick:
p. 126).

Over a period of several years, of di-
recting cross-cultural communication
classes for adult students in intensive
English programs, we have determined
that the following topics meet, the test

andimportance,
communicative potential,

and reliability in the English-speaking
environment :

Specific Course Objective: To provide
in-depth exposure to American behavior
-patterns, values, social relations, cims,
and institutions; to provide diselSion
opportunities to compare/contrast the
above-mentioned areas with the stu-
dents' home cultural norms in a rational

Contemporary Social Scene (living
together, divorce, etc.).

i. American educational system.'
j. Current Affairs: the American view-

point versus the non-American view-
point.

k. Advertising and the Media. ,

1. Risk-taking in the new culture.
in. Acceptable Social Behavior.

This sample listing excludes a full com-
plement of sub-topics for *vity's sake
However, to provide readeff with exam-
ples of related sub-topics, some of the
components of (m) Acceptable Social

,Behayiorare:

ti

1. Table etiquette.
2. coping with."pressure" salespersons.
3. Excusing yourself from the company

Of friends, hosts, or others.
4. Ingestion, digestion,t and congestion.
5. Making and breaking business or

personal dates.
6. dye me my SPACE but take your

TIME.

The teacher's preparatory obligation is
to del, clop introductory elcrcisescross-
cultural gambitsfor securing the -IN-
VESTMENT of each student in a com-
municative process. The core activity
should provide for I'discussiOn on the
topic from the "American" point of view
while providing for equivalent input
from the students' home culture. Sev-
eral suggested activities are summarized
beloty:.

1. Comfort Bits. Those sights, tastes,
sounds, sensations, and items which pro-
vide each person with a personal aura of
security, pleasure, and selfness. Their
role in one's life becomes more evident
when a person finds himself without
them; for example, familiar sounds, the

arorrnt-of a avori e soap,tir
newspaper, the flowers or shrubbery in
the neighborhood, the way the bed feels
at night.

The teacher sets the scene. by men-
tioning that each .student may feel a cer-
tain lackinga Sensation of sensory
anomiewithout knowing precisely what
is causing it. "Comfort bits" as a concept
is then defined. Thereafter, students
invest in the activity by first making
notes on a sheet containing the topicsattempt to build an understanding of "Where is that color from home?" "Aand respect for cultural diversity.

,1 smell that is missing," "What I miss in
the morning (afternoon, night)," "How I
know that I don't belong here (yet!),"
and "Things I should have brought with
me but didn't." When the sheet is com-
pleted, students present their thoughts
on one topic at a time, elaborating and
discuhing as urged to by"others in the
group. This leads to the addition of
items 'by each student on the spur of the

it momentthings forgotten until men-
tioned by classmatesand brings reflec-
tion into the communicative arena.

I
2. Action Line. No city is without a

newspaper column or radia program in
which problems of the consumer or cit-
izen are submitted in the hope that a
solution will be provided. These com-
munity-service features of the media
proyide the format for in-class discus-
sions based on the question, "What
problems have you had this week in the\
community?" When a Problem is men-
tioned, the teacher encourages students
to suggest solutions (usually based on
their prior experience in their own cul-

e). After numerous potential solutions
e posited, the teachei and well-in-

formed students suggest solutions within
the American context. These, then, are
further discussed, leading invariably to
more,shared discussion of related and/or
similar problems. Frequently, the prnb-
lcm is presented via a specific experi-
ence bettyeen a student and an American
citizen

3. Site-Seeing. An outreach activity,
"site-seeing" requires that each student
go to an area of community activity
(shopping mall, park, etc.) with specific
instructions to observe a particular facet
of local color: fashion, eating habits, re-
creational pursuits, or male-female inter-
action may be the focus of observation.
Students need only observe certain phe-
nomena which have been previously
selected in class as being worthy of
investigation, it isn't necessary that they
tolk to people when "site-seeing." On a
following day, students .gather in the
classroom to compare notes and discuss
what they saw (or though( they saw).
Often, thq students will be asked to form
a group conclusion or opinion regarding
American cultural behavior patterns to
close discussion on the issue.

These and similar techniques bring
into play the essentials of communica-
tive --cause first culture learning, new
cultural awareneSs,----groupdynamics, and
Adividual responsibility wi

fltp ying the dominant parts in all,aspects
of the community-learning enterprise. 0
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ADDING SIGHT AND SOUND
Continued from Page 32

it may be possible to adapt computer
Ames to language learning, to have
students speak directly to their computer
rather than use the keyboard, to have
the computer check student prone ia-
tion, or to provide access to 11 rary
resources. The video systems and tcro-
computers are already on the 'arket
and teacher; and students Ake an look
forward to new curriculum designed for
the technology.
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